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Chapter 1
Introduction
Device drivers are fundamental parts of operating systems. Drivers are a set of software compo-
nents inside the operating system which are linked to hardware entities in the hardware architec-
ture. They bridge the ”[..] indescribable boundary between the hardware and the software; the
place where the physical meets the logical” [39]. To the user they provide an abstraction and adap-
tion of the interactions with the hardware peripheral devices and isolate the I/O interactions from
the rest of the system. The aim is to ”keep it simple, stupid” [89] for the application programmer.
However, device drivers are exceedingly complex, highly specialised, optimised and have to be
highly reliable.
The notorious complexity of driver grows along with the computer system intricacy. More and
more intelligent peripheral devices surround the main CPU. Hierarchies of bus systems form a high
performance in-system network. The devices in the network are running partially autonomous and
also in parallel to the tasks on the main CPU. The sequential software has to interact with device
hardware, where the internal functions are also carried out to a great extent in parallel. Further-
more, the driver uses services of a complex operating system, which may lead to interference with
other system components.
The task of designing a device driver is difficult, due to the gap between hardware and software.
The devices are mostly documented in natural languages. They contain ambiguous and sometimes
unrelated information. On the other hand the requirements by the application are somehow vague
and not finally determined. The implementation is done in low-level programming languages with
the risk of getting entangled in the bit-operations. A domain specific design methodology is not
available at present.
Testing and debugging of a driver is the critical discipline, because a failure often leads to
a system crash, and the reason is hard to track. This is not an isolated problem, because the
relationships between the hardware components and the software components have to be taken
into consideration.
The design of device drivers is an interdisciplinary task of highly skilled experts. They need
a broad knowledge on computer architecture, hardware design, operating systems, programming
languages and impacts by the compiler, software design methods, bus systems and other intercon-
nection networks, and low-level protocols, etc. The driver developer sits in between the application
programmer and the device designer and has to understand both sides.
In the field of Embedded System design, there is a high demand for a systematic design method-
ology due to the great variety and the growing complexity of the systems. The pressure of fast time-
to-market on the one side, and the critical interaction with hardware on the other side, demands
synthesis methods or analysis techniques in order to accelerate the understanding and exploration
of the hardware behaviour.
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1.1 Aim of this Thesis
The aim of this thesis is to emphasise on different aspects of device driver design. Current ap-
proaches show that a driver cannot be completely synthesised at the moment. Therefore, a major
topic is the systematic analysis of the interaction of device hardware and the software driver.
The device hardware is analysed under the concerns of structure and behaviour. On the lowest-
level, the exchanged information between device and driver are classified. The idea is to re-
construct the purpose of some signals in the interaction of the device automata and the driver
software, which can also be interpreted as an automaton. The classification gives hints for the
position and the order of appearance of the signal exchange in the driver control-flow. This com-
munication semantics re-construction is a result of the analysis of the device automaton structure.
A further problem in device behaviour analysis, is the determination of the required sequence
of commands to obtain the dedicated reaction of the device. An automated analysis of the parallel
interaction inside the hardware from the view point of sequential access, leads to instruction se-
quences which brings the device into a dedicated state. In this thesis, the use of counter examples
of a model checker validation run is evaluated. The communication interface between driver and
device is modelled in such a way, that the counter example reports the required access sequence to
obtain a dedicated behaviour by bringing the device automata into a certain state.
On a higher level, the device can be structured into interacting components. The internal device
structure leads to a component structure inside the driver. In this thesis the method of structural
reflection will be presented, which derives the structure of driver components and their interactions
from the hardware topology. The component interrelationships on board-level lead to a coarse
grained structuring of corresponding driver components. This driver structure can be used as a
starting point by the device driver designer for a refinement towards the final driver structure.
With a refinement of the device components behaviour to an unambiguous semantics, the direct
synthesis of software components in the driver becomes feasible. In a case study, the method
of structural reflection and a reversal of the components semantics in software is applied for the
synthesis of dispatcher software for interrupt architectures.
These identified patterns have to be explored and combined for the driver design by an experi-
enced programmer. Thus the different high-level software development techniques are explored,
whether they are appropriate for driver design or not. Or vice versa, the low- level constructs in
hardware-near programming are shifted to an higher level to fit into the abstract view. It has to
be distinguished between the software specification models, their specification methods, and the
implementation techniques of these models. The automatic translation of the specifications into
target code is sometimes still inappropriate in the field of hardware-near programming. Thus in
this thesis the modelling of concepts is done in the Unified Modelling Language (UML) [13], still
considering that the model is refined for the final implementation depending on the target system.
The device is embedded into a larger computer architecture with interconnection links by means
of system busses. The device behaviour and the driver behaviour is almost independent from this
communication network, if an adaption layer provides transparent access to the device. In the
different approaches for driver synthesis, functions which cover the network up to the device are
used. With a detailed specification of the interconnection architecture and the behaviour of each
node, this communication layer can be synthesised. In this thesis a method is presented, which
determines the software entry point, parameterises the channel, and compensates remaining side-
effects. For specification, the behaviour descriptions on protocol level by attributed grammars
is used. With the code generator methods from compiler construction, the communication layer
can be synthesised. The behaviour specification of each node in the network is independent, so
the system can easily be adapted to a new topology by a modified structure description of the
communication network between device and driver.
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The different design and synthesis methods presented in this thesis have to be integrated into a
design flow for device driver design. In one chapter of this thesis, an integration of the methods
into a tool set is proposed. The tool set supports the driver design from the analysis phase, over the
design phase up to th target code generation.
Due to the use of a synthesis method for the communication software, the information on the
semantic of a communication with the device can be preserved during target code generation.
The communication is not tangled in memory access instructions in the driver code. Thus device
specific optimisations on the target code can be done. In the outlook, the appliance of compiler
techniques in the field of device driver is discussed. This includes the topic of dead hardware
elimination, analogous to dead code elimination. In this section, the advanced topic of system
security in relation to device driver is also elaborated.
The focus in this work is set on UNIX-like operating systems and contemporary desktop PC
systems. Nevertheless, the results can be applied in other operating systems and computer archi-
tectures. The driver design places emphasis on maintainability and the rapid establishment of a
reliable first driver prototype. Together with the analysis method, this prototype belongs to the
exploration of the system.
Hence in this thesis, next to the synthesis of a hardware abstraction layer depending on the
computer topology, the systematic analysis approaches, and the impacts on the high-level driver
design, will be discussed.
1.2 Organisation of the Work
This thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 describes the anatomy of a device driver and the environment it is settled in. The
interactions with the other operating system components are elaborated. This chapter discusses
the different perspectives of a device driver, and describes its objectives within the collection of
operating systems services. A special topic is the interaction with its counterpart, the device hard-
ware. The different methods of exchanging messages are discussed. The last section treats the
development process of the driver.
Chapter 3 gives an overview on the different approaches which are related to the field of device
driver design. It shows the orientation of the actual available course literature on operating systems
and driver programming in the environment of the different operating systems. A major topic is the
overview on the synthesis approaches for driver, and the frameworks designed for portable driver
design. The last section contains a discussion on the programming languages used in this field, as
well as high-level software design methods.
Chapter 4 presents the developed approach of deriving the structure of the driver components
from the communication relationship of the corresponding hardware components. Here the sepa-
ration of a driver component into a communication proxy and a driver kernel is introduced. This
decouples the behaviour adaption from the communication concern. The following two chapters
emphasis on the refinement of these two components.
Chapter 5 refers to the refinement of communication channel synthesis for software to device
hardware communication. The behaviour of the communication nodes in the computer system
topology is described by means of attributed grammars. The total behaviour of the communication
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channel can be now evaluated, and adaption software to guarantee a transparent access to the device
can be synthesised. The communication proxy covers all influences of the nodes on the route to
the device.
Chapter 6 handles the design of the device kernel which sits on top of the communication proxy.
The analysis of the middle grained hardware structure leads to suggestions on the structures inside
the driver kernel. Furthermore, fragments of the control code can be derived. With a refinement
on the structure and the semantics of the component, the direct synthesis of software becomes
feasible. Here, a case study for the synthesis of the dispatcher software for interrupt systems is
presented.
The second part places emphasis on the systematic analysis of the device hardware under the
particular conditions of the asynchronous communication between driver and device. The low-
level interrelationships are elaborated, and a classification scheme for the exchanged signals is
acquired. The scheme provides suggestions for the point and order of appearance in the driver
code. The last section deals with the analysis of the contrast of sequential software and the parallel
hardware. From the perspective of the driver, the interaction with the hardware has to be done
in a sequential manner. Here, an unorthodox use of Model Checking as an analysis method is
presented.
Chapter 7 briefly discusses the integration of the methods presented into a design flow for device
driver design. It includes the concept on integration of the design flow in the tool chain of a UML
based design environment.
Chapter 8 specialises on two topics which are out of the major scope of this thesis. The first one
discusses the application of compiler techniques in the special field of device drivers. Different
known compiler methods are evaluated as to which part of driver code they can be applied on. The
second topic discusses the influence on system security by device drivers.
Chapter 9 summarises the presented work. It concludes this thesis and gives a brief outlook on
future work in the field of device driver design.
The next chapter starts with an overview on the internals, the interactions, and the objectives of
a device driver within an computer system.
Chapter 2
Anatomy of a Device Driver
Device drivers play only a secondary role in operating system course literature (for example
[19, 106, 84, 64, 102, 70]). The literature mostly focuses on processes, scheduling, and mem-
ory management. An upcoming topic is security and distributed computing. The access to ”ex-
ternal” devices is described in literature only from a very high level. The device drivers are just
seen as modules which provide access to special hardware resources for high-level functions of
the operating system or the user application. The objectives of a driver module are to provide an
implementation of the device-class specific interface to the operating system kernel, do resource
management, control the interactions with the device, and to perform safety checks.
In this chapter the objectives and the interaction with other modules in the kernel are depicted
from different perspectives. Due to the inclusion of literature describing implemented operating
systems and computer hardware, it goes beyond the scope of the operating system literature listed
above.
2.1 The Driver Inside the Operating System
Device drivers are components in the Operating System (OS) which interact with other parts of
the OS and hardware resources. From an abstract point of view, a driver is a brick in the operating
system chart (see figure 2.1). Most of the time the term ”kernel” is used as a synonym for the
operating system. In this thesis, only the set of components in the operating system which are not
belonging to the group of device drivers are named kernel.
The driver implements an interface to the kernel for its device and provides a channel to this
device. Therefore it requires a lower-level communication channel to the device hardware. It
works as an adaptor from the kernel interface to the hardware interface. As a horizontal form
of communication it requires kernel services or it can even so provide services to other kernel
components.
The separation of the driver interface into three different interfaces (compare figure 2.2) is used
by driver wrappers as an approach to design frameworks for portable device drivers. Examples
of these architectures are the Uniform Driver Interface (UDI) [116, 117] or the portable driver
approach in [93].
This leads to the following first step of defining perspectives for a device driver as an adaptor
between components:
Perspective 1 A driver is a software component which adapts the communication between (oper-
ating) system components. Some of those components (the device hardware) may be implemented
in hardware.
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Thread Thread
KernelKernel
Driver
Driver
Hardware Abstraction Layer
Hardware
Process
Driver Driver
ProcessProcessProcess User Space
Kernel Space
Operating System
Figure 2.1: Device driver as a low-level module in the operating system structure.
Driver
Algorithm
Interface
Kernel
Services
Kernel 
Hardware
Figure 2.2:
Driver interacts with three interfaces: kernel,
user, hardware.
In the case of direct interaction with a hardware resource, the driver is interacting with the
device controller which is attached to the system bus. The device controller communicates with
the external device [70, 64]. These days the devices have evolved from simple I/O interfaces to
computers on their own [103] and are no longer external. For example, harddisks are integrated into
the same housing as the main computer system (desktop PC) and have their own Integrated Device
Electronic (IDE) with CPU and memory. So here the term device is used for specialised hardware
resources in the computer system architecture, which are not the CPU or the main memory.
Perspective 2 A device is a specialised hardware resource for a dedicated task. The device is
embedded in the computer system architecture and can interact with the CPU and other hardware
resources in the system via a system bus.
”The device driver is the part of the OS that directly controls the operation of a device.”[84]. The
communication channel to the device can be provided to the driver by lower-level device drivers.
On the software side, they provide channels to the device hardware for the drivers using their in-
terfaces. This leads to stacked device drivers or ”cascaded drivers”[112]. The modules are more
concrete towards the device and more abstract towards the kernel device interface. The communi-
cation is similar to the ISO/OSI reference model (for example compare [85]) for communication.
The lower-level drivers provide a transparent communication to the device interface. An example
is the device stack for an external CD-writer connected to the parallel printer port of a PC (see
figure 2.3). Inside the external device, the inverse stack is implemented with is an adaptor from
the printer port to the internal processing logic. This unpacks the communication to the Small
Computer System Interconnect (SCSI) or IDE layer. Hence inside the external housing, the same
standard SCSI or IDE drives can be used as inside the desktop PC housing.
For the top level driver in the stack, the external CD-writer behaves like a CD-writer in an
SCSI-system. So the writer in combination with its drivers pretends to be a different device.
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Parallelport
Parallelport Protocols
Parallelport-IDE
Paralleport-ATAPI 
IDE
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SCSI-host Adaptor
OthersCD-ROMHarddisk
cdrecord(ext2, ISO9660,...)File Systems
Hardware
IDE Device
IDE
Parallelport Hardware
Figure 2.3: Device driver stack for CD-writer with a slot for external CD-writer on the
printer port (from [119] extended by external device).
Other examples for emulation of a different device are RAM-disks where memory behaves like a
harddisk, or a FAX-modem that behaves like a printer device towards the kernel. In some cases
no specialised drivers for each behaviour are required; a driver module can provide and implement
different interfaces (for example [52, 93]) for the kernel device interface, and for other kernel
modules. The lower-level drivers in the driver stack do not implement a kernel interface. They
provide only interfaces for other kernel modules or drivers to allow transparent access to a device.
Perspective 3 A driver is a software component which provides special services to other software
components, in most cases with the help of a hardware component (the device).
or
Perspective 4 A driver wraps a hardware component to fulfill a demanded total behaviour. The
driver itself can be seen as an abstract device. The demanded behaviour can be emulated and no
real hardware is required.
In the operating system literature (see above), the device driver uses a Hardware Abstraction
Layer (HAL) (for example the HAL of NT in [102]) which adapts to the low level behaviour of the
computer system architecture, for instance: the correct bitwidth of an access1. With perspective 4,
a device driver can be seen as a high-level hardware abstraction layer, up to the kernel interface.
At this point the driver implements an abstraction layer for a class of devices.
Towards the application the driver abstracts the device. It generalises the dedicated hardware
regarding the functionality of a device class and hides all direct interactions to the device hardware
[106]. ”While the abstraction simplifies the way the application programmer controls the hardware,
it also limits the flexibility by which specific hardware can be manipulated.”[70]. Thus it must be
decided for the design of the driver, between a high abstraction level for the interface to the user
application, and the accessibility of special features through the abstract interface.
In the rest of this thesis it is assumed, that a driver directly interacts with a hardware resource.
The driver implements the interface to the kernel for this device-class, or provides implementations
1Many high-level programming languages do not provide a portable definition of the bitwidth of data types like
char, integer, etc.
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of special services to other kernel components or drivers. Adaption components between two
software interfaces can be generated with special synthesis techniques discussed in ”State of the
Art”in section 3 or with the design methods on component oriented software [40]. In the next
sections the objectives of the device driver are depicted in more detail.
2.2 Resource Management
One of the device drivers task is resource management. The device driver is developed as an
adapter from a special hardware implementation, an instance of a device as specialisation of a de-
vice class, to the kernel interface of that device-class. Hence the driver has to identify all hardware
components in the system that it can operate with, and gather the identifiers to distinguish between
different instances of a device type.
On the other side the driver has to provide and handle channels to the user of the devices and
the driver services. Users are in this case applications on top of the operating system or other
components from the inside of the operating system. The communication between the user and
the driver is handled by a user channel. The relationship between the user and the driver is one-
to-many or many-to-one. In most cases a mapping from n user-channels to m hardware resources
must be managed by the driver (see figure 2.4).
Application Driver
Resource
Table
n
OS-Kernel
DeviceChannel
jk m y x1 1
Channel Mapping
Table
User-Channel
Figure 2.4: Device driver as mediator between user-channels and the resources.
2.2.1 Device Identification
Hardware identification is rather difficult [95]. With the use of kernel services the computer system
must be scanned for compatible devices in the system architecture. The identification is difficult
because most hardware resources do not provide exact identification services.
The system architecture of a computer system can be described by a graph of interacting com-
ponents. The central element is the CPU that the driver and the operating system are running on.
With the use of reflection methods of the system components, for instance the Basic Input Output
System (BIOS), the surrounding architecture is explored and the graph of components with the
CPU as root can be constructed. Basic requirement is that all components provide information on
their type. The identification algorithm must decide whether to dive further into the architecture
of a sub-system, for instance if the component has a bridging function, or to stop at this level. The
identification process can then be handed over to the driver of this sub-system and to finalise the
architecture identification.
In most systems a driver is responsible for internally creation of a hierarchy of components. The
driver must follow the hierarchy to identify its sub-resources. The identification hierarchy can be
defined as a rule system like in [110]. The rule system leads to an if-then-else tree of characteristics
which have to be checked to identify a driver-corresponding component in the system. The descent
into the if-then-else structure gropes along the hierarchy of the computer system components.
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So each component must provide information on its type. Associated with this information is
the device class and knowledge whether components beyond this one may exist or not. In some
cases, the type information is sufficient to determine the succeeding structure and it does not has
to be explored in further detail.
For example, to explore the devices on a Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus, the
identifying task first has to evaluate the existence of a PCI-bus in the computer system architec-
ture. With the help of the BIOS functions the different resources in the bus slots can be accessed.
Resources on the PCI-bus can provide information [95, 83] by means of a device class ID, type
ID, the vendor ID, and the device ID given by the vendor. In the case of an IEEE1394 [43]
(FireWire(TM)) network host-adaptor, the identification of components in the network and the
topology re-construction is left to the driver for this type of network.
Together with the type information, a unique identifier of the device has to be determined to
unambiguously address the physical device identity. Similar to the objects in object oriented pro-
gramming (OOP) the device has a unique identity (ID). In OOP the unique ID is only used in-
ternally and the design uses other mechanisms to resolve the reference to the object, for example
the memory address, where the object is located. Analogously the hardware systems must provide
a mechanism to identify the different instances of device hardware of the same type, as well as
methods to separately address them. The unique identifier can be part of the component and be
gathered the same way as the type information. Otherwise system internal enumeration schemes
must be used, for example the slot number.
During device identification the driver sets up a resource table with ”cookies”for each identified
device. ”A cookie is a device-specific piece of information which can be used to track device status
information.”[107] The cookie can store the static information to directly address a device, instead
of querying this information each time by means of system services. The device cookie can be
further used to mirror settings of the device and other channel parameters to access the device.
The process of system identification in combination with the construction of a cookie table, can
be interpreted as a flattening or reduction of the system graph. The leaves and nodes of interest are
identified and a flat table is established in the driver, whereas the cookies provide direct links to the
assigned devices. The communication channel abstraction has to support the perspective of direct
communication. The driver provides an entry port through which all nodes are directly visible as
if they were directly linked to this port.
For example, the topology re-construction of the FireWire-network can be combined with the
determination of the node type and the node identifier (ID). The IEEE1394 standard [43] includes
a coding scheme for the node position in the network, and a mapping to a memory address scheme
(see figure 2.5). The cookie table includes for each node the ID and the address in the network. The
address can be used as base-address for access to memory locations in a node, instead of looking
up the node in the internal topology graph.
After identification of compatible devices, the driver sets up a mapping table between the hard-
ware resources and the user-channels of the kernel interface.
2.2.2 Communication Channel Mapping
The objective of communication channel mapping is the binding of a user/app-lication interface to
a dedicated device. The user application selects or allocates a device by an open() call [104, 70].
The kernel sets up a user-channel for communication. These user-channels identify an application
which uses the driver during the use of driver services.
From the driver designer’s point of view, it has to be decided if management infrastructure has
to be implemented for 0,1, or N devices in combination with 0,1, or M channels. Management
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Figure 2.5: Possible topology of a FireWire (IEEE1394) network and a flat view to the
nodes by a linear 64 bit address scheme (compare [2]). The cookie table enu-
merates the nodes and stores the unique identifier and the base address of each
device in the network.
structures change dramatically if 0,1 or a limited number larger than 1 have to be managed [51].
It depends on the device class requirements if locking mechanisms or management functions
for mutual exclusion have to be implemented in the driver. A different topic is whether the driver
is able at its level of abstraction to decide if the access policy is used or not. Both cases can not be
discussed in general, and depend on the device class and the desired use.
On the user side, an application must be able to select a dedicated device and the services which
it likes to use. Under Linux, or other UNIX-like operating systems, all devices for file I/O or
data stream I/O are listed in the /dev directory of the file system. In the list each abstract device
name is assigned a major and minor number, access rights and a data-type class. The data-type
class distinguishes between character devices which can handle data exchange of arbitrary length,
instead of block devices which use a fixed size of data. Furthermore, the data-type class determines
the interface type and the set of possible services of the abstract device.
A device driver registers itself at the kernel at load-time with a system unique major number.
The correspondence between the major number in the /dev directory and the driver must be set
up by the system administrator2.
The user/application uses the device name of the /dev directory to identify the device and allo-
cates it by an open system call. According to the major number assigned to the device name, the
kernel identifies the driver for that device. The kernel instantiates a management structure called
file pointer and assigns it to a user-channel number which is returned as the result of the open call.
The user channel number is an identifier/shortcut for the complex internal resource identification
structure. Further method calls by the user application use the channel number as reference for the
file pointer structure. This structure is passed together with the system call parameters to the driver
methods. On the other side, the file pointer structure is used by the driver as the identifier of the
channel to the user application.
The distinction between different hardware resources covered by the same driver must be han-
dled by a driver internal management system. On the user side each resource appears as an individ-
ual abstract device. The distinction is made by the assignment of a minor number to the abstract
device name in the /dev directory. The driver can distinguish between the different resources,
because this minor number is stored in the file pointer structure [95, 8]. This mapping is depicted
in figure 2.6, whereas the different resources can even so be seen as a set of different services.
Providing a user communication channel depending on system calls, does not only mean an
implementation of a part of the kernel interface. In some cases the driver can provide, with the
2In [95] a method for dynamic selection and reassignment in the /dev directory under Linux is shown.
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Figure 2.6: Mapping of a device to a user-channel under UNIX-like operating systems.
help of other kernel services, a different channel type which is a shortcut in the user-channel. For
example, the UNIX-like operating systems allow the mapping of I/O memory space to the applica-
tion (process) memory space. The application can request a direct access to the peripheral address
space. The driver grants the direct access by reconfiguration of the memory management of the
kernel (see [8]). The device is accessed from the application by pointer de-referencing instead of
system calls. The avoidance of system and method calls leads to speed up of the application. The
application has to be secure to get this access, as the driver is bypassed and is neither informed on
the exchanged data, nor on the event of an exchange. Similar to code hoisting in compiler con-
struction [66], unnecessary parameter checks by the driver are avoided and have to be performed
on application level. This type of channel should only be provided by the driver if all potential
users of the interface are secure. A general policy or mechanism for the negotiation is not provided
by the kernel, and must be implemented individually in the driver.
A different strategy for device identification and allocation for applications is used in the ob-
ject oriented operating system BeOS [9]. Devices are identified by a system-unique name. This
requires that the possible names of the devices and the number of devices is known in advance,
which is the case for the Joystick port, and the ADU and DAU channels of the BeBox3. Instead
of system calls, an object for the device class is instantiated and the open call is a method of the
object which binds the object to the device by the device name. Access to the device is given by
means of method calls to that device object [107]. In the case of a dynamic number of devices,
for example the serial computer interfaces, the application asks the object by means of reflection
methods (compare for example [40]) which devices (names) are available. One is selected and the
object is bound to that device by an open call [107]. So here the advantages of object oriented
implementation are used. The management object can be a static part of the class which works as
proxy for the device class. Each instantiated device object shares the management object, which
keeps track of the available devices of that device class, and does the housekeeping in the system
along with the device identification.
2.3 Control-Flow
The interaction of a device driver with other components and the kernel can be described by means
of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) and design patterns. In the book on design patterns
[36] different patterns for object oriented systems such as facade, command, proxy, and observer
are described. In this section the behaviour of the driver and kernel as well as the interaction is
described by means of these patterns.
3Computer system developed together with the BeOS.
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2.3.1 User Process and Driver Interaction
The device driver implements the interface to the kernel by providing callback functions [95, 112].
The interface acts as a facade for the driver, its sub components, and the wrapped hardware. The
communication of the user application with the kernel can be done by message passing, or by a
software trap. Both systems are wrapped by library functions which cover the system calls. The
kernel invokes the callback functions of the driver as a result of a system call. In a previous step
the kernel has performed the work of a dispatcher.
By message passing, the message with the request of kernel services is sent to the kernel. The
kernel processes the request and sends the answer back.
In the method of system traps, the system call stub stores the message parameter in a defined
location, and a software interrupt is raised. The processor switches to super user mode and the
request is processed. The answer is stored in a special location and the control-flow branches back
to the user process [106].
In Linux the system call is done by a software interrupt (trap) with two parameters, the call
code and the arguments, which are stored in defined processor registers. The system switches into
superuser mode (kernel mode) and dispatches according to the call code, to a callback function
inside the kernel [8].
In case of a driver, the kernel resolves the command that is included in the system call argu-
ments, identifies the device class according to the used channel, and selects the driver. Depending
on the method code, the corresponding callback function of the driver is selected and invoked. So
the kernel acts like a dispatcher for commands, whereas the dispatcher is structured by the levels
device-class, device driver, and abstract function of the device class. The demanded behaviour
must be implemented or it has to be emulated in the callback function. Inside the function, a fur-
ther dispatcher can interpret the given parameter sets as an encapsulated structure of commands
and parameter structures. Hence, the kernel and the top level of a driver act as a dispatcher for
commands and data-structures. This behaviour is similar to the ”Chain of Responsibility” pattern
(compare [36] for the description of the pattern), though the receiver chain is not iterated, more the
request is dispatched in a branch tree.
The communication between the user application and the driver is initiated by the user process.
The driver is in the position of a server in a client-server relationship. The control-flow of the
user process branches at the positions of the system calls to the kernel, and then to a device driver
routine. The communication with driver is hidden by the call of functions from the operating
system libraries.
2.3.2 Device and Driver Interaction
The relationship between the driver and the device hardware is in many cases not a master-servant
relation. Both work as parallel systems on distributed parallel hardware. The hardware itself
is massively parallel. The software is quasi-parallel in the sense of multi-threading or multi-
processing4. Due to the different types of parallelism and the underlying communication hardware,
the software and the hardware parts have to synchronise each other by the exchange of messages.
The CPU can send a message to the device which recognises the message by an access to the
device register file. In [70, 64] the device (controller) has four types of registers embedded in the
system memory map to exchange messages: data in, data out, command, and status. The registers
can be read and written by the CPU.
The device can only change values in its registers or write values directly to the main memory
4Real parallel device drivers, for instance on Symmetric Multiprocessor Systems, are not assumed here.
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by a Direct Memory Access (DMA). The driver software recognises the change only by polling or
by an explicit notification by an Interrupt ReQuest (IRQ). The request raises a software exception5
[102, 24]. The processor branches as a result of this exception to a special routine for hardware
exception handling, the Interrupt Dispatching Routine (IDR). This routine has to identify the in-
terrupt source and the reason for the signal, because the information content of the interrupt signal
(in hardware) at the CPU, is in most cases only one bit. After source identification, the routine
branches to the interrupt service routine (ISR) of the driver which is assigned to the interrupt
source.
The control-flow, with respect to interrupt locking mechanisms of the processor, can change at
any time to the ISR (see figure 2.7). This leads to a quasi parallel behaviour of the ISR and the rest
of the software. So the driver/kernel/application and ISR work as parallel processes/threads.
ISR 
Thread
ISR 
Thread
ISR 
Thread
Thread Thread
ThreadThread
Driver ISR
Exception
Return from Interrupt
Driver Kernel
Interrupt Dispatcher Routine
Figure 2.7: Quasi-parallel processing of driver threads and the ISR threads.
Hence the ISR of a driver can be modelled as working in parallel to the driver. The complete
driver can be seen as a multi-threaded process with two or more threads: the driver code and the
ISRs (see figure 2.7). Because they are working in the same memory space, the internal commu-
nication is performed by shared memory. Hence, synchronisation mechanisms, like semaphores,
must be used to avoid race conditions [95].
The communication of the driver and the device can be done by polling (programmed I/O),
or as interrupt driven I/O with and without DMA [103]. In interrupt driven I/O, next to the flag
for signaling the new state, the device sends an interrupt request signal. The ISR of the driver
dispatches the request according to the flag to a dedicated sub-routine. This sub-section is the
same as in the case of active polling (compare figure 2.8).
In some operating systems this sub-section is implemented as a further thread, called the ”bot-
tom half” [95]. The operation system scheduler provides in this case a further scheduler for such
threads. The threads have a higher priority than the other system threads. The ISR only does
the minimum of required interactions with the device, for instance the acknowledgment of the
interrupt, and schedules the bottom half as a runnable thread of the driver (see figure 2.9) in the
dedicated scheduler. The probability of a second interrupt request before termination of the ISR
is reduced because the ISR just schedules its bottom half and returns. The bottom halves can be
preempted by other ISRs, thus the time where the processor is in the state of servicing an interrupt
request is reduced. Nevertheless, if the gap between consecutive requests is unknown, the ISR
5sometimes the term trap is used
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must block recursive requests, which can lead to a loss of requests. The rate and the gap between
consecutive requests is an important design parameter which is hard to determine most of the time.
From the driver designer’s point of view the bottom halves are the parts in the control flow
after the busy-waiting for notification from the device. The notification and the busy-wait is only
redirected to an IDR and its assigned ISR. The busy-wait is suppressed by the operating system
scheduler. This leads to multi-threaded drivers in the sense of the main driver kernel and the ISRs
with its button half.
a) b)
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Figure 2.8: Transformation from busy-wait by polling (state B) in (a) to a multi-threading
system with interrupts in (b). Part A sets up the system and C is the respon-
dence of the driver by the device message t. The polling is now hidden in the
scheduler which wakes the IRQ Dispatcher on the event.
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Figure 2.9: Split of the interrupt service routine (a) into a part for scheduling the bottom
half (b) and the bottom half itself as message handler (c) activated by the sched-
uler.
The unknown branch in the control-flow to another thread, requires a mutual exclusion of criti-
cal sections and a design which allows re-entrantability. The mutual exclusion can be established
with the semaphore services of the kernel. The avoidance of race conditions between the threads
requires a more detailed analysis of the interrelationships of the threads.
In some cases, the user process next to the the driver has to also react to the interrupt driven
messages from the device. The user process is informed under UNIX by a signal [104]. The
kernel scheduler branches in the user process to the dedicated routine, the signal handler of the
user process. It acts like a parallel thread to the user process, similar to the ISR to the driver. The
signal handler must register itself as a listener to a signal from the driver (see diagram in figure
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2.10) similar to the observer design pattern described in [36]. The listener management must be
implemented in the driver with the help of kernel services [95].
Signal
HandlerProcessISRserves IRQ
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Device
IRQ Scheduler
Driver Listener Chain
registers
signal to all listeners
enables
wakes signal handler
IDR
Figure 2.10: Forwarding of an interrupt as a signal to the signal handler of a user process.
The information exchange between the device and the software can be done by a Direct Memory
Access (DMA) transfer. The data can be exchanged between the device and the main memory
without the help of the CPU (just initialisation) [106, 102, 70, 62, 95]. A dedicated DMA-controller
executes the data transfer on the busses. This controller can be part of the computer architecture or
of the device itself.
The nature of the exchange of messages from the device to the software memory by a DMA
transfer is different from the transport of data to the device registers by the CPU. The software side
recognises the transfer to its memory only if it has initiated the transfer. The access to a device
register can be recognised by the device by an extension of the interface between the register file
and the system bus. Together with the signal for storing information in the register, an event of that
access can be produced as further information for the device. If the bus protocol has a setup and
closing section, a pre- and post-event (see figure 2.11) can be generated, too. This is similar to a
function call in software. Not only the parameters are passed to the function, even the event of the
function call can be used as a signal.
Though data exchange by means of a DMA transfer under the control of the device, the driver
message buffers can be modified without recognition by the software. Hence, the device has to
explicitly notify the driver of a change by means of an interrupt ”[...]interrupts are a hardware
assisted mechanism for synchronising the processor with the (asynchronous) events”[64]. This
must be expanded to the point of view that interrupts are part of the message exchange mechanism
between driver and device.
pre-event
post-event
(storage)
event
Figure 2.11: Sequence chart of the differ-
ent events in the register file during an access
from CPU to a register over the system bus.
The events are the result of the recognition of
the bus protocol sections.
Depending on the parallel nature of hardware, the extra events from the register file do not de-
crease the system performance. In the case of interrupt requests, each exception leads to a context
switch in the processor with the drawback of a decrease in performance. Thus the notification mes-
sages of a value is not sent on every change. The driver designer can define on which change the
driver is informed of, by notification settings in the device. As summary the exchange of messages
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with the device can lead to a branch, depending on the events in the device at each access, whereas
the device can only change the control-flow of the driver by the result of polling or by an interrupt
request.
2.4 Access to the Device Hardware
As stated above, the driver algorithms can be demarcated to the kernel by a facade which is an
implementation of the kernel interface. On the other side the driver requires access to the hardware
device. Most drivers are designed for a von-Neumann computer architecture with memory mapped
peripheral devices [70]. The classical devices are only registers embedded in the memory space
which act as a memory cell. The external device hardware is directly attached to those registers.
An anachronism is the parallel printer port of contemporary desktop PCs. It still acts as a simple
register file embedded in the I/O memory space of the Intel(TM) x86-processors. The register
content is directly routed to the connector pins [95, 62]. Later in the evolution, the peripheral
devices have been enhanced by their own ”intelligence”, for instance the harddisks with Integrated
Device Electronic (IDE) [99]. The peripheral devices have their own processor and memory, and
are computers on their own [103]. Still the communication with the main CPU is performed by
registers embedded in the system memory map.
Modern computer architectures have a hierarchy of bus systems or have access to distributed
peripherals by network architectures. An example of the hierarchy is the system of a CPU memory
bus, PCI bus, and ISA bus in contemporary desktop PCs. The bus systems are connected by bus
bridges for exchange of data. Distributed peripherals are for example mass storages like CD-Writer
on FireWire [29, 98], or sensors and actuators on fieldbus systems (compare for example [12]).
The different bus systems and the bus bridges have an impact on the communication between
the device and the driver algorithm. For example, the endian-mode can change, the chronological
order is changed, or a special protocol is required to get the correct manipulation of the device
registers. Thus, a lower access layer in the driver must provide a transparent access to the device
registers. This is similar to the ISO/OSI reference model of communication. The driver algorithm
and the device are in the same level of abstraction. The lower levels in the driver and the register
file in the device must in combination provide a transparent communication. This communication
system will be called in this thesis ”Hardware Abstraction Layer” (HAL).
The bus hierarchy and the modern processor architecture lead to the effect, that the communi-
cation between CPU and device is asynchronous. The internal CPU speed is much higher than the
speed for external data exchange. Next to the device registers ”[...] memory is always ready to
furnish a datum whose address is designated by the processor. It does it so within nearly constant
time, the memory-access time,[...]”[64]. The processor waits until the datum returns. Buffers in
the bus bridges lead to a communication with a soft timing behaviour. Due to the variety of archi-
tectures, an automatic generation of the communication layer is not easy. In the Devil approach
[61], abstract constructs named ports cover the communication channel from the driver software
to the device registers. In other approaches, for instance [75], platform dependent library func-
tions cover the channel. But they are not efficient, as optimisation can only be done within the
library functions but not across. The compiler is not able to handle the problem, because it lacks
knowledge about devices. In the different program languages, driver register access, is reduced to
memory access and the compiler handles these locations only as volatile memory and not as device
registers.
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2.5 Development Process and Lifeline of a Device Driver
The development process of device drivers is somehow similar to the development of application
software. It starts with the specification of the driver requirements. A problem for the programmer
is to analyse and to understand the behaviour of the hardware. Similar to the use of a library
set, the programmer must evaluate the behaviour of the hardware system and select the required
components. After specification and evaluation, the driver is coded, tested and debugged.
Debugging in device driver programming and hardware-near programming is a very difficult
task, because of the software/hardware interactions. ”Device drivers are unforgiving – one small
error can cause an entire system to fail”[35]. Debugging is an interdisciplinary task which requires
broad knowledge of the hardware and the software in order to identify the origin of the failure.
Hardware lacks a sufficient number of browsers/observers for the internal hardware states. De-
bugging of software in kernel mode is a different problem, because a debugger requires a running
kernel to operate, and can therefore not break the execution of the kernel for inspection. The
problems of kernel debugging are described in more detail in [95].
Additionally it seems that something like the Heisenberg uncertainty principle in hardware-
near programming exists. The moment you try to debug a hardware system the behaviour changes
completely, because it is modified by the hardware and software probes.
In [35] as further steps the integration into the target system and the documentation of the driver
API are discussed as single topics. The misuse by the application software of the already separately
tested driver, can highlight to light unrecognised errors during driver integration. This situation can
require a further test, as well as debugging iteration with the involvement of more people from the
application side. The lifeline of a driver is depicted in figure 2.12.
After a successful first shipment of the driver, the development process changes to an evolu-
tionary [38] development process. The next stage is the adaption to the next release of a hardware,
or the incorporation of a similar device of the same device class. The driver ”grows” with the
evolvement of the system. In the Linux history this can be observed by different drivers, for ex-
ample the ”tulip”driver for Ethernet cards. It can work with different network cards. The X-server
”xfree-4” [121] is a new release (4.x) which includes all previous dedicated X-server (<4.x)
for the different video cards into one monolithic X-server.
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Figure 2.12: Lifeline of a device driver. Loops in the lifeline are not shown.
At some point in time the driver is installed on to the system. During runtime, the driver is
loaded into the operating system and after an initialisation process the kernel/user-application can
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interact with the services of the driver. The methods of the driver are invoked almost in arbitrary
order until the system is shutdown or the driver is dynamically removed from the operating system.
Optimisations can be done at different stages in the lifeline; in the development process of the
driver code, the compiler and the boot process in the system. Here the driver can adapt itself to the
conditions of the actual system. An example is the Linux Ethernet driver ”tulip”. At first glance
the source code seems to be only an if-then-else structure which branches only on the different
device types. Thus during runtime only the parts dedicated to the identified card type are executed.
These parts include the functionality of the driver which becomes significant on the second glance.
At the different development stages different parameters are fixed. During the development
phase only those parameters can be incorporated into the design, which are fixed up to the com-
pilation point. For instance, the number of devices and the location on the system bus must be
resolved during system boot, and the driver must determine those parameters during initialisation.
So parameters which are dynamic after compilation can be fixed by contract. The required as-
signments between major and minor number and the devices in the /dev directory, which are
registered by the system administrator during installation, can be part of a contract in the docu-
mentation. Hence they can be resolved during compilation.
The lifeline in figure 2.12 shows on the right side the minimum sequence of method calls in
the driver. The first method call is the initialisation for the basic set up of the complete driver.
Afterwards the application allocates the device. Here the driver can adapt itself to the application.
Then, the application can use the driver methods almost in arbitrary order; they are only restricted
by the internal semantic of the services. On normal operation the application deallocates the device,
and the system unloads the driver. Depending on the physical nature of the device, a hot-plugging
of hardware resources can happen at nearly any time. So the driver routines must be able to handle
this exception.
This analysis of the lifeline and the use of driver services has an impact on the driver design. It
has to be determined when which events can happen, and which parameters are to be fixed after a
set point in time. This influences the placement of code in optimisation and synthesis approaches,
which will be shown throughout the next chapters.
2.6 Problems in Device Driver Design
The problems in device driver design are not visible at first glance, depending on the overview
presented in the previous sections. A major problem is the understanding of the nature of drivers
and how they interact with their environment. But even for an experienced programmer some
problems are hard to cover.
The aim of the driver development is the implementation of an abstract device under the con-
sideration of the fixed hardware part, and under the given system architecture either in hardware
or in software. The requirement is to bring the device hardware into dedicated states, resulting in
the required total behaviour of software being in combination with the hardware.
The first problem here is to understand the behaviour of the hardware. The device hardware is
documented most of the time in written form with natural language. The description is intermixed
with formal parts, simple register definitions, etc. Next to the understanding that hardware works
in parallel, the behaviour of the given implementation has to be understood. It has to be in the way
of what manipulations of the hardware have done, in order to reach a desired state.
Furthermore, the impacts of the system architecture have to be taken into consideration, because
they influence the exchange of information between the driver software and the device hardware.
Up to now, no patterns for the analysis and the resulting hints for the programming exists.
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This leads to the second problem, that currently no programming model for drivers exists. One
approach is a domain specific language, which provides a level of abstraction for device drivers
of a special class of devices. Other abstract specification methods are the standard methods of
software engineering. But it is often claimed that they can not be used for abstract specification
of the driver behaviour, because the resulting overhead is too high. Nevertheless, with appropriate
use of the methods, the overhead in implementation is minimal and they should be used even for
this low level programming task.
In the previous sections, only the macro perspective on drivers has been shown. From this
starting point the fine grained structure of the driver has to be derived. Still no patterns are known
to systematically derive these structures and how to derive parts of the driver behaviour from the
analysis of the given hardware architecture. Thus one problem is the specification of the internal
structure by separation of the different concerns.
A further problem is the communication between the driver and the device hardware in the
system. They mostly communicate by the manipulation of the content of registers in the device
register file. This manipulation lacks a suitable abstraction and is directly programmed by bit
field manipulations. These error prone bit operations are mostly encapsulated in function sets of a
board support package, providing a higher level of abstraction, but most of the time it leads to an
overhead during runtime. On the other hand, the function sets have to be generated by someone,
hence the problem of programming bit operations is only shifted to the programmer of the support
functions. Moreover the bit operations of the registers are hard to read, and so they are a source
of errors which are hard to find. A compiler can not re-construct the purpose of the manipulation,
and neither can do checks, nor optimisations of the instructions.
Furthermore, the different hardware components between the CPU and the device have an im-
pact on the communication, and hence on the register manipulation. A change in the order of
the manipulation sequence, or a manipulation of the transported data can result in a total different
behaviour of the device. These side-effects have to be compensated for each CPU/device pair and
the given communication architecture. This spans a new dimension in driver design where the
driver not only has to be adapted to the given combination of OS, CPU/programming-language,
and device; it furthermore has to be adapted to the given system architecture. So in combination
with an adequate abstraction level, a systematic translation of this level to the instructions required
for the given communication architecture is missing.
The last point to mention is the integration of different methods into a design flow in combi-
nation with a supporting tool suite. The different software development tools, even those which
are dedicated to driver design are self-contained or very restricted to a special operation system or
hardware architecture.
2.7 Summary
In this chapter the interior and the environment of a device driver have been shown. A device driver
acts as an adaptor between the hardware of the device and the operating system components. From
the perspective of the operating system, the driver in combination with a device forms an abstract
device. The driver can be separated into the concerns of the driver algorithm, the driver kernel, and
the communication of a hardware abstraction layer towards the device hardware. Closely related
with the communication is the topic of device identification and low-level system security.
Furthermore, this chapter has introduced the different requirements on a device driver and has
given an overview on the problems in analysis and specification. The inter-relationships are com-
plex and have different impacts on the work of a driver.
The next chapter will give an overview for approaches for the design of the different driver
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parts. The following chapters describe an approach for a general model of a driver structure. An
approach for a generic hardware abstraction layer will be shown together with an analysis approach
for the required driver kernel.
Chapter 3
State of the Art
This chapter gives an overview on the different approaches in the field of device driver design and
hardware-near programming. The overview can not be a complete survey because this field is as
old as computer architecture and operating systems itself. In respect to the interdisciplinarity and
the width of the field, many references here given, can only be seen as examples of their specific
area. Some approaches are not directly related to device driver design, but in combination with the
directly assigned work, this chapter provides an overview on the different aspects and view points
of driver design.
3.1 Books on Device Driver Design
Device driver architectures play only a secondary role in the literature on foundations in operating
systems. Examples are [19, 106, 84, 64, 102, 70] which discuss more the topics on process and
memory management, networks and security. Device access is only a brief section. The hardware
is mostly described as a device controller which is accessible by the system bus.
Books on programming in the different operating system environments like UNIX, for example
[104], describe the use of a device class from the users perspective. These books give hints to how
the driver of a special device class is typically used.
Books on dedicated operating systems like BeOS, Windows, or Linux are more specific. They
describe the operating system architecture and the embedding of the driver software. For the Linux
OS in [8], the kernel architecture of the system and the interfaces to the drivers are described. The
section on driver programming is only a brief summary of [95]. There the driver model and the
kernel service functions are described in detail. It teaches how to use the functions, how to access
hardware and what behaviour the different drivers have to provide. The author gives executable
source code examples, and the book is the basic reference book for Linux driver programmers.
Design rules for the internal driver structures are not given. The description of the hardware use
ends with the access to the device registers.
In [6] and in [74], the driver architecture of Windows 2000 is described. Similar to the driver
book for Linux, these books provide a description of the kernel service functions, how to use them
and how hardware is managed by the operating system. The access to the hardware is given by
the Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) of Windows. Under Windows, the internal driver structure
has to fit to the model of the driver kernel, the hardware access via the HAL and the integration of
filters between those layers.
The book on the BeOS kernel [107] describes the use of devices and the device driver model
of this operating system. It is not as detailed as the books for Windows or Linux described above.
But the book provides enough information to write drivers for PCI-based devices. Similar to the
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previous books, hardware is accessed by the use of special functions and no design rules for the
driver internal structure is given.
Books on the programming of embedded systems, for example [7] or [14], describe the use of
hardware peripherals from the perspective of the used programming language. The ”driver” soft-
ware is not a part of an operating system, it is more the part of a monolithic block consisting of the
driver, the operating system and the application. The literature on microcontroller programming
is closer to hardware. There, the programming of the integrated peripheral devices is described.
Again, they lack a systematic procedure for driver design. The driver control-flow is derived by
interpretation of the device documentation.
A general book on device driver design which covers the aspects of hardware, software and
design could not yet be found.
3.2 Driver Algorithm
This section focuses on the approaches for driver wrappers, the generation of drivers by means of
domain specific languages, and the synthesis of the driver kernel in the sense of adaptor synthesis.
3.2.1 Portable Driver Design
In the master thesis of Stein Jørgen Ryan [93], a portable device driver for a shared memory
adaptor for a Scalable Coherent Interface (SCI) [100] is described. The driver kernel is wrapped
by a kernel interface adaptor, a device hardware abstraction layer and a kernel services adaption
layer. The driver kernel invokes different functions which have to be reprogrammed or adapted for
a port to a particular operating system. Furthermore, the function calls of the kernel have to be
adapted to the functions provided by the driver kernel. All adaptations have to be made by hand.
With this approach the driver kernel has to be designed once, and can be used in different operating
systems. An adaption to Windows NT, Solaris x86, and to Linux 2.2 has successfully been made.
A systematic approach for the deriving of the driver algorithm is not given.
The “Project UDI: Uniform Driver Interface” [113] is a co-operation of different companies, for
example IBM, Lynx, Sun, Hewlett-Packard, etc., for specification of a common wrapper for driver
algorithms. The idea is the same as in the former approach; to provide platform and operating
system independent interfaces for a driver kernel. The driver kernel can request services from the
kernel and also provides callback functions to the application interface. Towards the device it can
request channels for I/O transfers. The device register access is provided by channels which cover
the complete communication channel up to the device, similar to the approach in [110]. The driver
is fully isolated from the environment. The integration of the driver kernel into the target system is
done during the compilation phase. The required communication functions of the target platform
are added by the compiler and linker. The specification is at the present time in the revision 1.01
[116, 117]. The specification contains sub-specifications for different adaption layers, for example
the physical I/O access [115]. The participating companies and the free software groups under
Linux [114] are working on the implementation of the wrapper functions.
3.2.2 Domain Specific Languages
In [110] a Domain Specific Language (DSL) for video device drivers is described. The language
statements are evaluated by an abstract state machine. The state machine interprets a micro-
program and calls the corresponding domain specific code sequences out of a library. The language
statements and the sequences are derived from an analysis for similar patterns in the drivers for the
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X-window system under Linux. The domain specificity is given by similarities in the objectives
the drivers have, because they all belong to the same device class. The authors identified different
similarities as patterns in the drivers:
• Operation pattern which repeated code sequences that differ only by data.
• Similar sequences which slightly differ in the hardware communication and which are han-
dled only in a small number of different ways.
• Initialisation blocks for the different devices.
These patterns are used to analyse the driver source codes and to derive the elements and the
structure of the Domain Specific Language.
The devices are identified by a decision tree which is defined in the DSL as a rule system. Inside
the DSL, switch-case structures allow to define device specific sections.
The different devices provide different register maps. This is covered by a port approach. The
port covers the complete communication up to the register. The access to the register is abstracted
by a register identifier and access direction (read or write). The registers are described by location
and bit fields. The communication to the device is abstracted by manipulation of logical variables
inside the device. A translation scheme from logical variables to the coding of the registers bit-
fields is described. With this high level language the driver can be described and implemented. An
adaption to different operating systems can be performed by adapting the abstract state machine
which processes the driver code. The driver is split into an interface for the device registers and the
algorithm working on them [60]. The communication with the registers has resulted in the Devil
approach, which is discussed in the section on hardware abstraction layers (3.3).
3.2.3 Automatic Interface Adaptor Synthesis
A research group at the Royal Institute of Technology, ESDLab, Sweden, worked on automaton
synthesis, and interface synthesis based on automaton descriptions. The idea is to describe the al-
lowed access sequences to the device registers in a regular grammar. The device driver is described
by its interfaces and the adaptor (automaton) is synthesised.
A component which works as an adaptor between two interface protocols has to fulfill two pro-
tocol definitions. The protocols are defined in the language ProGram [71, 75] which is used for
automaton synthesis [58, 78]. Both interface specifications are interpreted as automaton descrip-
tions. The synthesis algorithms for the adaptor component creates a product automaton [42], and
withdraws all product states which can not be reached, or which can not be reached by a constraint
of cause and action on the received and sent signals [72, 79]. In case of a set of solutions the
algorithm chooses the one with the shortest path.
This approach can synthesise adaptors for syntactical re-ordering of information. The interface
descriptions define the order of the required and provided information. The semantical mapping
of the information is done by a mapping table of the information place holders. An example is
the parallel to serial conversion. The semantical identity of the protocols must be chosen at the
outside by assignment of a placeholder for each bit in the two protocols. The approach requires
a synchronous processing model of all three automatons, the left side automaton, the adaptor, and
the right side automaton.
Mattias O’Nils used this approach in his PhD thesis [75] to synthesise device drivers. The driver
adapts two ports: to the application/kernel side and to the device side [79]. Special services are en-
capsulated by library functions and the invocation protocol is described by the ProGram language.
The access to the device is covered by communication channels. In [76], a classification scheme
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for interface synthesis and different tools for channel synthesis are evaluated. In the ProGram
approach, a simple channel with the read/write in combination with the register and device base
address is used. The channel implementation is provided by a platform dependent communication
library [77].
3.3 Hardware Abstraction Layer
For the automatic generation of hardware abstraction layers for device access, different methods
including tool integration are available.
The tool ”COMIX” [123, 80] can be used to generate a hardware abstraction layer. The idea is to
generate the hardware abstraction layer together with the register file implementation in hardware,
so the addresses, coding of the content and bitwidth is determined during synthesis. The register
file of the device is defined with the required abstract content, similar to the Devil approach [61].
The definition is stored in a database organised as an XML-file.
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Figure 3.1: Idea of HAL synthesis in
COMIX/TEMPLIX.
Figure 3.2: Processing of the specifications in
COMIX/TEMPLIX [123].
The required synthesis steps are defined in the language ”TEMPLIX”. The statements are in-
terpreted and work on the tree structure of the register definition file. The language ”TEMPLIX”
is defined as a XML document and allows limited operations on the data-structures. Synthesis
programs for a hardware abstraction layer for Ada95 are available. Ada has a well defined view
regarding to memory, and the Ada compiler ensures correct bit-operations in memory space. This
eases the HAL synthesis. However, the device register file in combination with the communica-
tion architecture must hold the assumptions of Ada on the behaviour as memory. So the main
work in adaption of the communication channel between software and the device has be done in
the hardware interface.
The system ”ElBaCo” [73] is used to synthesise device adaptors for the IPANEMA-system [41]
for mechatronic systems. The IPANEMA framework requires an adaption of the real hardware
components of the system, sensors and actuators, via encoders, DAC, ADC, etc. These adaptors
can not be derived from the specification of a mechatronic system. Simulation models of the
mechatronic design environment lack the knowledge on the adaption from abstract values to real
hardware interfaces. Hence, adaptors for the calculator objects in the IPANEMA system have to
hide the implementation of data capture by hardware or network access.
The objective of the ElBaCo system is to generate these adaptor objects from a further speci-
fication. This adaption scheme is specified in a hierarchical description language. The specified
adaption scheme is analysed and the adaption code for the framework is generated. This approach
is similar to the COMIX/TEMPLIX approach (see above), although here the transformation is
not done by interpreting the TEMPLIX-description. The transformation description is compiled
to an executable binary with the Eli-compiler [27]. The executable then processes the adaption
description.
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The ElBaCo description language is structured like a tree with special leaves. Depending on the
structure, the attributes in the leaves and the nodes, code segments for the driver are collected and
parameterised. Code for channel adaption by scaling is automatically generated from the descrip-
tion. This tool is specialised for the adaption to the requirements of mechatronic systems and the
IPANEMA framework. This approach shows the description of the system in a hierarchical struc-
ture, and the processing of this structure towards a device driver by collection and parameterisation
of driver sub-components.
The domain specific language (DSL) for driver synthesis (see section 3.2.2) in the Devil ap-
proach, uses ports of an device abstraction layer for the communication with the device. This
approach has been extended to the ”Devil”language (DEVice Interface Language) [90, 91] for ab-
straction layer synthesis. The ”bit operations can represent up to 30% of driver code”[61]. As
abstraction for the communication, the manipulation of logical variables inside the device is used.
The language specifies the register set of a device, and the transformation from logical variables to
bit fields in the register. Furthermore, special features like the default value and special behaviour
of registers like passive, volatile or trigger are specified. The communication channel with read
and write operations on a register is abstracted by ports, which can be accessed from the higher
driver layer. Next to the access, pre- and post-actions for a register access can be defined, for
example the indirect access to a register by manipulation of an index register.
As a first verification step, a consistency check of the register description is made. The different
rules are described in [61, 90]. The language can be translated to C functions which provide the
access to the device registers. In debug mode, assertion and log messages can automatically be
included to the access stubs [92]. This approach has been compared with hand coded drivers [92].
The evaluation classifies the different errors by incorrect driver behaviour. The analysis shows a
significant improvement of detecting errors in the development phase of a driver by applying this
synthesis method.
3.4 Integrated Solutions
In this section, integrated solutions in the sense of code generators for a family of target systems
and the combined synthesis of hardware and software are presented. This overview is surely not
complete and is only to compare/categorise the approaches of this PhD thesis.
3.4.1 Hardware/Software Co-design
From the point of view of hardware software co-design (compare for example [108]), a system
consisting of hardware and software is generated from a complete specification. The majority of
the co-design tools focus on the partitioning between hardware and software, and are used in the
field of embedded systems [18]. The system specifications can be implemented in hardware as in
software. The specification is separated into a hardware part, a communication part [26, 25], and a
software part. The software parts are translated to a programming language and implemented in the
target platform. The hardware part is mapped to standard cells in ASIC design or Complex Logic
Blocks (CLBs) in FPGA design. This is a fine grained structure in comparison to the large and
relatively fixed structures of devices. The synthesis process for the communication is not simple,
because of the strong dependencies to the target platform. The synthesis tools mostly focus on one
part of the system and are not able to automatically establish inter-operability.
The hardware/software co-design approach can not be used for device driver synthesis. An
abstract device can be specified through hardware/software co-design as an independent embedded
system in the computer architecture, however, the used device hardware is coarse grained with
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complex logic and automatons. It is difficult here to find a mapping between components already
implemented in the device hardware and the required components in the specification.
The complexity of the communication channel is higher, because the HW/SW co-design ap-
proach is intended for embedded systems which are small in comparison to desktop computer sys-
tems. Furthermore, the approach assumes that the system is completely defined in all aspects, and
that it can be broken down into a target system. A device driver is only a component of a complex
system. The driver design has to deal firstly with a usage by an application, not being specified in
detail a priori, secondly a more complex system architecture, and thirdly a more complex mapping
problem of required behaviour to implemented control structures. In this sense a specification of a
device driver is incomplete. Hence, the HW/SW co-design approach is not directly applicable to
device driver design, because the abstract device is not isolated like in an embedded system.
The homogeneous refinement methodology behind SpecC [18] provides the concept of com-
munication channels between components. They use a set of ports through which the specified
behaviours can communicate. The channel has a set of functions for communication, the inter-
face. For adaption to the channel, wrapper and transducer for channel-channel adaption are used
in the specification phase. This approach can be used to specify the abstract device. During the
refinement towards an implementation ”[...] the designer selects the appropriate communication
protocol for the system busses during the allocation task of architecture exploration”[18]. Hence,
up till now the approach can be used for specification of the communication behaviour and the be-
haviour itself. The adaption of both components must be done by hand during refinement towards
the implementation.
3.4.2 Code Generators and Software Development Kits
The different chip vendors of peripheral devices and microcontrollers provide different tools. They
can be classified as code generators for source code generation, library sets with parameterisers and
configurators, or integrated help and wizard systems for integrated development environments.
Some chip vendors provide off-the-shelf device drivers for their chip sets. Examples are drivers
for graphic cards for the PC platform with Nvidia chip sets. The used design methodology is
unknown.
The tool ”DAVE”(TM) from Infineon (former Siemens) belongs to the class of code genera-
tors for device drivers. The tool generates the access functions for the on-chip peripherals of the
Siemens microcontroller family. The required functions for the application are selected by the
developer in a wizard system of the code generator. The unwanted functions are not generated,
so dead code is avoided, instead of a dead code elimination by the target compiler. The internal
methods for code generation are unknown, but the author assumes that the code is generated by
the use of templates and term replacement. The output language is optimised for a set of target
compilers. The system is self-contained to the Infineon microcontroller family.
In [39], other tools from other vendors similar to ”DAVE” are briefly introduced. The tool
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”DriveWay 3DE” is an explorer for the device and processor architecture, and can be seen as a
front-end for hierarchical device documentation. The peripheral device can be explored and con-
figuration code for the selected configuration options can be exported. The tool supports different
microcontrollers. The ”ApBuilder” by Intel is similar to ”DriveWay” but covers only Intel micro-
controller. The same is true for the ”MCUinit” tool by Motorola which supports only Motorola
microcontrollers. All tools ”[..] can keep track of peripherals interrelations; in some cases, they
can alert the developer to a conflict” [39]. The major drawback of all tools is that they only support
the fixed architectures which the tool vendor has decided to support.
The chip vendor ”PLX Technology” provides a Software Development Kit (SDK) for its PCI-
bridges. The development kit contains configuration tools and library functions for the access to
the bridge under Windows. Applications which have to access components beyond the bridge can
use the API-functions of the SDK to cross the bridge. The SDK is restricted to the supported
bridges and the Windows operating system.
Other integrated development environments (IDE) like the Metrowerks C/C++ complier [63]
for PowerPC processors and microcontrollers, provide an extension in the programming language
for access to the device registers. An advanced help system supports the programmer by providing
detailed information on the accessed register files. As in DAVE the systems are self-contained to
a microcontroller family. In both systems, the way of using the provided functions and how to use
the peripherals must be derived from the device documentation.
3.5 Component/Object Oriented Solutions
For the design of the software side the different approaches in software development can be used.
Object orientation is a methodology which is well established in the field of application design. In
the field of operating systems and in hardware-near programming, the object oriented approach is
not yet fully accepted. In this section the appliance of this modelling methodology and the use of
the concepts is discussed.
3.5.1 Object Oriented Operating Systems
Modern operating systems are designed as component or object oriented systems. Examples for
commercial object oriented operating systems are NextStep, BeOS [9, 107] and Windows 2000
[6, 74]. Although these systems are not purely object oriented; they still use data-structures and
architectures from procedural programming, instead of full encapsulation in objects [107, 6]. Ex-
amples of research operating systems for embedded systems are PURE [10] or DReAMS [22].
The operating system is an instance of a component selection from a class library. In both oper-
ation systems the selection process is supported by configuration tools which check and resolve
intercomponent constraints. A device driver is a component in the class library, like the other
components in the system. The hardware abstraction layer of the driver classes is programmed by
hand.
The underlying philosophy of object orientation allows polymorphism, overloading of methods,
etc. This leads to an overhead due to pointer resolving during runtime and disables optimisation
by in-line expansion. This requires a lightweight programming approach by the developers. Most
operating systems for embedded systems are as static as possible. The required components are
selected before compilation and interrelationships are statically resolved. Further appropriate pro-
gramming styles, like pre-allocation of memory, reduce the overhead due to memory allocation
during runtime. In the DReAMS component library [23], a preprocessor of the compiler is able to
perform dead code elimination by means of static resolution.
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In the PURE system, the approach of Aspect Oriented Programming [48] (AOP) is used. Man-
agement structures change dramatically in complexity depending on the cardinality of elements.
It has to be distinguished between 1, a fixed number N or a fully dynamic number of elements
n [51]. The same principle holds for polymorphism if the number of derived classes drops to 1.
The tool PUMA [57] analyses the selected PURE components for the cardinal number of the used
components and changes the management structures accordingly.
The TEReCS tool [11] is the configurator for the DReAMS component library with emphasis on
the communication between embedded systems. The class library is extended by a dependency and
relationship description. The complete solution space is included in the dependency constraints.
The selection is done by specification of the communication behaviour and the components are se-
lected in respect to the constraints. The classes required for communication and device interaction
are designed and implemented by hand.
3.5.2 Java and JINI
The Java programming language (see [45]) includes an architecture for distributed services named
JINI (see [5, 4, 46]). The services or objects with services, can register themselves at a look-up
server. A user of a service sends a request to the lookup server and receives an object which
provides the requested service. The minimal requirements to the runtime system are a Java virtual
machine (JVM), and the Remote Method Invocation (RMI) system of Java.
The JINI system is often named in combination with device drivers. The JINI infrastructure can
be used to provide a driver facade to the user. An example is a printer service. The user requests a
printing service and receives an object from the look-up server which provides the printing service.
This object acts as a proxy which takes the document and sends it to the printer hardware with its
own proprietary protocols. The advantage is, that the device can provide the required protocol
adapter component by itself. So a new device registers its driver at the look-up server as a proxy
object for the device services.
JINI only provides the infrastructure for distributed services. No assumptions on the interfaces
of the services towards the hardware are made. The interface towards the application can be ex-
plored with negotiation and reflection methods of component systems [40].
3.5.3 Programming Languages
The selection of the programming language has an impact on the design process of the software
system. Nowadays C and C++ are predominately used as the programming language for oper-
ating systems. Assembler sequences are still embedded in the source code as processor depen-
dent subsystem and are highly optimised by hand. In C/C++ machine-near operations can be
expressed, but the language lacks the clear definition of bitsizes for data variables. A defined bit-
size is fundamental in hardware-near programming, because the variable content must be mapped
to device registers. The programming language Ada95 [15] provides a clear definition of the bit-
operations in the memory. In [91] the non-adequate and inappropriate mechanisms of C in the field
of hardware-near programming are discussed, and the DSL approach is derived (see section 3.2.2).
Thus the advantage of C (and Assembler macros) of being hardware-near is the drawback for the
programmer, because they lack abstraction and the source code becomes unreadable.
The C++ programming language is used in some commercial operating system kernels and
research kernels. The Linux developer community does not use C++ in the monolithic kernel for
performance reasons. The object orientation produces some overhead due to the look-up tables for
function pointer resolving of overloaded methods. Furthermore, the dynamics in object oriented
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systems leads to an more extensive use of implicit memory allocations by object instantiation
(new-operator). In [67], an example of the incorrect use of object orientation (programming of a
register as an object) in combination with a bad compiler is given. The lack of good compilers is
often the disqualification criterion for the use of C++ in embedded systems.
However, the structure of operating system source code often looks like the unrolling of object
oriented C++ code to C. Data-structures are passed to functions which operate on the data, which
then leads to error prone pointer operations. The encapsulation of functions and data into an object
reduces the risk of errors by information hiding and abstraction.
Operating systems like PURE and DReAMS show that with a appropriate use of the object
oriented features, an object oriented language is suitable for operating system kernel design. Thus,
when appropriately used, the high level programming languages can be used down to a level where
the granularity of the language constructs is higher than the entities they are working on. Here the
abstraction level must be reduced to constructs which are suitable for the given granularity. For the
same reason the programmer changes from C to Assembler.
The compilers of different programming languages are only concerned with the mapping of
instructions and data on the processor and memory architecture. They lack a knowledge of the
system architecture on peripheral devices; they only mark this memory area as volatile, and only
perform optimisations for the processor internal architecture. From the compilers point of view, it
is not important how the information is stored in the memory. It is only required that data sent to
the memory is restored in the processor register on reload without change.
This problem can be solved in two ways: information about the system architecture and the
behaviour of registers over a specific period of time, must be provided to the compiler optimising
methods. Here the compiler must re-construct the semantic of memory accesses or the program-
ming language must be enriched with I/O-specific instructions that the compiler can recognise for
exact manipulation of memory locations. A second way is an optimisation at preprocessor stage.
Here special I/O-instructions or a domain specific language is translated to the source language of
the compiler. Optimisations are performed outside the compiler which avoids cross optimisations
with the non I/O instructions.
3.5.4 Object Orientation, UML and Design Patterns
As stated in the previous section, it has to be distinguished between a design methodology, and
the implementation impacts respective of the problems with automatic translation to the target
language. The object oriented approach can be used for modelling. Before implementation, the
model has to be analysed if some parts have to be modified to improve the implementation quality.
One approach is the use of aspect oriented programming as in PURE.
An advantage of the object oriented programming is an implicit call order: On object instantia-
tion the constructor method is implicitly called, then the methods can be used in different order, and
finally the destructor method is called before destruction. This corresponds with the initialisation
and use section of the device driver lifeline.
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [31, 30, 13] is an approach to combine the aspects
of structure, data and behaviour in a joined view. The visual specification language is supported
by tools [88, 33, 111], which includes a translation to OOP languages like C++ or Java. Some
tools provide a re-engineering by translation of OOP source code into a UML specification. The
advantage of the UML are the different views on the software project in one methodology. This
includes concepts for integration of Real-Time aspects by, for instance, integration of the Real-
Time Object Orient Modeling method [55]. The Real-Time aspect is given in this method by
modelling the behaviour with state charts. The execution time of the automata can be determined
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(compare for example [28]), and the timing behaviour of the composed system can be evaluated.
Other approaches introduce the aspect of time by annotations in the sequence charts [3].
The drawback of the use of UML tools is that this modelling introduces one further translation
step which can lead to further overhead by non optimised translations. For example, aggregations
are translated to lists of references in both directions, even if only one direction is required. This is
not a drawback in large software projects as the dual direction is often required. But device drivers
must be built with high effective coding. So the UML can be used for modelling the device driver
design. At present the driver designers should refrain from automatic code generation.
Design Patterns [36] are a collection of generalised solutions for problems which appear regu-
larly in object oriented design. They are formulated as OOP models (UML) and are not in an OOP
programming language. The design patterns can be used as part solutions for given specification
problems. On the other hand, they can be used to describe solutions and document behaviour of
the system design and architecture.
In [36], it is stated that there may be more specialised patterns for special application fields, for
instance device drivers. From my point of view, no specialised design patterns for device drivers
are required, because they are already in use. They are only hidden due to the use of low level
programming languages. The components are implemented both in hardware and in software, so
the patterns are hard to identify.
The method of object orientation, the methods of UML, and design patterns, provide a high level
of abstraction. The effectiveness of the implementation depends on the synthesis of the model to
target code. So the methods can be used to structure the problem and also for the design of the
system architecture. So these methods will be used throughout this thesis to present and describe
the approaches.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter an overview on the different fields and approaches on device driver programming
has been given. Most synthesis methods are restricted or self-contained, in the sense that the
system specification can not be expanded by own subsystems. The Devil approach is the most
flexible for the generation of hardware abstraction layers. On top of that layer, an object oriented
structure is suitable and feasible for device driver design.
However, a methodology for deriving the driver structure and behaviour is lacking. The litera-
ture on operating systems is too abstract on the one hand, or too concrete in the sense of describing
the system API on the other hand. The behaviour of devices is described in the sense of listing
registers and presenting examples of code sequences only.
In the next chapter, an approach for deriving the driver structure from the hardware topology
is presented. An object oriented architecture will be introduced which can be derived from the
communication model of the system components.
The channel approach of Devil is inflexible, in the sense of adaption to a new computer system
architecture. Thus, the port approach is refined in this thesis to a synthesis method for a commu-
nication channel out of channel segments. The segments can be described individually by the use
of attributed grammar. The adaption to a new architecture is performed by rearrangement of the
segments and a synthesis of the channel.
A method for deriving the driver behaviour out of the device behaviour is also not covered by
these approaches. One chapter of this thesis focuses on this topic by refinement of the device
internal interaction structure. Here, the influence of the communication channel is taken into
consideration and an order of the messages over a specific period of time can be suggested. In
case of the interrupt system, the refinement can be proceeded to a level where software can be
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synthesised and the configuration parameters can be determined. The required specification is
composable.
The last chapter of this thesis discusses some issues on security and appliance of compiler
techniques, in the field of device driver development.
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Chapter 4
Approach for Device Driver Design
The aim of this approach is to provide an object oriented architecture, in combination with a
structured procedure for the development of a device driver. The main focus is to provide a method
to structure the problem of device driver design, thus reducing the development time and the risk
of errors. The result is not optimal in the sense of speed or memory consumption, as these goals
are treated as secondary aspect compared with development time and guaranteed quality.
Furthermore, this approach should enhance the understanding of device drivers and help to find
a starting point for the design of a device driver. To gain a better understanding of the hardware
behaviour, the similarities and analogies of hardware devices and software are discussed first. The
hardware behaviour is described from the perspective of object oriented design.
The different operating system kernels use different interfaces to a driver, which interestingly
enough are somehow similar [112], as well as different hardware channels from the driver to the
device hardware. In the different approaches of microkernels, monolithic, and object oriented
kernels, the perspective of a driver as an adaptor/mediator between application and hardware is the
best abstraction.
In this approach the structure of the hardware components, depending on their communica-
tion relationship, is analysed. From the analysis results, the software structure and interfaces are
derived. This leads to an object oriented architecture, a pattern, for the structuring of driver com-
ponents. The structure of the software components is a mirror of the hardware structure. Hence,
the hierarchy of the hardware components is taken into consideration, instead of the flat model
which is used in the Uniform Driver Interface approach [113]. This leads to an coarse grained
architecture for the driver.
The driver behaviour depends on the hardware behaviour and the demanded total behaviour of
the combination of driver and device. This can not be derived from the hardware structure, so hints
for the analysis techniques of the hardware and derivation of patterns in the driver design, are only
possible at this stage. In this chapter the reflection of the hardware communication structure is
used for structuring inside the driver. The access to the device registers is wrapped by an abstrac-
tion layer. The next chapter discusses the problem of channel adaption for the register access in
hierarchical structured system busses. Chapter 6 returns to the driver kernel. In that chapter design
hints for the driver behaviour are derived for the device internal behaviour.
The methods of object orientation and design patterns are used to structure the problem in this
approach. They are only used as a model. For effective implementation purpose, in some cases the
model must be left and flattened by hand.
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4.1 Intercomponent Communication
In this section the behaviour of hardware devices from the perspective and in the terms of the
object oriented design, will be discussed. Following this abstraction, the object-oriented driver
architecture will be derived in the next section.
In most computer systems the devices are attached to a system bus and show some registers
towards the CPU. The communication is performed only by passing information through these
registers. The registers are located in the device controller, and can be classified by data-in, data-
out, status, and command [84, 64, 70]. They act as a shared dual-port memory between a process
on the CPU, and the device automaton (see figure 4.4). The model of the device will be extended
in this section.
In this thesis, the perspective of a register as communication interface for a device is used. The
registers are one subpart of the device, and they are organised in one register file. The hardware
designer can provide interfaces for different peripheral busses, for example the FireWire Linklayer
chip TSB12LV32 [109] provides a bus protocol acceptor for the Motorola 68000, as well as for
the ColdFireE bus protocol. This feature is provided by implementation of different bus protocol
accepting automatons, which control the access to the device registers.
This leads to the first level of organisation, the split of the device into the components device
behaviour (device kernel), and the register file including the bus interface (see figure 4.1). The
register file includes as a sub component the communication to the bus system, in most cases an
accepting automaton for the bus protocol. The device behaviour, the device kernel, has parallel
access to the register file1.
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Figure 4.1: Devision of a device into the bus-interface, the bus protocol automaton and the
device kernel.
In the model the information is exchanged between the register file and the device automaton
by signals which carry abstract symbols. These abstract signals are named in the following as
Information Entities (IE), whereas the abstract symbols represent the state of the IE. In the Devil-
approach [110], the term device variables is used. The binary coding of the symbols of an IE is
represented by a bit-field. The bit-fields are mapped to registers. For ease of organisation, they
are not arbitrarily spread out in the registers, but are in most cases consecutively embedded in the
register file. Bit-fields are split and distributed across registers if the size is larger than the register
size. In most cases, the register size is a multiple of 2n · 8 bit (2n byte), oriented to the databus
width of the peripheral bus. In case of a parallel data bus, a mapping from a bit position in the
register to a data bit on the bus lines can be provided. This mapping can depend on the access
protocol which is actually used on the peripheral bus. A register file is a regular organisation of
1in some cases a data-path register is connected to a FIFO-buffer
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the registers. Inside the register file each register has a unique identifier, the register address. This
address corresponds with parameters on the peripheral bus, which addresses a dedicated set of bits
in a set of registers.
Manipulation methods of the IEs, have to be mapped to manipulation methods of the bits in
the corresponding bit-field (see UML diagram in figure 4.2). So, two translations have to be
performed: A coding of the new IE state into a bit-pattern and the storage in the corresponding
bit-field in the register file.
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Figure 4.2: Structuring of bit fields and registers with examples of manipulation methods.
The IE are encodings of the bit-fields.
The aim of each transaction between CPU and device register file is the exchange of the state
of an IE, or in object orientation perspective, the call of a method of an IE. On the lowest level, the
transaction is a manipulation of the content of a register, or a transfer of the register content to the
CPU internal registers.
The Devil approach [61] uses a similar description of the device communication, whereas de-
vice variables and the coding of the registers are modelled [90]. In the approach presented here,
the bit-fields of the registers which represent the device variables are coded and the registers are
manipulated by abstract ports. With the port functions the register content can be read or written.
The functions cover the complete channel from the driver software to the device register. For a
migration to a different platform the port must be adapted to the new channel architecture.
The abstraction of the communication channel and its interaction is an important factor for the
hardware abstraction layer, and will be explored in greater detail. The basic question is how the
channel interface on the CPU side must be manipulated, so that it results in the correct manipulation
of the register without side-effects? The answer depends on the architecture between the CPU and
the device, as well as the software interface to the system hardware inside the CPU.
From the object oriented point of view, the autonomous device can be modelled as an active
object. The register file acts on first glance as a shared memory of the device object, and can
be modelled using public variables. The content of the variables is manipulated by the methods
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provided by the system bus interface. As discussed in 2.3.2 the access to a register can produce
events towards the device kernel. The events are the result of the recognition of sections of the bus
protocol. One event is the access to the content of a register. So in principle, the device kernel is
able to track each interaction with the register file.
In software, an access to variables can only be recognised by encapsulation of the variables
as privates attributes of an object, as well as the access methods to the attributes. The access
is recognised by the object, and hence by the modelled device object, by means of the method
call (see sequence chart in figure 4.3). Inside these manipulation methods of the register file, the
translation of the register content to the corresponding symbol of the IE is performed. This is only
a model of communication and should not be intermixed with an implementation.
pre-event
post-event
(storage/read)
event
:Register File
:Channel
:IE Proxy
Figure 4.3: Sequence diagram of the ”method calls” in proxy, channel, and the register file.
In hardware, the events are the result of the recognition of protocol sections.
The methods of the active device object are not invoked directly by the driver object. The driver
calls the methods of the communication channel which invokes the method of the device object
(see figure 4.3). The former question of how to manipulate the register, now becomes the question
of which channel method with what parameters must be used to result in the desired manipulation
of the registers.
On the lowest level, the register bit-field manipulations are implemented in the bus protocol
automaton of the device, and the register method calls must be translated to protocol sequences.
The protocol sequences are initiated by the CPU on an access to external resources. The register
file of a memory mapped device is embedded in the system memory, so that the CPU must initiate
memory access sequences by the correct sequence of software instructions. In the C programming
language a data-structure can be mapped to the memory location of the register file. A memory
access to elements of the data structure is de-referenced to an access to a register. The structure is
designed in such a way, that the memory map in combination with the translations of manipulations
in the data-structure by the C-compiler ,result in a correct manipulation of the register file. This
requires correct knowledge of the complete memory architecture, the embedding of the device
registers, and the translation scheme of the compiler for data-structures and types, to memory
locations.
From the hardware designer’s point of view, the driver can be modelled as an automaton with its
own control-path and data-path. The device automaton, the device kernel, has parallel access to the
shared information in the registers. From the peripheral bus side, a non-parallel communication
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with the driver automaton is enforced by the time multiplex on the bus systems. The sequential
nature of the CPU results in a sequential access to the IE on the software side, the driver side.
From the object oriented point of view, the driver and the device can be modelled as active
objects which communicate by the adaptor object, the register file. In both directions two types of
information are exchanged: the content of a register, and implicitly the event of an access and the
point in time of the accesses. The active object of the driver can explicitly be informed of a change
in the register content only by a notification method, which is mapped to an interrupt request in the
real system (see 2.3.2).
CPU Device Device
RegisterFile
modifies
modifies
uses
CPU
Channel
Figure 4.4: CPU, device, and communication by a register file, as depicted by a block
diagram, and as active objects.
The object oriented view of the IE can be conserved on the driver side of the channel by intro-
ducing a proxy [36] for the register manipulations. The implementation of the proxy performs the
register manipulation, by means of calling channel methods. Towards a more abstract level, the
proxy should not provide register manipulation methods. On the contrary, it should provide meth-
ods for access to the IEs. They have to be mapped to register manipulations and hence to channel
manipulations. The proxy objects for access to the registers work as adaptors for transparent com-
munication with the dedicated device component. This model is similar to the JINI-approach [5, 4]
where the application communicates with a proxy object, and the proxy communicates somehow
with the target object which provides the services.
Here the structure is organised as in figure 4.5. The access to the device registers is provided
by an object that implements the interface with the manipulations of the register. This interface is
used by an object which communicates with the device by register manipulation. The granularity
of register manipulations is bits and bytes, whilst by object oriented programming it is coarse.
Hence, this model of object orientation on registers should not directly be implemented [67].
<<interface>>
IE Access
IE Proxy uses Sub-Object
Figure 4.5: The driver object uses a proxy for the IE access. The IE proxy implements the
interface with the required channel adaption for the access to the IE.
The driver on the software side, and the device on the hardware side, can be separated, anal-
ogously to the ISO/OSI reference model, into two layers: the communication with exchange of
shared information, as well as the behaviour on both sides. The behaviour is encapsulated in the
component driver kernel, respectively the device kernel. The communication layer encapsulates all
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sub-layers required to access the physical communication layer. It provides transparent communi-
cation between both behaviour components. Without a direct channel from CPU to the component,
each transformation of information by a component on the path must be taken into consideration.
This is similar to the ISO/OSI reference model in the presence of bridges and gateways, where the
influence of the bridges must be considered by the sender.
At this point, the driver is separated into a communication proxy object, and an object which
implements the driver functionality for one hardware component. The communication channel
is abstracted by an adaptor object to the device register file, which itself can be abstracted to
an active device object. The next section discusses an approach to structure the driver on the
communication level, between hardware components and the driver. The channel adaption will be
elaborated further when the channel software synthesis is discussed in chapter 5.
4.2 Coarse Grained Driver Structure
The previous section has discussed the separation in the concerns of a device behaviour, the register
file, and the communication channel, with a proxy as interface on the software side. This approach
can be used as a pattern to structure the device driver, analogous to the structure of components in
the device. Nowadays, peripheral devices are not a single component, they are a combination of
different entities. The driver must cover the complete structure.
The hardware components in a computer system interact by exchanging information on a phys-
ical level. The information is transformed inside the components and routed to other components.
The structure of information flow is visible from the outside on board level or in the case of com-
munication between systems on one chip it is not visible. The structure of interacting hardware
components can be reflected by a structure of interacting software components in the driver.
4.2.1 Driver Object Structure
The structure of the software components can be derived by reflection of the hardware components
communication-graph, in combination with the communication paths. All components which con-
tains registers have at least one corresponding object in the driver. They communicate with their
dedicated hardware component by register access. The access is provided by a proxy that im-
plements an interface for the register manipulations. Accordingly, the hardware components are
sub-components of the device. The corresponding software objects are named sub-object of the
driver. The interrelationship of the objects can be derived from the communication relationship.
Most registers are not directly accessible from the CPU. The access is routed through some
intermediate components on the path between the CPU and the device. Hence, the route of infor-
mation flow in the driver objects is analogous to the information flow in hardware components.
A communication proxy requires communication services from a lower-level sub-object. The
lower-level sub-object is the counterpart object of the next component on the route from the hard-
ware device towards the CPU. This set of communication methods can be modelled by an interface
provided to upper level components (see figure 4.6). It can be seen as a contract between both ob-
jects.
From the perspective of a top-level refinement method like SpecC [18], the pattern of sub-
component, sub-object and proxy, is a refinement of the channel between proxy and device com-
ponent. In figure 4.7, the proxy adapts to the requirements of the channel, and the register file
moderates between the channel and the device. The channel can be refined by a sub-object with
its proxy which adapts to channel and a register file of the sub-component. The sub-component is
connected by an adaptor and a further channel to the main target component.
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Figure 4.6: The sub-object uses communication services of a lower-level sub-object whose
component lays on the route to the own component.
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Sub- Channel
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Figure 4.7: SpecC-chart [18] using a sub-level component as a refinement of the channel.
As stated above, the driver sub-objects have to provide an interface for communication with
components beyond their own hardware component. They can provide different interfaces depend-
ing on the required speed and trustworthiness of the upper-level components use. One interface
requires in the implementation, a test of each parameter which should be send to the component.
An other interface does not carry out a test, but provides a fast and direct access by, for example,
memory re-mapping. Thus, the pattern for communication with the use of sub-level sub-objects
leads to a use of driver sub-objects by the proxies. The proxies implement an interface for register
manipulation which is used by the driver object. This object implements an interface for a com-
munication channel for an upper level proxy (see figure 4.8). The selection of the used channel
depends on the demands of the upper level sub-object.
<<interface>>
Upper-Level
Communication
<<interface>>
Component
Behaviour
<<interface>>
IE Access
IE Proxy Sub-Objectuses
Figure 4.8:
Proxy must implement the register file access
and the access to components beyond the com-
ponent by the bridge interface.
From the perspective of an upper-level sub-object the lower-level sub-objects are wrappers for
the communication channel to their hardware counterpart. It is an abstract device driver inside the
driver, a micro-driver. The separation into the concerns of communication and behaviour for a
micro-driver is in some cases not clear. For instance, it has to access its hardware counterpart by
a protocol in order to route information to the next hardware component. This protocol automaton
can be seen as part of its proxy, or as part of the behaviour. In total it is an adaptor to the channel
and the hardware component, providing a transparent channel to the components beyond.
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Figure 4.9: Use of the Upper-Level Communication interface by an object higher in the
communication hierarchy (compare figure 4.8).
The communication channel between the proxy and the hardware component is ”stateless” in
the ideal case, which means that two consecutive transactions do not influence each other, or
change the channel state, in the sense that the next transaction must take the previous ones into
consideration. This assumption holds on most memory bus systems. In the other cases, especially
by communication over components, the transition in components states must be taken into con-
sideration, because on the outside it is a transition in the state of the channel. This means a more
complex protocol in the proxy has to track the change of state in the sub-level component. The
required state for the transaction has to be re-established, or the interaction with the channel has to
change according to the new behaviour. For example, a transaction to the local bus over the PCI-
bridge has changed the address remapping parameter. Therefore, the next access has to change the
remapping parameter before the access, if the desired access is outside the remapping window.
The model shown for the driver structure does not cover any aspects of optimality in the sense
of memory consumption or speed. It is a model to start the driver design with. The approach of
structural reflection provides a first design rule for the coarse grained structure of the device driver.
Each sub-component has to be refined according to the behaviour of its counterpart in hardware and
the desired total behaviour. The model provides a separation of concerns of the communication,
the sub-object behaviours as wrapper, and the communication to other components as part of the
required behaviour. The aspects of communication and total behaviour are discussed in the next
chapters. However before this, the next sections discuss the influence of the operating system
kernel architecture and the device identification procedure.
4.2.2 Device Identification and Driver Structure set up
In this section the identification process of device components and the set up of the driver counter-
parts are depicted. The discussion starts with the procedure for a static component structure, and is
performed at boot time. Afterwards the other extreme of hot-pluggable components is evaluated.
Reconfigurable devices are a middle course between static and dynamic systems. Because they
do not change as suddenly as hot-pluggable devices, a different strategy for set up of the driver
structure can be used. The section concludes with a brief view on further management structures.
Static Component Structures One objective of a device driver is the clear identification of the
hardware device to guarantee compatibility with the driver code. The driver is a facade (compare
for the pattern [36]) for an internal structure. The facade is a collection of the interfaces of the en-
capsulated objects. The encapsulated objects are facades of their assigned hardware components.
In the architecture presented here, each object represents a hardware component, and hence, the
driver structure must match component by component with the hardware component graph. Un-
fortunately, in most cases a match as a whole is not at once possible, and can lead to system freeze
or other system crashes (compare section 2.2.1). For a match as a whole, too many assumptions
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on the system hardware architecture have to be made, which may not hold and then result in the
wrong, fatal behaviour of the hardware during identification test.
In most cases, a hardware device is not identified by only one characteristic. In the Devil
approach [60], a hierarchy of characteristics can be defined. The hierarchy is transformed to an
if-then-else tree, which is followed during the identification procedure, and a hardware pattern
is tested. At the leaves of the decision tree, flags which represent the identified system are set.
These flags are used within the driver to branch to the required software sections according to the
identified device.
In Windows 2000 a tool tests during the installation procedure the system hardware and estab-
lishes a mirror of the hardware topology. In the registry of Windows each hardware type can be
assigned a driver. After identification of the topology, the drivers and their filters are loaded and
stacked according to the device topology. The identification process is not described in detail in
the literature, because the driver programmer does not have to take it into consideration [74, 6].
The identification process requires for each component a reflection mechanism to determine the
type of the component. This reflection mechanism must be stable, in the sense that the system does
not crash or freeze through this identification procedure. The already identified components have
to provide information about the availability of next level components for further identification.
Similar to software, the components must provide reflection methods about the availability of the
next level components, or the inner structure. The other way is to guarantee the availability and the
structure by one key value. This value must be unique to that structure. This key must, furthermore,
distinguish between different revisions of the component, as a different revision means different
behaviour.
The identification of hardware components and the instantiation of drivers can be combined
by the use of identifying objects and object fabrics. The fabrics are objects which delegate the
instantiation of objects to sub-classes (compare for the pattern [36]). Thus, a software component,
which is responsible for a dedicated hardware component, identifies all hardware elements beyond
its own counterpart. Depending on the type, an object fabric instantiates the required counterpart
for that sub-component, and binds it to the hardware (see figure 4.10). The process can continue
recursively until a leaf in the hardware topology is found. The result is a structure of objects which
reflects the topology of the hardware components. Identical components are modelled in software
as classes, and are instantiated in the number of real existing components. Their communication
proxies binds them to their counterparts in hardware.
<<facade>>
Driver
<<object fabric>>
Driver Repository
Device
Device
Identification
corresponds
Figure 4.10: Device identification requests driver instantiation by an driver object fabric.
Still, if the topology can be identified by the root component of a structure, the recursive ap-
proach can be replaced by an object which unfolds the structure with a specialised object fabric.
In this case, the expected depth of the topology is limited. The root object can act on top of that
structure as a facade for the internal structure.
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However, the root object of a structure has the further objective to configure the component,
and to control the interaction between them. The configuration of the interaction cannot, in most
cases, be initialised by each component itself.
The stepwise identification requires that software components are linked during runtime, which
can lead to an overhead due to function call sequences. This can be avoided if the facade with its
internal structure, is built in a monolithic and static manner allowing in-line expansion and early
binding. On the other hand, it has to match the hardware structure as a whole. This leads to a
separate descending identification of the hardware and on a match an instantiation of the facade as
a whole.
Hot-Plugging In the case of hot-plugging of devices the resource assignments may have to be
reorganised. The removal or insertion of a hot-pluggable device changes the topology of the hard-
ware. Different components in the driver, inside the kernel, or in the user space, have to be in-
formed if the change of a value or structure is visible to them. Here the observer-pattern (compare
[36]) can be used to inform these components. Components have to be informed about an event
register itself, as a listener to the event, by an object which receives the event as the main receiver.
It distributes this event after reception to all registered listeners.
If devices are removed, sub-trees in hardware are not longer available and hence, the corre-
sponding tree in software has to be also removed. Vice versa for the insertion of a sub-tree, the tree
has to be identified and the driver structure has to be established analogously to the boot sequence.
Other driver objects have to be also informed about the change, as the binding of the proxies
to the communication channel may change. Here, only the resource mapping tables have to be
reorganised according to the changes in the system (addresses, interrupt lines, etc.), and not the
object structure. The binding between the sub-objects and their corresponding hardware compo-
nents should remain if the hardware is still available. The system reorganisation only requires the
adaption of parameters for the channel to the hardware component in the proxy. Nevertheless the
changes have to be identified and therefore the sub-object must re-identify its hardware component.
If the structure of the system changes completely, a unique ID, for example the 48 bit MAC-address
of Ethernet cards, of the device hardware can ease the reorganisation. The ID is stored in the re-
source management tables (cookies), and the reassignment of parts of the management structure
can be performed according to the unique resource ID. The strategies of reorganisation depend on
the mappings of identifiers in the system, and the interpretation in the system (topology, address
space, routing, etc.).
Integration of Reconfigurable Devices Reconfigurable devices, or more specific reconfigurable
peripheral devices, can change their behaviour in total by downloading a new configuration to the
flexible hardware, for example, a FPGA. Along with the reconfigured hardware behaviour, a driver
on the software side has to be established. This behaviour is the middle, between the static struc-
ture and the fully dynamic hot-plugging structure. In a hot-pluggable environment the hardware
structure can suddenly change. In the case of reconfigurable devices, the change is initiated by
some component which can inform affected components immediately before downloading the new
configuration.
Different strategies are possible for the integration into the driver architecture. The reconfigured
device must contain a protocol adaptor for the communication to the previous component. Analo-
gous to the driver structure previously discussed the driver component of the reconfigurable device
uses the services of the sub-object for the access of its hardware. The downloading software must
instantiate the required software components and bind them to the appropriate sub-objects.
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A reconfigurable device can be delivered as an IP2 core in the sense of an isolated device ker-
nel. This device kernel is embedded into a wrapper with integrated register file and bus protocol
automaton before downloading. Analogously, on the driver side the proxy for the register file is
instantiated. The linking of the device kernel interface to the registers is hidden by an adaptor for
the driver kernel. The resulting structures are depicted in figure 4.11.
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System Bus
corresponds
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Figure 4.11: Encapsulation of an IP Core by a wrapper with integrated register file. On the
software side, corresponding structures are established.
Again the reconfiguration is the same as by hot-plugging, only that the initiator can inform
other driver parts about the change. From this, the requirement can be derived, that the component
which is responsible for the reconfiguration provides a structure analogous to the observer pattern.
It informs all listeners about the deferred reconfiguration and that the device is (temporarily) not
available. Afterwards it reassembles the driver structure and notifies all listeners about the finished
reconfiguration.
Housekeeping A device driver covers a sub-graph of hardware components. On the other side,
an object has to manage all device drivers which are available in the system. In the case of many in-
stances of boards in one computer system, a further majordomo object has to do the housekeeping.
It handles the management of a special device class, for example the class FPGA-boards.
The majordomo object is informed by the object fabric (or is the object fabric itself) on the
newly established board facade. A link to this driver is set in the majordomo resource table. Thus,
the majordomo object is an interface for the kernel or for the application to a special device class. It
provides reflection methods to get information on the available resources. Similar to the reflection
methods of the device objects in BeOS [107], it provides reflection methods to provide device
identifiers and selectors for the application.
In the second architecture, the majordomo object is an object fabric itself. The major object
fabric is a decorator from subordinate object-fabrics. It delivers the request of the instantiation
of a driver component to the appropriate object fabric. The majordomo object is inherited from
the object fabric, because the object fabric and the majordomo object are responsible for the same
device class (see figure 4.12).
Both architectures are suitable. It depends on the design philosophy of the remaining system.
In both cases, an application must have access to the majordomo component, which may require
a further management object for the majordomo object of the different device classes. In the
BeOS system the application instantiates a proxy object for the device class. This object provides
reflection methods for information of the available devices. The application can select one device
and bind it to the device. The connection to the majordomo object is done automatically by the
2Intellectual Property
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Figure 4.12: Driver request is dispatched to the suitable object fabric for the device class.
proxy [107]. The proxy is required on the user side of the architecture due to the user interface of
the OS kernel. This channel inside the OS kernel is discussed in more detail in the next section.
The system of majordomo objects can be applied recursively to sub-components in the driver
object hierarchy. For example, a majordomo object is the interface to the available devices of a de-
fined device class. It can provide a reference to a selected device through a reflection method. The
referenced object itself again provides reflection methods to get a reference to a sub-component.
Thus, this housekeeping is not associated with only one layer in the device driver hierarchy.
4.2.3 Influence of the Operating System Channel
In this section, the bridging of the border between user space and kernel space in the object ori-
ented driver architecture is discussed. Most operating systems, for instance UNIX, separate the
processing and the memory access into a user space, and a kernel space or superuser space. This
concept allows access to system critical operations and services, like access to hardware resources,
only for processes in kernel space respectively kernel mode3. By gate-functionality, processes
from the user space are able to call functions (system calls) in the gate, which redirect them to
dedicated components in the kernel space. The access rights are checked and the function is exe-
cuted with permission. This procedure is similar to Remote Procedure Calls (RPC). The procedure
call is packed by a stub, sent through the network and is unpacked on the target node and the final
procedure call is invoked. In the operating system, a system library function packs the call, sends
it to the gate, and inside the gate the call is unpacked and executed in kernel mode.
In [112], the gates and interfaces to drivers of UNIX-like OS, VxWorks, DOS and OS/2 are
compared to each other. In all operating systems, the kernel together with the driver, dispatch
the system call of an application to a dedicated service routine inside the driver. The level of
dispatching varies in the different kernels. The pattern used is the same in all architectures: a call
of a user process is embedded into a command code and a data-structure. The system changes
into kernel mode and dispatches according to the device class, the opened user channel, and the
command code to an assigned callback function of the driver. Inside this callback function, the
data-structure can be interpreted (for instance in ioctl-calls [104, 95]) again as a command and
with data for further dispatching. This is similar to the command-pattern in [36], whereas here
structures are used and the flexibility is much lower than in the described object oriented pattern.
3Another term is superuser mode
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The kernel can be seen as an intermediate level, which helps to organise the different drivers,
the assignment to devices, and the dispatching to the requested functionality and device instance.
Therefore, the superuser status is required to get access to the system hardware. Hence, some parts
of the driver must lay inside the kernel space. However, the driver behaviour, the driver kernel, is
not required to lay inside the kernel space; it can be placed inside the user space as a driver support
software.
Typically the lowest level of a device driver requires a direct access to a memory location with
low-level functions in kernel mode. In Linux, for example, they are covered by system dependent
assembler macros. Other kernel services like allocation of DMA-able memory, or registration of
interrupt services are only available in kernel mode. On the other hand, a rule of thumb for device
driver development, is to do as much as possible in user space [95], because debugging in user
space is much easier than in kernel space. A normal debugger can be used and the driver works
under memory protection.
As discussed above, the kernel is an intermediate structure for a command-interpreter pattern
with a gate for passing the messages. All operations in kernel mode must be separated from
user space calls this type of channel. The packing of commands and data (system call), and the
dispatching including copy of data from user space to kernel memory space, requires much time.
So the transition must be placed according to the frequency of calls and the size of information
which is passed. Frequent communication should not cross the border between the kernel space
and the user space. In the placement of functionality within user space and kernel space, a balance
between reduction of system calls and eased debugging has to be found.
For separation of the driver in a kernel space and a user space part, the driver has to be examined
for services, which are required to operate in kernel mode. These must be located on the kernel
side. Between the kernel and the user part a wrapper has to be placed for the kernel call-gate
channel. A proxy in user space is the stub for the kernel channel, and inside the kernel the messages
are unpacked and delivered (see figure 4.13). In contemporary UNIX-like operating systems this
technique is not used in that much clarity, as the user application has to pack the method calls itself,
for example the ioctl-calls (see [104]). Hence, from the driver design point of view, the kernel
becomes a provider for special services and a communication channel for method invocation in
kernel mode.
Interpreter
Dispatcher/
<<interface>>
User−Application
<<interface>>
Channel Wrapper
(Proxy)
implements
implements
Kernel
methods
uses
channel
user−
Figure 4.13: Method calls of the driver are packed by the proxy stub into a system call,
passed to the kernel, and dispatched to the desired driver method.
The location of the kernel channel depends on the required kernel service routines and the
frequency of system calls. Due to the command and dispatcher pattern, the user/kernel boundary
can be located at different positions of the driver interface. Typically it is located at the interface to
the driver facade, because in most cases it is the highest level interface with the least invocations.
Thus, the effort for data copying and system call packing and unpacking at its lowest.
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A further point must be taken into consideration for the partitioning decisions: if parts are
located in user space, they are bound to the application. That means, the informations stored in the
user space proxy are only visible inside the application and is not shared with other applications.
Furthermore, the informations last as long as the applications only. If the informations have to be
shared between multiple users, or if it has to be available as long as the driver is working, extra care
has to be taken or the information must be placed inside the driver. The driver is only instantiated in
the number of fractions of hardware resources it can handle, at minimum once only. Again, for the
partitioning the question of 0,1,N and the importance of the lifeline, becomes more conspicuous.
4.3 Example
The previous approaches for the internal object structure of a driver will be depicted in this section
on an example device, an FPGA board. The object diagrams are only to illustrate the discussed
approaches, and are not complete in the sense of a specification/documentation for the actually
implemented driver.
The Raptor I FPGA-board [47], named in the following Raptor-board, is an FPGA board
equipped with two Xilinx XC4062 FPGAs, a dual port SRAM and a Complex Programmable
Logic Device (CPLD) for configuration of the FPGAs and bus arbitration (see figure 4.14). All
components are connected to a local bus on the board which is connected to a PCI bus by a bus
bridge PLX9080. The structure of interconnections is depicted in figure 4.15. All components
except the FPGAs have fixed register files, which in principle can be manipulated by the CPU.
The FPGA can also have registers, it depends on the actual configuration of the FPGA, the imple-
mented hardware design. The FPGAs occupy an address space on the local bus, thus they have
hypothetical registers. After a design is downloaded to the FPGA, they have to be mapped to
the real registers by the application. The PCI bridge has a special facility of memory remapping.
The PCI memory spaces base address 0 and base address 1 of the bridge are directly
mapped into the local-bus address space. In this model the registers are all memory mapped, so a
distinction between registers and memory (locations) is not made. Hence, the mapping of bridge
address areas is also modelled as register files.
Dual−Port
SRAM XC4062
FPGA1 FPGA2
XC4062
Glue Logic
CPLD
PCI Bridge
PLX9080
local bus
PCI bus
Figure 4.14: Block diagram of a Raptor-board. The register file in the FPGA depends on the
implemented design.
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Figure 4.15: Communication interconnection
graph of the Raptor-board. Compare figure
4.14.
For example, the communication proxy of the CPLD must use the communication methods
provided by the PLX bridge sub-object. Another example is the configuration of the FPGAs. The
bitstream follows the route over PLX bridge and CPLD to the FPGA. Hence, in the driver the
bitstream is routed from the FPGA sub-object, which contains the download method, over the
CPLD sub-object and the PLX bridge sub-object. The route is mapped to the software sub-objects
with inverse direction. This leads to the software structure depicted in 4.16. Hence, the software
components must provide a communication channel for interaction with hardware components
beyond itself.
Access
FPGA
Configuration
CPLD
SRAM
PLX Bridge
Figure 4.16: Structure of driver components by reflection of the communication routes.
In figure 4.17 the object structure of a driver for the Raptor-board is depicted. The FPGA objects
have an interface for downloading a FPGA-design to the FPGAs via the CPLD. The CPLD im-
plements an automaton for streaming the configuration data to the FPGA programming interface.
The FPGA objects wrap the functionality of the CPLD. For an object which uses the programming
interface of the FPGA objects, the FPGA objects act as micro-drivers to translate the configura-
tion data into the packages for the CPLD. Here this communication behaviour is packed into the
configuration concern of the FPGA objects as part of their behaviour specification.
For the identification process, the system must provide clear information on the hardware com-
ponents to follow the search tree. The problem will be discussed in more detail on a second type
of FPGA-board, the Spyder-board. The Spyder Virtex FPGA board (Spyder-board) [118] is sim-
ilar to the Raptor-board (compare section 4.3). It has a local bus with one Xilinx Virtex FPGA,
a CPLD as glue logic, and a PCI bridge by PLX Technology connected to an on board local bus.
The two memory banks are only accessible through the FPGA (see figure 4.18). The PCI bridge is
the PLX9080 on Spyder-boards release < 1.3 and PLX9054 for release 1.3. Thus from the point
of view of the PCI bus, the Spyder < 1.3 and the Raptor-boards are the same by bridge type.
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Figure 4.17: Object structure of a driver for the Raptor-board (compare communication
structure in figure 4.15). The FPGA objects are interfaces for the program-
ming of the FPGA as well as wraps the interface in the CPLD.
The different releases of the Spyder board can only be identified by a code number in a register
of the CPLD, thus depending on this register it can be distinguished between a Spyder-board and
a Raptor-board. Because of the different organisations of the address space on the local bus on the
two boards, the CPLD can only be read out safely in the case of a Spyder board. On the Raptor-
board, the try of a read out leads to a freeze of the system, because no device is answering at
that location on the local bus. Thus, in the beginning the two types were distinguished by slightly
different default settings in the PLX bridge registers4.
In the example of the Spyder and Raptor FPGA-boards, the PCI-bridge should provide enough
information to distinguish between the board types, and therefore, between the required driver type
and structure. The key code in the PCI bridge has to guarantee, that on all board sub-types with
the Spyder board-key, they have a CPLD register at the same memory location with the revision
number available.
All identified FPGA boards in a computer system are collected in the majordomo object
FPGABoards (compare UML diagram in figure 4.19). The user application can get a reference
to each board by reflection methods. For the access to a dedicated FPGA on the board, or to other
components, the application can again get a reference to them by management functions of the
FPGABoard-object. The configuration bitstream for the FPGA is then directly sent to the FPGA
counterpart object. So instead of using the FPGABoard-object as facade, the application can get
direct access to the components.
A reconfigurable device has a counterpart on the software side, too. This object is responsible
for the configuration of an assigned FPGA. Furthermore, it can register itself at the FPGA object,
to be notified if another component reconfigures the FPGA.
4Later the sub vendor ID of the Raptor-board has been changed by urge of the driver programmer.
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Figure 4.18: Block diagram and communication graph of the Spyder Virtex XCV300 FPGA
board.
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Figure 4.19: General base interface structure of a FPGA board with the on board compo-
nents FPGA, memory, and further components of a different type (Misc). The
dedicated board types are derived from this base structure. Proxy-objects for
the communication are not shown here.
The structures discussed here only outline the complete driver architecture. But they also show
how the driver structure can be derived from the hardware architecture, and how the presented
patterns are integrated. The patterns can even be used as a check list during development, to check
whether this feature has to be provided or not.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter a coarse grained structure of a device driver has been presented, which can be
directly derived from the hardware structure. The software architecture provides the feature sepa-
rating the concerns into behaviour and communication. Thus each sub-component of the system
has been separated into a communication part to the component registers, and a sub-object part to
adjust the behaviour. The communication proxy adapts to the given channel to the corresponding
hardware of the driver kernel. Hence by replacement of the proxy, the driver can easily be adapted
to new hardware topologies. The communication to hardware components beyond their own cor-
responding one, becomes a part of the desired sub-object behaviour. Other sub-object proxies use
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Figure 4.20: Dynamic devices (reconfigurable peripheral devices) are bound dynamically to
the FPGA they are implemented in. Proxy-objects for the communication are
not shown here.
these services for the communication to their hardware.
The device inter-relationship is a graph of components, and the driver covers the graph of sub-
objects as a facade. The facade furthermore adapts the sub-object behaviour to the total behaviour
demanded. Along with the construction of the internal structures, issues on device identification
have been discussed. The possibility of multiple instances of a device led to the requirement of
a higher level housekeeping object, with reflection methods to access the management structures.
The influence of the kernel in communication with a user process has been discussed, and patterns
for channel wrappers and partitioning have been derived.
The presented approach of separation in the concerns of behaviour and communication is sim-
ilar to the Devil and the UDI approach. In those approaches, portable function sets are used
instead of proxy objects, and the driver kernel is a monolithic block. Here the design is completely
established by the use of high-level concepts of OOP and Design Patterns. Furthermore, a method-
ology for deriving the internal driver structure out of the communication interrelationship has been
shown.
In the next chapter, an approach for the synthesis of proxy classes for the communication chan-
nel adaptors, respectively a hardware abstraction layer, is presented. The chapter following will
discuss some methods to derive the internal structure of the sub-object behaviour from the hard-
ware behaviour.
Chapter 5
Generic Hardware Abstraction Layer
In the previous chapter the differentiation between the driver algorithm and the communication
with device registers by means of a proxy object, has been discussed. This chapter focuses on the
synthesis of the communication layer, the proxy implementation, in the case of channels with a
restricted characteristic.
In the literature for driver and interface-synthesis (see for instance [69, 75]), libraries of access
functions are used for this low-level communication. The implementations can vary from assem-
bler macros, to pointer operations, or to system calls, depending on the abstraction level where the
entry point of the channel is located. In [61], the generation of the communication stub from the
device description language Devil is described. It is used in combination with a Domain Specific
Language (DSL) [110] for the driver algorithm [60]. The communication is based on the use of
ports, which are the software endpoints of communication with the device registers.
In all these approaches, a section of software (function/port) covers the complete communi-
cation channel from the software entry point up to the device registers, and bridges the gap be-
tween hardware and software. The implementation, or the derivation of an implementation, is only
sparsely discussed or is not mentioned. Due to the strong relationship to the system architecture,
no general approach to cover this influences is known up to now.
The set of library functions for the access to the device hardware can be clustered to a proxy
class for the access to the complete register file. Each register can be seen as an object which has
own manipulation methods depending on the bus-interface. In [97], the overhead of object oriented
register manipulation is discussed. Thus the object oriented design must be wisely translated into
a target implementation in order to be as optimal as the hand coded implementation.
The implementation of the hardware access in OOP as well as the implementation in libraries,
have the drawback that the semantics of the operations from the compiler point of view is lost.
The compiler can recognise them only as operations on fixed memory locations, but cannot re-
construct the purpose of this manipulation. So the memory location is marked as volatile and
non-cache-able, and no cross-method optimisation is performed after inlining. A preservation of
the semantics can yield to device dependent optimisation schemes.
The programming of a hardware abstraction layer by hand is error-prone, due to the programmer
unfriendly bit-operations, and the lack of an appropriate abstraction level in the programming
languages [91]. In Rapid Prototyping the register set can rapidly change, which leads to a re-
implementation of the access layer on each prototype iteration, with the complete effort of a proxy
implementation. An automatic synthesis of the hardware abstraction layer reduces the risk of
errors, and shortens the round-trip time in the development cycle.
In this chapter, a new approach for the hardware abstraction layer synthesis is shown. There-
fore, the hardware abstraction layer is conceptually separated into the concerns of coding, and
transportation of information between the hardware abstraction layer and the device. The transport
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layer covers the influences of the system architecture.
In the first step, the influences of each node on the communication channel to the device are
analysed. As a description method, the model of attributed grammars will be used. The model
includes the crossing from the software instructions to the protocol level on the bus systems. Thus,
with the use of algorithms for code generators from compiler construction, the attributed grammars
can be evaluated to synthesise the transport layer. Start string is in this case not the result of the
traversal of the intermediate syntax tree, that is the result to the input language parsing. Here
the start string is generated by translation of the intended access to the register file into a set of
appropriate bus transactions.
The method presented here has been evaluated in a prototype. The quality of the synthesised
code is compared with hand written code. This prototype shows furthermore a concept for the
integration of this method into a high-level language compiler. Optimisations of the transport layer
which take the external control flow of the driver into consideration are additionally discussed. The
chapter concludes with a brief summary of the method.
5.1 Problem Analysis
In the previous chapter, the separation of a driver into a driver kernel and a Hardware Abstraction
Layer (HAL) for device access has been discussed. This separation is used in different other
approaches like the Domain Specific Language approach in combination with the Devil system
by INRIA, or by other systems (compare section 3.2). The HAL is responsible for the direct
interaction with the device hardware and the section where the logical meets the physical. The
interfaces to the device kernel are the manipulation methods of each Information Entity (IE), which
are visible in the register file of the device.
The hardware abstraction layer can be conceptually separated into a layer for the coding of bit-
patterns, and a transport layer for the transport of the bit-pattern to the device, or from the device
to the CPU. In practice, both layers are tangled by inlining of the transport layer into the coding
layer.
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Figure 5.1: Separation of the Hardware Ab-
straction Layer (HAL) into a coding and a
transport layer.
Figure 5.2: Read and write transactions sep-
arated into the coding and transport sections.
The coding layer translates abstract values to the bit-pattern used for state coding of the infor-
mation entity in the register file. The manipulation methods for setting a state can use fixed or
flexible parameters, which both can be translated by equations to a right-aligned bit-pattern. The
size of the bit-pattern n is a property of the IE, so the bit-pattern is stored in coding layer variables
at the bit positions n − 1 down to 0. The parameter set can include system parameters which
specify system properties. They may be only visible inside the hardware abstraction layer. The
inverse functions are used for the translation from a bit-pattern back to an abstract value, and are
coupled with a read transaction in the transport layer. The equations can be given in target code
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or by a specification language. The former is integrated by term replacement of variable names.
The latter allows direct evaluation during synthesis process by means of constant folding, or it is
translated into the target language. The interface between coding layer and the transport layer is
the addressed IE, the bit-pattern in coding layer variables, and the transport direction.
The transport layer is responsible for the correct exchange of bit-patterns between the coding
layer variables and the device register file. This includes a bit position remapping from the right-
aligned bit-pattern to the correct position in the device register, and the transport to or from the
device register file. Simply speaking, it has to copy the bit-pattern from a CPU register to a device
register or vice versa. This process has to be transparent for the coding layer and to be side-
effect free. It requires an adequate selection of the software instruction sequence to invoke the
transport in combination with the required set of parameters. The concrete instruction sequence
depends on the instruction set of the processor or, in the case of the use of a high-level language, on
the target language and the available operating system services. The latter may require the use of
special function sets or assembler macros. The selection of instruction sequences and the parameter
determination must avoid side-effects. If a side-effect free selection is not feasible, compensation
must be undertaken by adaption of the software sequences, for instance, by a read-modify-write
cycle. The side-effects and the parameter set depend on the system architecture and the behaviour
of the device register file. Both have to be taken into consideration for compensation.
In the Devil approach [61], the same separation of coding, mapping, and bit-pattern exchange
with the device registers is used. For the latter operation, a function in the high-level target lan-
guage named port() is used. It provides a transparent exchange mechanism to the device reg-
isters and covers all influences of the system architecture between the CPU and the device. This
function must be generated for each platform by hand.
The system architectures of computer systems especially in the field of embedded systems can
be of great variety. The vendors of peripheral devices only know their systems and the interfaces of
them. The same is true for the vendors of chip-sets for the interconnection, for instance bus bridges.
In most cases, the interfaces between the chips follow a standard. So the idea is to synthesise the
transport layer from a composed description of the system architecture. The descriptions specify
the transport behaviour of each component. The influence can be analysed in total, depending on
the results the software instructions being selected, and parameter sets being calculated.
In the next section the influences of the system architecture on the data transport between the
CPU and a peripheral device is described. The feasibility of an analysis by an approach depend-
ing on the automaton theory, is briefly discussed. The remainder of this chapter focuses on the
approach of this thesis which uses attributed grammars to describe the behaviour of the system
components. The grammar rules are evaluated by code selection algorithms from the field of code
generator construction. Adequate code sequences for the transport layer are synthesised. The
results of the methods are discussed in a case study. Afterwards, optimisations under the consider-
ation of the control-flow in the layers on top of the HAL services are discussed.
5.2 System Architecture Model
For the synthesis of the HALs transport layer, the impacts on the data transport of the different
components in the computer system architecture has to be taken into consideration. For this pur-
pose, the architecture can be described by a network of interacting components of the following
three types:
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• the main CPU, where the driver kernel and its HAL is located,
• the interconnection network, consisting of bus systems, bus bridges, and direct physical
links,
• and the peripheral device with register file, accepting bus-automaton, and the device kernel.
The CPU executes the instructions of the HAL, performs bit-operations, and invokes transac-
tions on the system bus that the CPU is connected to. Depending on the instructions, different
transaction protocols with different sizes of transported data are used on the bus. In this compo-
nent, the border between software and hardware is crossed.
The interconnection to the peripheral device is a network of bus systems, bus bridges, and the
physical links between the components. Within this graph, routing information is required to direct
the transaction data to the correct target node. The routing information is bound to the transaction
and the evaluation depends on the characteristics of the channel and the components behaviour.
Node
Routing
Target
ChannelTranslation
ID/Data
Port
Figure 5.3: Incoming information is adapted to the requirements of the outgoing port. Parts
of the incoming information is used to determine the outgoing port.
In a switched network with direct links between the nodes, depending on the target ID, a node
has to decide to which port the message has to be forwarded (see figure 5.3). In homogeneous
networks, like the IP-based networks of TCP/IP [85], the message does not need to be modified
and the target address is not translated. In heterogeneous networks, along with the routing decision,
the target ID has to be adapted to the requirements of the corresponding sub-network.
In the case of a bus system, the nodes are physically attached to a shared medium. This can be
modelled in a routing node (for instance a bus bridge) by a port which broadcasts the message to
the other nodes attached to the bus (one-to-many communication). The routing node forwards the
message to the broadcast port. Here the target ID is translated in the sense that only the target node
picks up/accepts the broadcasted message (see figure 5.4).
Each node on the route can translate the transported data for adaption to the requirements of
the channel to the next node. This means re-arrangement of data sections in order, splitting of the
message to different data sizes, etc.
The device register file is the endpoint of the transaction. An automaton accepts a protocol on
the peripheral bus, and enables the exchange of data between the bus and the registers. The type
of exchange depends on the protocol. The register and the affected bits are selected by parameters
which are encapsulated in the protocol.
To sum up, due to the characteristics of system busses and the execution of instructions in the
CPU, the communication can be seen as an exchange of messages with limited duration. Within
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Figure 5.4: In a real switched network the port identifies the target (left), in a bus system
the target port identifies the messages which are related to it (right).
the network a message is routed towards the target node of the message. The message content can
be translated inside the nodes. At the endpoint, the device register file, the interaction with the
information stored in the registers take place.
All these influences have to be backtracked for synthesis of a transport layer which provides
transparent access to the information entities. A modelling approach describes the timing be-
haviour of CPU, bridges, and device by automata. Thus the communication system is a chain of
interacting automata like the adaptor automaton T between A and B shown in figure 5.5.
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Σ X,B
Figure 5.5: Translation between two automata A and B by an adaptor automaton T . B can
communicate with a further component X (for instance the environment).
The protocol accepting automaton in the device, for instance the automaton B in figure 5.5,
and the automaton of the bridge (T ) form a product automaton P = T × B (see figure 5.6). The
accepting states ofB become a set of states in the product automaton P . This automaton represents
the total behaviour of T and B in the perspective of A.
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Figure 5.6: Product automaton T × B as total behaviour of T and B in the perspective of
A.
In case of further components, this merge can be proceeded towards the CPU. Finally, the
system can be described as one product automaton with the software instructions as the input.
The question of register manipulation becomes a question of which sequence must be provided to
the product automaton in order to reach one state in the set of accepting states in the register file
automaton.
This analysis can not be done in practice, because of the state explosion in a product automaton
[42, 50]. A system with 32 address lines leads to 232 states to be checked. If the 32 data lines
have to be additionally taken into account, the state space becomes 264 states, not taking the states
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of the accepting automaton into consideration. A more abstract perspective is required to solve
the problem by state space reduction. The instruction sequence in the CPU is the initiator of a
transaction, so in the following, the perspective of an information flow from the CPU towards the
device is assumed.
The communication in the network is performed by protocols with limited duration. The du-
ration of each transaction is given by the bus protocol stated in the processor/bridge documen-
tation. On a synchronous bus a finite integer number of bus clock cycles for each protocol is
given. Asynchronous busses have an idle state which separates the protocol sections. In the case
of multi-master busses an arbiter keeps track on the transactions, and the idle state on the bus can
be suppressed by consecutive assignment of the bus to a node. The transactions on the busses can
be separated into sections which are independent of each other. These sections are in the following
called a package. They are independent in the sense of not influencing each other, which means
the packages remain independent of the previously sent package1. In all systems, a package trans-
ports a finite amount of information. A detailed knowledge of the sub-transactions and exchanged
signals inside the package (protocol) is of interest only for the bus-interface developer. For the
information transportation, the type of protocol and the exchanged information inside the package
is most important.
The CPU issues, depending on the software instructions, packages for the transactions on the
system bus. The role of the nodes in the network is reduced to package translation. An incom-
ing sequence of packages with parameters is translated to a sequence on the other side. Along
with the protocol translations the content of the messages is translated. The device automaton
accepts the package and enables information exchange with the package. The question of register
manipulation is reduced to which protocol with what parameters is required for the transaction.
The model of package and content translation can be described with the model of Attributed
Grammars (AG). With the methods of code generator construction, the grammar rules can be used
to select the required software instructions for the transport layer. The next sections focus on this
topic. The used grammar and the attribute translation is depicted in the next section. The following
one describes the code selection algorithm, a sub-algorithm which is similar to the affix-grammar
method by Ganapathi and Fischer [37]. Finally, the chapter ends with a case study and a discussion
on transaction optimisations.
5.3 Behaviour Modelling
From the perspective of the CPU, the communication network forms a tree to the peripheral de-
vices. Each node in the tree has an individual behaviour and between the nodes packages with
informations are exchanged. The impact on the information depends on the behaviour of the com-
ponents on route between CPU and the device.
The influence of a component on a sequence of packages can be described by means of an at-
tributed grammar. Each package(-type) is represented by a symbol of the grammar. The translation
is described by the rewriting rules. This includes the change of order of consecutive packages. The
transported content of the package can be described by binding the informations as attributes to the
symbol. The transformation of the information is specified by functions assigned to each rule. Ac-
tually, in compiler construction the functions on the attributes are evaluated only in one direction,
depending on whether the attribute is inherited or synthesised [49]. Here the attribute translations
are evaluated in both directions. The attributes with this characteristic are denoted derivable. For
1The packages are allowed to differ in the sense of a different arbitration phase whether a bus is requested or still
occupied.
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backtracking from the device towards the CPU (bottom up in the tree), the derivable attributes are
handled like synthesisable attributes. The other way round, for side-effect determination, the eval-
uation is from CPU towards the device which means down the tree. The derivable attributes behave
like inherited attributes. Furthermore, the evaluation of the rules is guarded. A rule is applicable
if, and only if the subject string matches, and the predicates of the guard are satisfied.
The complete grammar for the transport from CPU to the device is constructed through col-
lection of the grammars of each component on the path (compare figure 5.7). In some cases, the
grammars can be parameterised to take system settings, like path information, into consideration.
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Figure 5.7: Example of a path: from software instructions on the left, via routing nodes,
described by an attributed grammar, to the device register file. Each node is
configured by parameters which are coupled to the path.
In the next section, the used attributed grammar and its properties are described in more detail.
The attributed grammar can be used to describe the behaviour of the transition from hardware to
software, and the behaviour of the nodes in the communication graph. Afterwards the construction
of the complete grammar is depicted.
For the register file behaviour, a different model is used which is depicted in the following sec-
tion. The mapping from packages to register file manipulation is sketched by the use of mapping
functions. The inverse of the register file behaviour is used to determine start strings of packages,
which can be used as input for the software synthesis algorithm. It is based on the pattern match-
ing algorithms of code generator algorithms, and uses the attributed grammar as description for
backtracking. The algorithm is described after the description of the specifications.
5.3.1 Attributed Grammar
For the specification of the components behaviour, a grammar described by the following tuple can
be used:
AG = (N, T, S,P ,A,F ,G, Csys)
The set N defines the nonterminals of this grammar; the set T , the terminals. The derivation
can start with symbols of the set S ⊆ N . All symbols represent protocols which can appear on the
communication link, and have to be unambiguous inside the grammar
The set P determines the production rules p ∈ P
p : N+→ N+
or
p : N+→ T+
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The operator + denotes a string of one or more symbols of that set. The grammar is cycle
free; otherwise unlimited transactions can be produced, which should not appear by the general
assumptions.
The set A is the set of attributes which can be assigned to the symbols. The function Ai :
(N ∪T )→ A returns the attribute i of a symbol, whereas the subscription denotes which attribute.
The set F is the set of functions for attribute translation and G is the set of guards. The guards
assigned to each production rule must be satisfied to make the rule applicable for string rewriting.
The set Csys represents the ”external”parameters which can be used in the functions of F and G.
They can be used for introducing system parameters into the rule set.
Each set F and G can be separated into two disjunct sets F↑ and F↓, F↑ ∪ F↓ = F , respec-
tively G↑ ∪ G↓ = G. The subscription ↑ denotes the functions for evaluation right to left, and the
subscription ↓ denotes the sets for the evaluation left to right.
A function fp,u,i,↑ ∈ F↑, p ∈ P , u ∈ (N ∪T ) maps all attributes of all symbols on the right side
to the set of attributes, and the result is assigned to an attribute i of a symbol u on the left side of a
rule.
The functions for attribute evaluation have to be reversible. This is sometimes tricky, for ex-
ample in the case when a modulo operator is used in a function. In this case, the reverse function
needs an offset, which has to be given as external parameter. Under the assumption that the trans-
lation of data only changes the position of the bit in the bitstring, or changes the temporal order of
bitstrings, the transformation can be described by the use of a matrix.
Let ~b(u) = Adata(u), u ∈ (N ∪ T ) be the bit-vector of the data word of the symbol u. The
vector has the form ~b = (xn−1, xn−2, · · · , x0) whereas each xi, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 represents one bit.
The bit-vector of a string of symbols is the concatenation of each bit-vector
~B(um, um−1, · · · , u0) = (~b(um),~b(um−1), · · · ,~b(u0)), ui ∈ (N ∪ T ), 0 ≤ i ≤ m
The function Adata is unambiguous, thus from a given bit-vector ~B all data attributes of a symbol
string can be set.
The transformation can now be expressed by
BT |R = Tv,w ·BT |L, (5.1)
v = |BT |R|, w = |BT |L|
whereas the subscription R denotes the right side of a rule, and L the left side. The transforma-
tion in (5.1) is down the tree. The transformation matrix has the size of v rows and w columns. The
transformation matrix T consists of the components ti,j with ∀ti,j, 1 ≤ i ≤ v, 1 ≤ j ≤ w|ti,j ∈
{0, 1}. The number of elements with the value 1 in each row and in each column must be less or
equal to 1. Otherwise a bit is mirrored (number of 1 in one column greater than 1), or many bits
have to be mapped to one single location (number of 1 in one row greater than 1).
With transformation matrices of the type shown above, the distribution of the bits during a
translation can be expressed. For example, the matrix Tendian16 in the size 16 × 16 exchanges the
endian of a 16 bit data word:
Tendian16 =
(
0 I8
I8 0
)
I8 =
1 · · · 0..
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 · · · 1
 (5.2)
The inverse operation for a translation up the tree is a multiplication with the transposed matrix
of Tv,w. In general T−1 6= T T . Due to the way the matrix expression is used here, the trans-
posed matrix represents the inverse operation even if the matrix is not quadratic and orthogonal.
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The example shown here is a special case, where the matrix T is quadratic and orthogonal, thus
T−1endian16 = T
T
endian16.
Each production rule of P can be assigned an action which is executed if the rule matches. In
compiler construction, this action is used to issue the machine code (compare for example [66]).
The possible actions are not listed in the grammar tuple. Here the actions can be used in a different
way: in the grammar, which describes the transition from software to the CPU bus, the actions can
issue the required software instructions. The output can be directly translated to the code sequence,
or to start symbols of a further grammar which constructs the final code sequence. In both cases,
the attributes can be used by the action for parameterisation of the output.
A similar approach for code output is to process the rest string after the code generation al-
gorithm has terminated. The rest string must contain only symbols of the start set. Each symbol
represents a software sequence. Thus, further translation functions parse the symbol string and
issues the software sequences.
In the production rules which represent translations in the communication network, the actions
issue only a unique label of the production rule. The string of labels represent the list of rules
which have been applied to the start string during rewriting. The list can be used for backtracking
the translations of the attributes.
5.3.2 Register File Model
The register file of a device is a regular structure of bit locations. A location can be addressed by
the tuple (r, b) where the parameter r ∈ R addresses a register, and the parameter b ∈ B addresses
the bitposition in the register (B = B(r)).
The interaction of the register file and the peripheral bus is controlled by an automaton which
accepts a protocol on the bus. The protocol P determines the type of interaction with the register
file, and the attributes A(P ) of the protocol P identify the involved bits. The different interactions
between bus and register content can be described by the set M .
The impacts can now described by a function:
fR : P × A(P )→ {R×B ×M} (5.3)
An access to the register file affects a set of different bits. Many protocols can result in sets on
the right side which have non-empty intersections. Hence, the inverse function f−1R for a given set
on the right side is ambiguous.
In most cases, the protocol carries as attributes an register address Aadd(P ), and a data string of
bits Adata(P ), which implicitly code the bit positions. Here the function can be split into:
fr : P × Aadd(P ) → {R}
fb : P × Adata(P ) → {R×B}
fM : P →M
The reverse functions are still ambiguous, as only the number of solutions are reduced. The
position of the data bits are coded implicitly in the data bit string of the protocol. For the manipu-
lation of a set of bits in a register, the solution should affect as many bits as possible by a minimum
number of transactions. However, the result of reverse evaluation is a set of transactions with the
assigned attributes.
Because of the fixed size of the data bit string, more than the desired bits are affected. In the
case of these side-effects, the attributes of the protocol have to be selected in such a way, that the
application of the manipulation method has no effect on the value of these side-effected bits.
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5.4 Code Generation
In this section, the evaluation of the presented grammar in the special field of software synthesis for
a hardware abstraction layer is presented. The aim is the manipulation of an information entity, or
the read out of its actual status. The translation instructions in the coding layer can be constructed
from a specification in the device database. From the database entry, the transport direction and
the mapping to the register file is determined. In combination with the system architecture the
communication software can be synthesised.
Firstly, the construction of the complete grammar from of the description of each node is de-
scribed. Secondly, a set of start strings is generated for the desired bit-field manipulation in the
register file. These strings are matched with the rewriting rules of the grammar until a set of fea-
sible software instructions is determined. For each set the side-effects are calculated. Different
strategies for compensation are applicable, depending on the register file characteristics. From the
set of side-effect free solutions, the most appropriate one is selected and target code is generated.
The code is then combined with the instructions of the coding layer by mapping it, as well as
the movement of bits between the coding layer variables in the interface to the locations used by
the generated instruction sequences.
5.4.1 Grammar Construction
The driver programmer intends to access an information entity in a dedicated device. The device
is part of the system architecture which is described by a graph of components. In this graph,
the route from the CPU to the device can be determined. This list of nodes is used to determine
which attributed grammars have to be collected for the construction of a complete grammar. This
constructed grammar describes the influences of the complete communication channel.
The route determines further system parameters which are required to route the information
flow on to the desired path. If a dedicated route is specified, parameters are set according to the
ports which have to be used. In the case of a principle route, which means the dedicated ports
are determined at runtime, the parameters stay symbolic. Before the channel is used first during
runtime, the parameters have to be determined by initialisation routines. The parameter set of the
route is used to parameterise the functions and guards of the attributed grammars.
The complete grammar for the channel is constructed by combining all grammars of the nodes
on the route. Each rule is assigned a unique label, for example by simply enumerating each rule.
This label is used to track the application of rules during rewriting.
Two components must use the same protocol on a link in order to communicate with each other.
This means that they use the same symbols for the description of the communication. Here some
problems may appear:
Firstly, if a bus bridge mediates between two busses of the same type, then on both sides the
same protocols and hence the same symbols are used. This is not allowed, as the grammar can not
distinguish between symbols from the one side and symbols from the other side. In this case, the
set of start symbols S is part the terminal symbols S ⊆ T . The result is a loop in the grammar.
Loops of this kind are avoided by using different symbols on each side for the same protocol. This
requires an adaption of the symbols used by other components which are linked to that type of
component during collection of the grammars. The adaption has to ensure that on both sides of a
link the same symbols are used to represent the same protocol.
The second problem arises if one type of a bus system appears more than once on the path
to the device. The busses use the same type of protocols, and hence, the same set of symbols for
representation of the protocols. If the rule sets are simply merged, a rule of the incorrect component
can be matched during translation, and the translation ”beams”to a different position on the route.
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In the grammar, no rule on the order of application of rules can be defined. This problem can be
avoided by a modification of the symbol sets. Each bus system with the same type on the path is
assigned a unique label. This label is used as prefix for the symbols used to represent the protocols.
Thus the symbol sets of the bus systems become unique and a beaming effect is avoided.
A similar problem can appear if two grammars use the same symbols which do not appear on
the outside of the links. The following has to be satisfied for all components i, j:
(Ni \ Si) ∩ (Nj \ Sj) = ∅,∀i, j|i 6= j (5.4)
Again, this problem can be solved by the renaming of the symbols to disjunctive sets, for ex-
ample by assigning unique component prefixes.
After building up the total behaviour description, a start string as starting point for applying
the rewriting rules has to be generated for each transaction. This is performed by the bus protocol
generator which evaluates the inverse function of the bus protocol accepting automaton in the
device.
5.4.2 Start String Generation
The start-string for the rewriting algorithm is determined by reverse evaluation of the register file
behaviour. The properties of the information entity in the database determines the register, the
intended bit-field, and the access method to the register file. The desired access to the information
entity determines the set of feasible protocols which can be used. In combination with the mapping
to the register file, the attributes of each protocol are determined. This mapping is ambiguous.
The aim is the access to a bit-field which can be distributed over more than one register, if the
bit-field size is larger than the register. A feasible solution is to access each bit of the bit-field by a
single transaction. On the other hand, a transaction protocol may be used which covers the bit-field
as a sub-string. From all feasible solutions a sub-set has to be determined by a heuristic.
As expressed in equation (5.3), a protocol with its parameters maps to a set of tuples which
denote a register, a bit in the register, and the access method. Let us denote this set of tuples with
B ∈ {R × B ×M}+, and the protocol which maps to this set still with p ∈ P , without explicitly
naming the attributes. Then equation (5.3) becomes
fR(pn) = Bn (5.5)
and a set of consecutive applied protocols pc = {p0, p1, . . . , pn}, pi ∈ P, 0 ≤ i ≤ n to an only
larger set of accessed bits:
fR(pc) = Bc (5.6)
Let BIE be the set of tuples which describes the intended access to the bit-field of the informa-
tion entity. The set of protocols pc,IE ∈ P+ has to be selected so that
fR(pc,IE) = Bc,IE
Bc,IE ∩ BIE = BIE (5.7)
and the set pc,IE is minimal, which means a reduction of pc,IE by an element violates equation
(5.7).
Still the set pc,IE is not unambiguous. Different sets fulfill equation (5.7). Each set is a feasible
set and a start string has to be generated from each set.
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In general, a more specific algorithm for the determination of the start string can not be given
here, because of the variety of accepting automatons in devices, and the different organisations
of the register files. Thus for each device, a specific algorithm has to generate the start string.
This component is named bus protocol generator in the following. The case study (depicted later
in section 5.5) has shown, that the implementation of this generator for a dedicated device is
rather easy. In some cases, the bus protocol generator must furthermore, take into consideration a
relationship on the order of some bit accesses. Some bit manipulations must be performed in an
atomic manner, and are not allowed to be split into separate transactions. This boundary condition
is not taken into consideration in the previously discussed equations.
However, the result of the translation of the access to an information entity is a set of protocol
strings with assigned attributes. The protocols are represented in the terminal symbols of the
component which is the predecessor of the device. These strings are matched with the rewriting
rules of the grammar to determine the required software sequence, which results in the desired
register-file transaction.
5.4.3 Grammar Evaluation
The algorithm for translation of an access to a device follows the affix-grammar method for code
generation by Ganapathi and Fischer [37]. As an extension, the code generation tracks the trans-
lation to check at a later date for side-effects and may apply a special compensation. The required
access is coded in the start string.
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Overview of the stages of grammar evaluation
for access code generation
The attributed grammar is a set of rewriting rules. The algorithm matches the start string with
the right side of the rules. If the guards are satisfied, the rule is applied and the symbols replaced
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by the symbols on the left side. The attributes are translated right to left according to the assigned
set of functions.
If more than one right side matches, the algorithm forks and follows all alternatives. The se-
lection of the best solution by evaluation of a cost function, and the use of dynamic programming
similar to the algorithms by Aho, Ganapathni, and Tjiang [1] is not feasible at this stage, as no
local cost function can be applied. The compensation of yet unknown side-effects can also not be
taken into consideration at this stage. The estimated duration of the complete transaction can be
used as a cost function. The evaluation of the cost function must be delayed until the translation is
side-effect free, which may require the application of compensation.
The action of each rule issues the label of the rule. The resulting string represents the history of
rule application. Only the rules of the first node issue additional information for the generation of
the desired software instructions.
A translation is only correct if the resulting string contains only start symbols of the grammar
of the first node. The pattern matching results in a set of feasible software instructions, which
vice versa, result in the intended protocol and the register file access at the device. Then possible
side-effects of the data transport have to be compensated by applying different strategies.
The data attribute of a protocol symbol contains the position of bits instead of the value. This
information is used to establish a mapping between the parameters of the software instructions,
and the variable which is used in the interface between the coding layer and the transport layer.
If the size of the parameter and the interface variable does not match, instructions for splitting,
respectively merging, are inserted.
In the case of a read transaction, a side-effect is that more than the required bits are read out.
The superfluous bits have to be masked and the desired bits transferred to the interface variables.
In the case of a write transaction, the superfluous bits of the interface parameter may affect
additional bits in the register file. The compensation must be done by setting the superfluous
bits to values which keep the register content in the same state as before. Therefore, the affected
registers and bits have to be determined. The bit positions of the superfluous bits in the parameter
of the software instructions is propagated forward by translation of this attribute. Therefore, the
history of rules is evaluated and the attribute translation is applied to the data positions, however
now in the direction towards the device. Finally, the bit positions are mapped to the register as
well as bits in the register file, by evaluation of the behaviour of the bus accepting automaton. The
result is a mapping table between bits of the interface variable and the affected bits in the register
file.
The side-effect compensation strategy depends on the characteristic of the affected bits, or re-
spectively, the affected information entities. If the value of the bits is statically constant, the
superfluous bits can be set to this constant value. If the value is not statically constant, but can
be determined by an external analysis method, the provided known value is used analogous to the
statically constant value. In some cases the register file recognises special bit patterns, which have
the semantic ’do not alter the content’ (compare for example the device CAN 82527 [44]). These
patterns are evaluated with a higher priority than the access method. These special patterns can be
handled analogous to constant values.
In the other cases where the value can not be determined at compile time, the value of the
superfluous bit has to be gathered at runtime by reading out the value before writing the new ones.
This leads to the well known read-modify-write cycle. This cycle can be also constructed with the
term rewriting method presented here.
For all affected bits, a start string for a read transaction is generated. The read transaction
is constructed by applying the previously presented method. The bus protocol generator has to
construct a start string for all affected information entities, but only for the parts of the bit-fields
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which are affected by the write operation. After code generation, the position of the affected bit
can be even tracked up to the result of the read transaction. The bit positions are now adapted to
the positions of the parameter variable in the write transaction. The bit-field of the intended write
transaction is incorporated into this bit-field.
The method of generating a read-modify-write cycle can be combined with the incorporation of
known and constant values. This can lead to a shorter read transaction, because less bits have to
be read and the remapping is reduced. Again, each solution of write transactions is combined in a
cross product by the solutions of the read transactions.
The result of the method used so far is a set of side-effect free solutions for the access to an
information entity. From this set the most appropriate one has to be selected according to a cost
function. In each solution, the required software instructions and the the protocol transactions
between the nodes are known. Each part is coupled with an execution time. For the protocols, the
required time for the transaction can be expressed by an assigned attribute denoting the estimated
execution time. Only an estimation can be used, because the model of rewriting rules can not cover
interleaving effects, or the gap between two consecutive protocol sections. The same is true for the
execution time of the software instructions. In both cases a more fine grained model must be used
to determine a Worst Case Execution Time (WCET). Here the estimated execution time is used as
a heuristic for the selection of a solution. It depends on the target system if the heuristic is enough,
or if it is used for a reduction of the solution set. The final selection is done after a WCET analysis
of each preselected solution.
From the selected solution the target code is generated. This can be done by further code
generators which use the start symbols strings, including parameters and the inserted code for
side-effect compensation, as input. The target code generators have to take the integration into the
coding layer into consideration.
5.5 Case Study
For evaluation of the method discussed in the previous section, a prototype has been implemented.
The prototype can translate an access to an information entity in a device into the instruction
sequence of a high level language, in this case C/C++. The prototype can synthesise a simple
coding layer and directly integrate the required transaction instructions, so the coding layer and the
transport layer are woven to a hardware abstraction layer. The prototype has been implemented in
the object oriented script language Python. The bus protocol automaton description, the grammar
rules, and the attribute translation functions, are directly implemented in the script language. The
rules are combined to form the rule set for a node (compare figure 5.9). The path to the device
is a list of these components. All system descriptions are dynamically bound to the evaluation
algorithms in the prototype during runtime, so the prototype can be seen more like a framework
than an application.
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Figure 5.9: Object class structure for the system specification by the attributed grammar in
the prototype.
The description of the devices information entities is stored in an database. The data structure
is shown in the UML diagram in figure 5.10. For simplification of the specification, the methods
which can be applied to an information entity are bound to a type of the information entity, and
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the information entity has a dedicated type. This reduces the effort for specification. The methods
contain the coding equations, the transport direction, etc. The mapping to a register of the register
file is stored as part of the information entity description. This information is used to determine
the location in the register file.
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Figure 5.10: Structure of the database used in the prototype as UML class diagram.
The specification can be exported to, respectively imported from, an XML-file. Thus, the device
specification is read in from the device XML-file directly after the start of the prototype.
The prototype has been designed not only as a case study for the generation of a hardware ab-
straction layer, furthermore it is a concept study for the integration into a compiler environment.
In the first operation mode, the prototype reads the device specification and generates a hardware
abstraction layer by translating each access method of all information entities to the target lan-
guage. The result is a library with all, in respect to the specification, available access functions of
the device.
In the second operation mode, the prototype directly integrates the access methods into a source
file in the high-level target language. The intended access is placed into the source file by the use
of an language extension with special access statements which are enclosed into tags. In figure
5.11, an access to the information entity ’DONE’ of the CPLD on a Spyder board [118] with the
method ’set’ enclosed by the start tag ’#@’and the end tag ’@#’ is depicted.
The first stage of the prototype parses this input source file and scans only for the tags. Then
the enclosed information entity, the method and the parameter names are determined. The rest
of the translation process is analogous to the generation of the functions for the HAL library.
The information entity is then looked up in the database, and the specified method description is
determined as well as the mapping to the register file.
From this set of properties, the set of start symbols is generated by the bus protocol automaton
object. Then, according to the list of components, the start symbols are translated. All alternatives
are followed. The result of the first component of the list, which represents the transition from
software to a bus protocol, is a set of software symbols. The applied rules during translation are
tracked, and side-effects are compensated by selection of the required constants, or generation of
the additionally required software symbols for the read function.
In this prototype, each software symbol represents a software generator object, which produces
the required software instructions for the transactions. The instructions are not directly issued.
The generator objects create a graph of nodes which represent the software instructions. The graph
leaves are connected to the nodes of other generator objects, for instance the objects of the modify-
operations of a read-modify-write cycle.
The result of a transaction conversation is a set of graphs, where the nodes represent the re-
quired software instructions similar to the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) representation of the
intermediate languages in compilers (compare for example figure 5.12). On a final run, the DAG
nodes are translated into the instructions of the target language. The best solution is selected by
estimation of the execution time. The DAG nodes, which represent the interaction with the device,
evaluate the attribute which represents the estimated execution time given by the software symbol.
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Input:
void Spyder_CPLD::DONE_set( u8 xxx )
{
#@init@#
#@DONE.set( xxx )@# ;
};
Translated to:
void Spyder_CPLD::DONE_set( u8 xxx )
{
unsigned int tmp378=0;
struct ioctlstr tmp577={0};
struct ioctlstr tmp131={0};
tmp577.offset = 2;
tmp577.value = 0;
ioctl( DeviceChannel, FPGA9080_READ_PCICONFIG_BYTE , &tmp577 );
tmp378=tmp577.data;
tmp131.offset = 2;
tmp131.value = (((xxx & 0x1) << 0x6) | (tmp378 & 0xba));
ioctl( DeviceChannel, FPGA9080_WRITE_PCICONFIG_BYTE , &tmp131 );
};
Figure 5.11: Code example of a proxy method in annotated C-Code. The access statement is
translated to a read-modify-write cycle which uses system calls as an interface
to the device. The variable DeviceChannel has to be determined during
runtime.
The DAG nodes for bit operations and variables are assigned estimated execution times during
DAG construction, depending on the model of the target machine and the target compiler. For
each graph the duration is estimated by summing up this property of each DAG node. This is only
an estimation, because of interleaving effects on the bus systems.
Before integration of the translated access method in the surrounding source code, some nodes
of the graphs have to be moved to special locations in the source code. Nodes for include-
operations of header files, and declarations of temporary variables must be moved to special loca-
tions in the source code, depending on the constraints of the target language. In this prototype, the
special locations are marked with hooks encapsulated in tags. Within the final translation run, the
code of the special nodes is placed at these locations, instead of the location of the device access.
The described prototype has been used for the evaluation of the described synthesis method. As
devices and communication networks, the following examples have been used for method verifi-
cation and evaluation of the code quality:
• A CAN-Controller of the type 82527 by Intel [44] attached to the local bus of a PLX 9080
PCI bridge [86] by PLX Technologie2. The PCI-bus protocol is translated to the memory
bus of a Pentium processor by Intel. The memory bus protocol bridges to the software side,
using the Linux macros for memory access inside the Linux operating system kernel. The
translation order is from Linux assembler macros to memory bus protocol, to PCI-bus, to
local bus, and finally to the device register.
2The bus protocol accepting automaton of the device can not recognise the local bus protocol of the PLX bridge.
For this evaluation the automaton has been virtually replaced by an adequate one.
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Figure 5.12: Examples for the resulting DAGs. On the left a write transaction, in the middle
a read transaction, and on the right a write transaction, which is then split into
three separate transactions.
• A PCI-device must provide a special register file with device specific information, the PCI-
header (compare specification [83]). This header has been described in combination with a
device driver, which allows access to this register set of a PCI-device from the user space.
• The main control device of a Spyder board by X2E [118] which is designed into a Complex
Programmable Logic Device (CPLD). The CPLD is attached to the local bus of a PLX 9080
PCI-bridge. The translation chain is analogous to the one in the first example of the CAN-
controller. Furthermore, a device driver has been described with its impacts on the local bus,
respectively, the protocols which are produced on the local bus by the different user space
API-functions of the driver.
For a discussion of the code quality, the latter example is used here. The results can only
being compared to hand written code. Other approaches use a different structure and methods. For
instance, for a comparison with the Devil approach, a comparable implementation of the port()-
function is required, which is not available. Hence, the produced code will be compared with a
version which would have been generated by hand.
As a starting point, a proxy object for the access to the main control device of the Spyder board
has been created. This proxy uses the previously described embedded statements for the access to
the device. These special statements are translated within minutes to the target code in C++ (see
as example 5.11). The result can be described in the following way:
1. The tool generates more temporary variables, and move-operations between variables, than
in the code written by hand. This is because the tool does not track the usage of temporary
variables. The target compiler has to reduce the number of variables during register alloca-
tion in combination with lifeline analysis of variables. Nowadays compilers should be able
to reduce the number to the same number of variables used in hand written code.
2. Some of the used bit operations have no effect, for example bit-masking of an 8 bit variable
with the operation and 0xff. Such unnecessary bit operations have to be also reduced by
the target compiler.
3. Some bit-masks contain ’holes’, all at the same bit location. For example, a bit-mask clears
two bits where the information entity is only one bit in width. This is not an error, because
the second bit position has not been defined in the device specification. The tool has not
been able to look-up the information about this bit in the database. Because this bit position
is not occupied in the register file, the hole in the bit-mask is not an error.
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4. The tool has selected the transaction instructions with the smallest bitsize. All information
entities are at most, 8 bits in width. The access to the register file has the same duration
for 8, 16, and 32 bit accesses. The selection of the 8 bit version depends on the costs for
bit-operations with a data width of 8 bit, which is less expensive than 32 bit operations.
5. The channel parameter of the interface (ioctl()-call) is not set automatically. This pa-
rameter is determined during runtime. The software sequence for channel selection is not
incorporated into the target code by the tool, and must be added by hand. It is difficult to
integrate the placement of this channel selection in the prototype, because the position in
control flow of the HAL surrounding application is unknown, and is difficult to determine.
In an object oriented approach, this section may be placed in the constructor of the proxy
object, and the parameter is a private attribute of that object. For comparison, in the Devil
approach, this parameter determination is hidden in the port function.
6. Read operations for a read-modify-write cycle are only included if they are necessary, ana-
logous to hand written code.
This case study has shown, that the resulting code is nearly the same quality as hand written
code. The translation times are within minutes for a complete hardware abstraction layer. Due to
the modular approach of the method, a change of components or a new device can be integrated
quickly. Error prone adaption of bit operations is not required. Furthermore, the prototype has
shown, that the method can be integrated into a high-level language compiler by means of an
extension of the language with special statements.
5.6 Optimisations
The overall execution time of a device driver can be reduced by a reduction in bus traffic. The
reduction can only be performed with knowledge of the control-flow of the driver and the device.
For the optimisation approaches, the control-flow is assumed to be known. The control-flow anal-
ysis is out of scope here (see [68] for control-flow analysis in software). In this section only the
starting-points for optimisations will be discussed.
5.6.1 Combining of Accesses
The objective of the hardware abstraction layer is to provide an interface for the access to, or for
the manipulation of bit-fields in a register. In a sequence of manipulations, bit-fields in the same
register can be affected. The idea is to combine accesses to the same register on top of the coding
layer into one single access. The pre-condition is, that a change of the access order, or the merger
of two transactions, does not influence the behaviour of the device at this point. That means that
the register access does not raise pre, storage, or post-events (compare figure 4.3 in section 4.1),
which trigger an action in the device automaton.
So for this kind of optimisation by merging consecutive accesses to one register, the bus-
interface characteristic and the device behaviour must statically permit this join. This can be
expressed in the database by a relationship between the information entities which map to the
same set of registers. The set of registers is determined by the bus accepting automaton, and is the
collection of registers which can be affected by a transaction on the peripheral bus at once.
The function
joinwrite : IE × IE → {TRUE,FALSE} (5.8)
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determines whether or not, two information entities can be merged for a write transaction. The
function has to be provided by the device vendor, respectively, by the device designer.
The optimisation requires information from the level above the coding layer. Therefore, the
optimiser has to recognise the transactions in a code block (for code block identification compare
for example [66]). Because the optimisation affects the transport layer and has to identify sections
for applying the optimisations on top of the coding layer, the optimisation scheme can not be used
in the case of the synthesis of a set of library functions. As discussed in the previous section, a
synthesiser with access-statement expansion must be used.
One optimisation scheme can be to identify all write transactions to a device in a code block,
collect the IE properties, and pass the complete set to the start string generator for the code gen-
erator. This will lead to a large collection of feasible start strings, which may be expanded during
code generation by further alternatives.
Due to this explosion of alternatives by a large set of start strings, a different algorithm is sug-
gested here. Each transaction is translated individually. Afterwards, the set of affected (IEaff ),
next to the desired information entity (IEdes), for each write transaction is known. Now the inter-
section between two write transactions i and j in a code block is determined.
Ji,j = IEaff,i ∩ IEdes,j, i 6= j (5.9)
If J is not empty, the joinwrite function of the desired information entities of transaction i and
j is evaluated. If the joinwrite function permits the merger of the write transactions, the start
string is only generated for these IE, because they have the potential for a joined transaction with
shorter execution time. This pre-selection of candidates for a merger reduces the risk of alternatives
explosion. Again, the estimated execution time in combination with all bit operations has to be
determined. Only if the merged transactions yield a shorter execution time, it replaces the single
transactions.
The same optimisation method can be applied for read transactions. Here, the function
joinread : IE × IE → {TRUE,FALSE } (5.10)
determines whether or not, the joined read out of two information entities, results in the same
values as the consecutive transactions. Again, the access to a register must not trigger any action
which changes the content of the other information entity.
Instead of the construction of newly joined write transactions, a different scheme is used here.
The construction algorithm creates different alternatives with different data sizes for each trans-
action. Here, for each alternative of a read operation, the information entities, which are read out
next to the intended one as a side effect, are determined by backtracking. This includes the read
accesses introduced by the generation of read-modify-write cycles. No distinction is made whether
the read access is an intended or a generated one. Again, with the calculation of the intersection of
consecutive read-outs, the information entities, which are read out more than once, are determined.
If the evaluation of the joinread function permits a merger, the already gathered information by a
previous read is recycled, instead of performing a further read out of the same information entity.
The recycling is performed by replacing a read node in the DAG graph with a remapping node.
This leads to a configuration problem, because a read value can only be recycled if a special alter-
native is selected. And if this recycling takes place, maybe another recycling is not longer possible,
because less information entities are read out as a side-effect. The problem can be solved with dy-
namic programming which optimises the total execution time of the code block. For the last read
out, the execution time for the read and for the version with a recycled value is determined. This
number is propagated to the previous read transactions. If the value is recycled, the execution time
is propagated to the read out of the information entity. If no recycling takes place, the execution
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time is added to the previously performed transaction. The algorithm proceeds backwards in the
code block and determines the configuration with the shortest total execution time.
The optimisation results only ı´n a reduction in execution time if a complete read out can be
saved. A partial recycling only leads to further bit-operations, although the read out is performed
for the missing information entities. This can happen in the case of read transactions generated for
a read-modify-write cycle, because many information entities are read, instead of only one in an
intended read. Hence, at an early stage, some recycling versions can be dropped.
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Figure 5.13: Merge of consecutive read and write transactions (left) to single accesses
(right).
In all cases, for read as for write transactions, it has to be checked if the number of bus-
transactions and hence the execution time is really reduced. The execution time in the bus systems
is reduced by replacement of single transactions with a transaction of a larger bitsize. However,
an overhead in the bit-operation for separation of the bit-fields is required, increasing the execu-
tion time on the software side. In contemporary computer systems the time on the bus-system
overwhelms the duration of bit operations, so a reduction of bus traffic with an overhead on bit
operations, can lead to a reduction in the overall execution time in total.
5.6.2 Explicitly Caching
Some registers of the device can be cached in the hardware abstraction layer. This is an extension
to the previously discussed method of combining of accesses, because here the caching is not
within a code block; it can be spread across many transactions distributed in the control flow.
As described in the previous section, a read value of a register can be recycled within the code
block. This can be extended beyond the boundary of a code block, by a caching mechanism similar
to the cache architectures in modern processors. Instead of accessing a register, the cached value
is used in read operations.
The cached device register must have a special characteristic for applying a caching strategy. In
processor architecture, the memory is not assumed to alter its content without direct investigation
of the CPU. So the cache can track all changes by observing the write transactions to the memory.
A device register can alter its content by investigation of the device kernel without notification of
the processor, respectively, the caching code.
This means, if the content can not be changed by the device kernel, or between two well known
points in time, the device does not change the content of a register, and a cached value can be
used instead of really reading out the register. During this time, only the write transactions to the
register must update the cached value.
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In some cases the content of a register can not be altered by the device kernel at any time. For
example, some parameters are only set by the CPU and can not be changed by the device itself.
This characteristic can be the result of a detailed analysis of the device control-flow, or is directly
stated in the documentation.
If this characteristic can not be statically determined, the control flow of the device has to be
tracked during runtime, and on each read transaction it has to be decided whether to use the cached
value, or to perform a register access. Because of the sequential nature of processors, this leads to
a further read of a flag variable and a branch in the control-flow, which can result in a pipeline stall.
So this kind of caching strategy can lead to more overhead than a direct read access to the device
register. It depends on the target computer architecture, and a detailed Worst Case Execution Time
(WCET) analysis of the code required for caching, to decide whether this scheme can be applied
or not.
Still, the cached value has to be initialised before the first read access to the device. Therefore,
the control-flow of the application, or the order in the use of the proxy routines in the hardware
abstraction layer, has to be known. If the target language supports a constructor method, like for
example C++, the initialisation of the cache can be placed in the constructor method. The nature of
this method forces a first read of the register before a transaction to register by the proxy methods
can take place. If the target language does not support such an implicit initialisation routine, a
place similar to the initialisation routine has to be identified and the code placed there.
However, caching only makes sense if two conditions hold: firstly the management of cached
values access to the cached values is faster than the accesses to the device register content, and
secondly parts of the drivers and the devices control-flow is known. Thus in each individual case,
a special caching strategie has to be selected.
5.7 Restrictions and Extensions of the Method
The previous described method still needs some improvements. In this section some topics are
presented for future elaboration.
Statelessness of Communication Channel For this method of communication channel synthe-
sis, it is assumed that the channels are stateless. The channel configuration is only determined by
the independent transactions. A channel initialisation with fixed parameters can be done in the
constructor method of the proxy object. Thus, before the first use, the channel is set up. Hence, no
other entity is allowed to change these settings.
If the other components in the system can influence the channel and change the channel set-
tings, the re-establishing of the required state has to be done at each transaction to guarantee the
correctness of the transport. This leads to overhead. So a further enhancement of the method
can be to cross check the required channel settings, and to schedule the modifications to reduce
reconfiguration to a minimum.
Symbolic Variables From the implementation point of view, the system can not deal with sym-
bolic indexes for registers and symbolic parameters in attribute transformation. In some cases, the
access to registers, for instance data fields, is controlled by index variables as iterators. For the
abstraction layer, they are symbolic without any information on the content, range, or the interac-
tion step size. But these properties are required to check the alignment of parameters, for example
addresses. Some bus protocols are only valid if the transport has a special address alignment. Tech-
niques from the computer algebra must be incorporated here into the system, allowing the range
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check, as well as other transformations on the attributes in the attributed grammar. For example,
the algebra system can prove whether the alignment (modulo-operation) holds with the properties
of the symbolic variable or not.
Property Checks of IEs The description of the IEs can be enhanced by constraints on the con-
tent which can be incorporated into the coding layer. A value check can encapsulate the write
access to the register to prevent the change of the device to an invalid state (see figure 5.14). This
enhancement can only be made in combination with an exception policy in the case that the trans-
action is permitted (compare Devil approach in [61]). Together with the constraint, a strategy for
the rejection has to be specified, which is then supported by the synthesiser and the target code
generators.
code
transaction
yes no
if valid
method
Figure 5.14: Encapsulation of the write access by a parameter check.
Burst Transfers At the moment a fixed size for the attributes of a protocol symbol is used. It
lacks a concept for the integration of burst transfers. The data field in the attributes tracks the
positions of the bits throughout the channels. In the case of a burst transfer, the protocol package
transports an almost arbitrary amount of data, hence, this field has to be flexible in size. At this
point the methodology has to be enhanced to cover burst-transfers.
5.8 Summary
In this chapter, a methodology for the synthesis of the hardware abstraction layer by establishing a
communication channel to the device, has been shown through the use of partially known channels.
Each channel behaviour is described by an attributted grammar. The complete path behaviour can
be constructed by combining the grammar of each section.
The synthesis algorithm for the transport layer works similar to the code generator algorithms
used in compiler construction. The algorithm determines the required software sequence, includ-
ing the individual parameter set for each transaction. Side-effects are compensated by different
strategies, including expansion to a read-modify-write cycle. From the set of feasible instruction
sequences, the most appropriate one is selected for the transaction, according to the estimated
execution time.
The system specification is modular in the sense that the device vendors only describe the
behaviour of their systems in the aspects of register file organisation, bus protocol, and routing
behaviour in the case of bridges. Along the computer system design, the interconnection of the
components is specified and the topology of the elements and routing nodes are determined. This
forms the system specification for communication layer synthesis. The locality of the complex
specifications leads to easy re-use.
The case study has shown, that the concept of re-use is applicable, and the synthesis method can
be integrated into a compiler system for high-level languages, by an extension of the language. The
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synthesis of a complete hardware abstraction layer for a device in a dedicated computer architecture
takes only minutes, thus the methodology can be easily incorporated into future compiler systems.
In comparison to the Devil approach, not a single channel is used where the complete route
to the device with a fixed service access point is covered without havin side-effects. The method
presented here can determine the channel entry point, including the required parameter set, and
integrates it into an access layer. Thus the method can also be used for the synthesis of the port()
function of the Devil approach.
In the next chapter, the layer on top of this hardware abstraction layer is looked at. From the
device behaviour, hints for the fine grained structure of the driver, and the control-flow in the driver
can be derived.
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Chapter 6
Deriving the Driver Algorithm
In chapter 4, a general approach for structuring as well as the organisation of a device driver,
depending on the hardware interconnection has been presented. Each driver component is sep-
arated into the concern of the driver component behaviour, and an access layer for transparent
communication with the device hardware. The communication layer with its access methods can
be synthesised with the method which has been presented in the previous chapter, respectively, the
method of the Devil approach [61] can be applied to synthesise access stubs.
The driver behaviour has transparent access to the information entities, respectively, the device
variables which control the device behaviour. Due to the hardware abstraction layer they are on
the same level of communication. On this level they communicate logically and in parallel with
each other. The channel characteristics leads internally to a time multiplexing. From the logical
point of view the communication is directly linked.
From the driver behaviour and the desired total behaviour, the driver component on the be-
haviour level has to be derived. A fully automatic synthesis is not possible at the moment. Ap-
proaches for the driver kernel design are Domain Specific Languages (DSL) which shifts the be-
haviour programming to a more abstract level (compare section 3.2.2). If the interfaces on both
sides of the driver kernel are very restricted, well specified, and the driver behaviour is simple,
the driver kernel behaviour can be synthesised by the methods of adaptor automaton synthesis
(compare section 3.2.3).
In the first approach, the control structures of the driver software have to be established by the
programmer and mapped to the DSL. The second approach requires a detailed specification of the
interfaces use over a specific period of time and a mapping of the interface ports to each other.
These definitions are again provided by the programmer. The experienced driver designer has to
derive specifications from the complex structure and behaviour of the device.
In this chapter, analysis methods in the sense of patterns in the device architecture are presented.
The results lead to hints for the structuring and the design of the control flow in the driver. The
programmer can use these hints to ease their work by knowing what to look for, as well as what to
do with the given structures. Firstly, the problem of device driver design is analysed again, under
the aspects of driver behaviour synthesis. Secondly, three approaches are presented to derive the
behaviour for the driver.
The first approach re-uses the concept of reflecting the structural hardware relationships. With
this approach, the middle grained structure and sections of the control-flow can be constructed.
With a further refinement of the components semantics, the approach can be used for software
synthesis. In a case study, this refinement has been applied to interrupt architectures. For the
description of the fine grained structure a visual language has been developed. With the structural
information and the underlying schematic of each component, a software synthesis for the interrupt
dispatcher is feasible.
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The other two approaches deal with the analysis of the temporal behaviour of the device, as
in most cases the required access sequence to the information entities for achieving the desired
behaviour is unknown. One approach derives the required input sequence by means of the counter
examples of a model checker. The applicability is restricted, because of the state explosion in the
model checker. Thus, analysis approaches based on the semantic re-construction of certain driver
behaviour in order to determine the access order of some signals will be discussed. Main idea of
all approaches is the systematic analysis of the cause-and-effect chain in the system.
6.1 Problem Analysis
In most cases the documentation of a device is a description in natural language. The starting point
of each analysis is a formal description of the device behaviour. Hence, the informal description
must be transformed into a more formal specification which can then be analysed due to its under-
lying semantics. To the knowledge of the author at the moment, the language for the description
of a device does not exist.
One option would be to use the same language as description language which is used to specify
the device implementation. An example of this is the hardware description language VHDL, but
as some information is ”cryptic” in the language, this makes the re-construction of the semantical
meaning difficult. The hardware description languages lack an appropriate level of abstraction for
this analysis.
Due to the different aspects of device hardware design and the different levels of abstractions,
sometimes a unified modelling language for hardware devices maybe designed. Up to now the
different models which exist next to each other have to be used. Register file structures can be
described by tables (see for example the Devil approach [61], or the COMIX approach [123, 80]).
Logic constraints can be expressed by if-then-else statements, which can easily be derived from the
documentation by translation of sentences in the form of ”When this happens, then that happens”.
Ordered actions in the time can be expressed by state machines. Constraints which have to hold
at every point in time can be expressed by boolean equations. Sometimes relationships can be
expressed on a higher level by arithmetic equations. In some cases, like in the interrupt structure,
the behaviour can be expressed by special icons of a visual language with dedicated behaviour.
Currently, these different specifications, some expressed only in natural language, can be found in
the device documentation. Due to the incompatibility of the formal models, special solvers and
translators for each model are required. The best solver at the moment is an experienced human
being.
Next to formal structuring, the exploration and translation of the documentation can be seen as
a way of learning and understanding the system. The translator expresses the information in the
formal model in such a way that it is understood best by themself.
Information which s sometimes hidden is the sub-structuring of the device behaviour into sub-
components interacting with each other. These block diagrams are for logical ordering of the
system behaviour. In the SpecC design methodology, systems are interacting components, com-
municating with each other by channels [18]. The logical structure does not have to match with the
real structural ordering of the device, because the real structure is hidden from the driver by the fa-
cade of the register file. This structure gives some information on the structure and the control-flow
in the driver, which is described in the next section.
The driver and the device can be understood as two systems of automata with assigned data-
paths running in parallel. The clocking is independent of each other, so the transitions must be
synchronised by exchanging of signals. In some embedded systems the CPU and device clocks
are synchronous, for instance systems with one CPU and a directly coupled FPGA. The actions of
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both automata are still asynchronous due to the difficult timing of sequential software on super-
scalar processors. The problem of estimating the execution times of transitions of a State Chart
implementation is discussed in [28]. One result of this thesis is that nearly all transitions, which
are code sequences, have different execution times. This underlines the asynchronous assumptions
about the communication.
The device behaviour and the driver behaviour can be seen as two automata, each controlling
an assigned data-path. Together they form the desired total behaviour of the abstract device. This
perspective can be reversed, so that the driver and the device are separated implementations of the
total behaviour (compare figure 6.1). The separation in combination with asynchronous commu-
nication, leads to typical structures for the synchronisation of both parts at the intersection. The
characteristics of these structures can be used to re-construct the counterparts on the other side
and to get hints on the control-flow. Therefore, the process of splitting automata and data paths is
evaluated, and hints for structuring the control-flow in the drivers are derived.
Asynchronous
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Figure 6.1: An abstract device can be seen as a formation of a driver kernel, a device kernel
and an asynchronous communication system in between.
A further problem is the interaction of the parallel automata in the device. The interweaved
behaviour makes it difficult to identify the required signal sequence to bring the device into a
dedicated state. The sequence of transitions is analogous in order to achieve a desired behaviour
of the device. The analysis is difficult due to the complexity of collective actions. A device
documentation has the drawback that the information on interactions is spread throughout the
manual. Thus, the links have to be re-constructed by the programmer. This process should be
supported by an analysis method on the set of device automata. The analysis method has to provide
the sequence of interactions with the device in the sense of an expert system. The programmer has
to take the suggested sequence and integrate it into the driver control flow.
The next section starts with a derivation of the middle grained driver structure from the hardware
structure of a device. Afterwards the splitting of automata and data-paths is evaluated. The last
section of this chapter presents an analysis method for the interaction of device automata based on
Model Checker.
6.2 Structural Reflections
In this section a pattern for the derivation of components in the driver kernel is presented. The
method of structural reflection will be presented which uses the logical separation of the hardware
elements to determine a component structure in the driver. The method will be discussed in the
next section, and will be illustrated through two examples, including a case study for a software
synthesis tool based on this method.
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6.2.1 Modelling and Method
Structural ordering of a device behaviour into sub-components is a reduction of chunks to enhance
the understanding by hierarchical ordering [124]. The complete complex interweaved behaviour
is reduced to separated entities, representing the hidden inner complex behaviour. The level of
complexity can differ for each entity. The understanding is eased if the entities cover functional
units with well defined and understood behaviours like ”add”, ”multiplex”, etc.
As discussed in chapter 4.1, the device can be separated into a register file, a bus protocol
automaton, and the device behaviour. The device behaviour can be split on the next finer level into
middle grained blocks. Some blocks still have connections to the register file. The interconnection
between all blocks shows the information flow between the entities. This refinement of the model
is similar to the refinement strategies in the hardware design processes.
This model of interacting entities inside the device kernel can be used to derive structures in
the driver kernel. This method will be related to as structural reflection in the following. Each
component in the device has its counterpart in the driver, or the component leads to a structure in
the control-flow of the driver behaviour.
The device kernel is separated into logical sub-components, with the common front-end of the
register file towards the driver. The links between the sub-components show the interrelationship
among them (compare delineation in figure 6.2). Some components can act independently. Fur-
thermore, the interrelationship describes a flow of information. Some sub-components do not have
a direct connection with the register file. Hence the information exchange is modified by the com-
ponents on route from the register file. The modification depends on each individual behaviour of
the sub-components. The information can be modified by translation of the content, the change of
the chronological order, or through the use of special routes which can be taken for a dedicated
message. The interaction of sub-components leads to a total behaviour from the perspective of the
register file.
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Figure 6.2:
The components A, B, and D can directly inter-
act with the register file. The component C can
only be reached via A or B.
Depending on the level of abstraction, the behaviour of each component is ambiguous and has
no underlying formal semantics. The dis-entanglement provides as a result the interrelationship
graph, and the number of components which interact with each other. These are unambiguous
semantics, and can be used to derive structures in the device driver.
The structure of the counterpart components in the driver is a reflection of the relationship struc-
ture of the logical sub-components. The route of information flow in the devices sub-components,
leads to a route of information flow in the counterparts in the driver. The transformation of mes-
sages by the behaviour of the devices sub-components in combination with their counterparts in
the driver, has to be taken into consideration for the specification of the behaviour of a driver com-
ponent. This requires a more detailed analysis of the devices sub-components in combination with
a re-construction of the total behaviour of the causal chain. The separation into logical compo-
nents eases the process, because the device kernel is unfolded and the analysis is reduced to the
components which really have an impact on the dedicated component. If the sub-components have
formal semantics, the ”inverse” semantic for the driver components can be derived. In most cases
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no one-to-one mapping can be given, because sub-component and the counterpart have to fulfill,
in total, a desired behaviour required by the target application.
An unambiguous semantic of the separation into sub-components is the number of identical
components in the system. The multiple instances of the same sub-component, and hence the same
behaviour, leads to special structures in the control-flow in the driver counterparts. The driver has
to select which instance has to be interacted with. This leads to the control-flow patterns for which
(→ branch) and for all (→ loop). For each instance of a sub-component, a dedicated counterpart
exists in the driver structure. The layer towards the application has to direct interactions to a
dedicated counterpart, or has to interact with all components, for instance during initialisation.
The method of structural reflection will be illustrated in the following section through the ex-
ample of a Controller Area Network (CAN) controller. Because of the coarse grained structure
and the lack of a formal semantic for each component, only hints for the driver structure can be
given. The following section describes the use of this concept to derive software for the interrupt
system of an embedded system on system level. Due to the more specific aim of the software, and
dedicated semantics of the fine grained hardware components, a synthesis method for the interrupt
dispatcher software and the configuration code can be given. In both examples, the concept is not
a top-down synthesis method for the specified components, because the described behaviour is not
synthesised. A somehow ”inverse” behaviour is produced instead.
6.2.2 Example CAN-Controller
In this example, hints for the organisation of the internals of the driver kernel will be derived by the
method of structural reflection from the internal structure of the CAN-controller. The structures
lead to patterns for the control flow and the required number of components in the driver kernel.
According to its documentation, the CAN controller 82527 [44] from Intel can be structured as
depicted in figure 6.3. The controller interacts with the network by a transceiver and an adaptor to
the bus medium. The transceiver selects a message to be sent from the message buffers 1–14, or it
can store a received message according to the filter rules in the buffers 1–15. The interaction of the
components is controlled by a master component. Furthermore, the device provides programmable
parallel I/O ports for free use. The main control component has interconnections to nearly every
other component in the device.
Analogous to the structural descriptions on system level, the interaction of the driver with a
sub-component leads to a route from the register file to the sub-component. For instance, the
transceiver is reachable from the register file by two major routes: via the main control, and via
the message buffers and the selector. The route for the data is ambiguous because of the multiple
instances of message buffers, and the multiplexing character of the selector. Furthermore, another
interconnection shows that the multiplexer is also influenced by the main control. To select and
configure a path for the data, the interaction of these components must be analysed and formed
into a dedicated component in the driver kernel. On the other hand, the programmable parallel I/O
ports are independent from other components, and can be controlled by an independent component
in the driver (compare UML diagram in figure 6.4).
The structuring of the device with multiple instances leads to hints for the control flow in the
driver. The block diagram 6.3 shows multiple instances of a message buffer 1–14 and a further
special message buffer 15. The behaviour of the buffers 1–14 is the same. The hardware design
here is similar to the use of a fixed number of class instances in software. Message buffer 15 is
special as it only receives messages with the use of a shadow buffer. For the driver control-flow,
the multiple instances of the same behaviour leads to structures in the control-flow. In this case the
initialisation of a message buffer has to be performed for all message buffers. If a message has to
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UML diagram of the derived class structure by
reflection of the hardware structure (compare
figure 6.3).
be stored for sending in a message buffer, a dispatcher must decide which buffer should be used.
On the other hand, on a receipt of a message, an identifier has to find out which buffer has received
the message. The message must be fetched and be passed to the application. Thus, all methods of
the driver which have to deal with the buffers must be able to select one or a set of buffers. This
control-flow patterns can be found (or have to be placed) in the facade of the message buffers, the
SendReceiver class in the figure 6.4. Hence multiple instances of the same sub-component
type, lead to the pattern identifier and dispatcher (for all can be interpreted as special form of the
for which operation) in the control-flow. The inner structures, for instance the loop bodies, are
actions with a selector parameter for identification of the affected sub-component instance.
The ordering and the structural reflection has given hints for the organisation and interaction of
the driver components. Due to the coarse grained level of abstraction used in this example, only
suggestions can be made here. In the next section, the behaviour of the device component are more
restricted, which makes software synthesis of driver counterparts feasible.
6.2.3 Example Interrupt Systems
In this section, the application of the method of structural reflection on the fine grained descrip-
tion of the interrupt system of an embedded computer system will be depicted. Interrupt systems
are designed to reduce overhead in the CPU, caused by busy-waits for signals from the device.
According to an event in the device, an identifying flag is set in the register file as part of the
synchronisation message. The device raises an interrupt signal to inform the CPU of the changed
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register content. The signal line for the interrupt request is merged in the computer system archi-
tecture with the lines of other devices. In most cases the information content of the signal at the
CPU is only one bit (one line)1. One task after the CPU has taken the exception (after completion
of the actual instruction) is to identify the origin of the signal, and branch the control-flow to the
interrupt service routine assigned to this interrupt source. With a formal description of the architec-
ture of the interrupt system, an identifier and dispatcher software can be synthesised. Furthermore,
the configuration settings can be determined and initialisation code can be generated.
Modelling The documentation for the interrupt system of a device is a semi-formal specification
in natural language intermixed with schematics in a broad outline, similar to the rest of the device
descriptions. A first approach for a more formal description by means of a logic schematic can be
found in the documentation of the PLX9054 PCI bridge [87]. The graphical representation of the
relationship consists of sources, switches, and inclusive OR-gates for the join of signals.
This approach can be extended by further elements which can be found in the hardware im-
plementation of interrupt systems. The elements form a graph of interacting components with
specific behaviour. The method of structural reflection can be applied to synthesise the software
for the determination of the origin of an interrupt request. These elements are registers of differ-
ent behaviour for storage of flags, multiplexers, inclusive OR-gates with priority, OR-gates with a
register for source identification, etc. A complete list of symbols and abstract behaviour is shown
in appendix A.
The graph of interacting components can be seen as a visual description of the interrupt system.
It can be used for analysis, software synthesis and determination of configuration settings. The
temporal behaviour of each component is simple. The registers for storing the event of a request
are the only elements which have a state, and therefore a changed temporal behaviour. All other
elements only have a logical behaviour, and do not change their temporal behaviour (only due to
the explicit re-configuration of the system settings).
Software Synthesis The method of structural reflection can be used to synthesise the software
for determination of the origin of an interrupt request. The exception gate is the sink of the interrupt
signal in hardware, and the bridge to software. On a request, it invokes the branch from the actual
program flow to the interrupt dispatcher routine (IDR). The IDR identifies the active interrupt
source, and invokes the assigned interrupt service routine. The synthesis of the IDR by means of
the method of structural reflection will be shown here.
To reduce overhead in the IDR at runtime, the system description is reduced to the really re-
quired subset in a pre-synthesis phase. In a computer system, not all IRQ-sources are enabled
and can request an interrupt, and not all possible paths are used. The synthesis of the request
dispatcher should only consider the used sources and configured paths. The specification of used
sources leads to routes in the graph. If some routes are determined at runtime, they are also marked
as used (required). The unused parts of the system specification are erased. OR-gates with only
one input are replaced by direct connections, and the same is done for multiplexers. Thus dead
branches in the description tree are erased which eases the synthesis process, and dead code is
avoided by construction.
The synthesis process of the IDR starts at the exception gate and translates the structure towards
to the interrupt request sources. The interrupt request signal flows from the source to the exception
gate. From the perspective of each exception gate, the system description has a tree structure. The
trees are overlapping inside the description graph. The software for determination of the active
1Even a vector-oriented interrupt system provides for the invoked interrupt service routine the information content
of one bit, i.e. the invocation itself.
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interrupt request source has to descent the tree and follow the possible information flow in the
graph of interacting components.
The synthesis algorithm starts at the exception gate and follows the tree structure in a with-first
search. The behaviour of each component is replaced during the descent by a corresponding com-
ponent in an intermediate representation. Here the semantic of each element of the specification
is reversed, and a corresponding counterpart is instantiated in the intermediate language. If a leaf
with an active source is identified, an element for the invocation of the assigned interrupt service
routine is inserted. The tree structure of the components is preserved during synthesis and is trans-
formed into a control-flow tree. Hence, it is not a direct translation of the components into other
constructs with the same semantic.
To illustrate the replacement of a corresponding behaviour, the example of an OR-gate replace-
ment is shown in figure 6.5 and 6.6. Each incoming line of the OR-gate can be active, so each
line has to be tested by diving into the structure and testing of subsequent elements. Thus, the
replacement leads to a software sequence of further test-components for each line which dive into
the graph. If an assigned register to the OR-gate contains the active line, this information is used in
a switch-case-structure. Thus, the joining of information by an OR-gate leads to a branch-structure
in the dispatcher control-flow.
B
C
A
D
P OR_Reg
...
switch( OR_Reg.getstatus() ){
case A:
...
break;
case B:
...
break;
case C:
...
break;
case D:
...
break;
}
...
Figure 6.5: OR-Gate with an assigned register
OR Reg which contains the active input line.
Figure 6.6: Generated source code section of
the IDR. Depending on the active line a sub-
sequence is executed.
For practical reasons, the model of interacting components of the description of the interrupt
system can include the concept of frames, and instances of sub-graphs which can be placed in
the frames. Thus, the description effort is reused by multiple instantiation of sub-graphs in the
frames. Furthermore, this model provides a dynamic exchange of subsystems by dynamic place-
ment in the frame. This concept represents the quasi-static replacement of boards in slots, the
dynamic exchange of re-configurable devices, or the assembling of systems in Digital DNA [20].
The corresponding counterparts of the interfaces at the frame borders must support the dynamic
assignment of software structures for descending into the sub-graph instance.
Determination of Configuration Settings The presented interrupt-system description can be
used to derive configuration settings for the interrupt system components. For each interrupt source
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which is used during runtime, a traversable path from the source to the exception gate has to exist.
In the dynamic case, respectively, from a source to an interface of a frame, or from an interface
to the exception gate. All feasible paths can be found with search algorithms in graphs. Result
are sets of routes for each used interrupt source. From the set of routes for each source, one is
selected which best fulfills a priority scheme between all sources. The priority is determined by
the elements on the used path. The path selection is done by the possible configurations of the
multiplexer, so the priority relation is an argumentation on the multiplexer configurations. If a
suitable configuration is found, the setup code can be generated. All switches and multiplexers on
a path must be enabled, and also be set to route the signal from the source over the selected lines
to the exception gate.
Case Study The here presented synthesis method has been evaluated in a case study. The in-
terrupt architecture of the MPC555 has been specified according to the documentation in natural
language of the interrupt behaviour in [24, 65]. The MPC555 has 120 internal interrupt sources
due to the peripheral devices on-chip. Furthermore 8 external interrupt signals can be feed into the
processor. The MPC555 is used as main CPU in the RABBIT computer system [122]. The stan-
dard configuration of the system with one FireWire-board and one FPGA-board, leads to further
35 external interrupt sources for the MPC555. A reduced size copy of the completely developed
schematic can be found in appendix B. The hierarchy of frames and sub-graphs can also be found
in the appendix.
A detail of the specification is shown in figure 6.7, which depicts the visual description of the
interrupt sources in the real-time clock (RTC) of the Motorola microcontroller MPC555 [65]. The
sources SEC and ALR can be enabled/disabled by switches. The registers store the event of the
interrupt request, and both signals are joined by an inclusive OR-gate. The multiplexers different
priority levels (not show here) can be selected.
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Figure 6.7: Interrupt system schematic of MPC555, a detail part real-time clock (RTC).
See text for description.
For the software synthesis a prototype has been implemented which performs the synthesis of
the interrupt dispatcher routine. The system description is read in, and is reduced according to the
system configuration. The graph is translated to an intermediate representation with the counterpart
behaviour. This intermediate representation is then translated to the target source code, and the
register accesses can be resolved by means of the synthesis method presented in chapter 5. In the
MPC555 documentation [24], examples for interrupt dispatchers in assembler code are presented.
The previous method has been applied with the same use-specification, and the prototype produced
the same dispatcher code.
The prototype has been extended to calculate the configuration settings for the different com-
ponents depending on a usage specification. Again, the results were compared to the presented
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examples in the documentation. Only the code order of instructions in the initialisation sequence
was different.
Summary This section has shown, that the concept of structural reflection can be used for the
synthesis of software in the field of interrupt systems. This is possible, due to the simple and easy
to describe behaviour of the elements, and a simple desired total behaviour of the system. The
case-study has shown that the method can be used for automatic synthesis, and can reduce the
development time of efficient interrupt dispatcher in operating systems. As a trade-off, the system
specification can be used to determine the configuration of the interrupt system.
A further trade-off of the translation of the documentation in the case-study was the identifi-
cation of ambiguous paragraphs in the documentation, which have to be compared with the real
system behaviour. Thus, this method can be used as a cross-check to the natural documentation,
or as add-on to the documentation.
6.2.4 Summary
In this section, the structure and the behaviour of the elements of the device kernel have been used
to structure the driver kernel by structural reflection. The components have an abstract behaviour
and only in special cases like the interrupt systems, the behaviour is restricted in such a way, that
the software of the driver can be directly derived. In the other cases, the structural patterns lead
only to hints for the control-flow. On lowest level a device kernel consists of logical elements and
sequential parts by means of automata. The impact of these elements on the driver software is
analysed in the rest of this chapter.
6.3 Classification of FSM elements
In this section a manual classification of the exchanged signals is worked out, and the impacts on
the device behaviour are analysed to construct parts of the driver control-flow. This classification
can enhance the understanding of the hardware behaviour on the exploration of the hardware by
the driver programmer and also increase the learning curve.
A device and its driver can be seen as the split of an abstract device. Depending on the splitting
of the data-paths and the automata, signals are introduced into the systems which can be classified
to derive hints for the point of appearance in the driver control-flow.
As a model for the device behaviour a Moore-automaton with assigned data-path is assumed.
As discussed before, a driver and a device can be seen as a separation of a complete system with
an asynchronous communication channel in between both parts. Depending on this segregation in
the real world the classification is discussed.
6.3.1 Splitting of Automata
A splitting of an automaton with insertion of an asynchronous communication, introduces a set of
communication states and exchanged symbols into the system. In figure 6.8–6.10 the steps of a
separation are shown by an automata example. Firstly, the intersected transitions are replaced by
a sender and a receiver state (6.9). Secondly, the sender states and the receiver states on each side
are merged to cross product states, depending on the existence of a path in the other automaton
part, from receiver to sender (compare automaton B in 6.8→ 6.10) to re-link the control-flow. This
leads to a fully interlocked protocol between the automata.
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Figure 6.8: Splitting of an example automa-
ton at the dashed line into parts A and B.
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Figure 6.9: Exchange of splitted transitions
by sender and receiver states.
Figure 6.10: Merge of sender and receiver
states on each side to re-link the control-flow.
The newly introduced signals exchanged between the automatons are denoted ΣA,B and ΣB,A
here (compare figure 6.11). The automaton A can now be defined by the tuple:
A = (QA,ΣA, δA, q0,A, FA, OA,ΩA) (6.1)
with
• the set of final states FA ⊂ QA
• the start state q0,A ∈ QA
• the set of input symbols ΣA = ΣA,X ∪ ΣA,B
• the transition functions δA : QA × ΣA → QA
and the output OA of the automaton coupled to the states by the function set Ω defined as
OA = OA,X ∪ ΣB,A
ΩA = ΩA,X ∪ ΩB,A
ΩA,X : QA → OA,X
ΩB,A : QA → OB,A
BA
Σ B,AΣ
A,X
A,X
A,BΣ Σ B,X
B,XΟ
Ο
Figure 6.11: Insertion of communication symbols ΣA,B and ΣB,A between split automata
into section A and B.
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The automaton B can be defined analogous with indices A replaced by B, and B,A replaced by
A,B respectively. Let in the following discussion the automaton B be the part in the device, and A
the part in the driver.
Now some patterns can be defined:
Definition 1 A flag is a signal which shows the current state of the automaton by presenting it to
the other automaton. It is element of the output symbols set ΣA,B, respectively, ΣB,A which is used
for communication between the automata.
A flag is part of the newly introduced signals, and shows the other automaton that the automaton
now is in a state, where the other one has to proceed. In figure 6.10 the automaton A has the flags
y,z and the automaton B has only the flag x.
On the other side the flag is evaluated by a trigger:
Definition 2 A trigger is a symbol t ∈ ΣA,B in automaton A, respectively t ∈ ΣB,A in B, which
lets the automaton leave a state in the sense that:
δ(qi, t) = qi
δ(qi, t) = qj
qi, qj ∈ Q, qi 6= qj
In comparison, in the Devil approach [61] ”a trigger behaviour means that a write (or read)
access to the variable induces a side-effect (i.e. an action) on the controller”. This can now be
refined so that the device automaton leaves the state of busy-wait on receipt of a trigger symbol.
In practice in the context of devices, the number of trigger symbols is limited by the coding
of the symbols exchanged via the asynchronous communication channel between the driver and
the device automaton. If the coding of a trigger symbol exceeds the maximum size of atomic
exchangeable information, the symbol has to be split into two consecutive exchanged symbols. On
the sender side, the flag t is replaced by the split symbol t′ and t′′, which is presented to the other
automaton in a sequence of two consecutive states. The receiver side is changed accordingly (see
transformation of the states in figure 6.12). Sometimes, the split of the flags and trigger signals
is performed by the hardware designer, only to provide a more convenient interface to the device
with eased signal coding.
t’’
t’
t’’
t’’
t’t’
t
t
t
Figure 6.12: The split of the exchanged signal t to t′ and t′′ leads to a split of states for the
sender side (left) and the receiver side (right).
One symbol of the split keeps the characteristic of a trigger on the receiver side (symbol t′′ in
figure 6.12). The second newly introduced symbol will be denoted as control, because it controls
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a branch in the receiving automaton (compare figure 6.12). The control signal must be transported
before the associated trigger signal is exchanged. The control signal is stored in the communication
layer, for instance the register file of the device. If the signal is not exchanged before the trigger
signal, the automaton may take the wrong transition, because the correct control signal may being
exchanged too late by the asynchronously operating communication.
In the automaton path the branch is a successor of a trigger. A specification of the exchanged
signals by simply tracing the path in an automaton, leads to a specification for synchronous sys-
tems. With a synchronous approach for signal exchange according to [82, 76], the synthesis pro-
cess for an adaptor automaton generates a sequence where the control signal is exchanged after
the trigger signal. Here, due to the asynchronous behaviour of the communication channel, the
exchange of the control signal can be performed by the channel in time or too late. Thus, depend-
ing on the communication channel, the order has to be exchanged in comparison to the order in
the automaton path. On the other hand, in the asynchronous world the control signal must not be
given too early, if, due to the symbols coding, it is also used in other paths of the automaton. The
analysis requires a determination of a time point (state of the device) from then on until the trigger,
it is secure to exchange the control message. The point in time is in most cases signaled by a flag
from the device. The pattern for the control-flow in the driver, is that the exchange of the control
signals is enclosed by the exchange of flags and the trigger.
It must be taken into consideration that the trigger may not have an explicit value. The pre-,
post-event, even the event of a register access, can act as the trigger of the device automaton. For
instance, the FIFO message buffer of TSB12LV32 Linklayer chip [109] has two registers to fill the
buffer. A write access to the one which is marked as ”last data”, uses the post-event to act as a
trigger for the transmission start of the buffer.
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Figure 6.13: Change of message coding into control signals (y′, z′) and trigger signal (t).
The signals (y′, z′) are stored in the register file (not shown here).
So a device driver programmer, who re-constructs the automaton A in this case, has to classify
the exchanged signals according to flag, control, and trigger. According to the classification, the
required sender and receiver states in the driver have to be implemented.
6.3.2 Split of Data-paths
A split of a data-path with an asynchronous communication channel, is a bit more complicated
due to its non-discrete timing behaviour. The logical elements of the data-path cause a delay of
the data-flow. Thus, at the intersection, a flag must signal to the communication channel that the
data is processed, the result is valid, and that can be transported. During transportation it must be
assured that the data is still valid and coherent on the sender side. This requires storage like a buffer
at the intersection, or a stall in the data processing until transport completion. On the other hand,
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the communication channel must signal the completion of the transport to both sides (compare
signals, data ready and transportation complete, in figure 6.14). In some cases, no processing stall,
nor an endless buffer can be installed, so only a flag is installed which signals a violation of the
data coherence (compare for example message buffer overflow in CAN82527 [44]).
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Figure 6.14: Split of logic block and insertion of register for data transportation.
On the receiver side the completion of the transport must be signaled to enable the data pro-
cessing. Vice versa a flag must signal to the communication channel that it is allowed to store data
in the incoming buffer2. Again it is a fully interlocked communication due to the asynchronous
communication channel. On the receiver side, the order of the received data can have a direct
impact on the result. For instance, a trigger in the automaton is released by the result of the logical
operation. So on the receiver side, by means of shadow registers, it has to be assured that the result
is independent of the order, or a protocol for the exchange order has to be specified which prevents
incoherence.
This classification of the signals can be used to control the communication channel. In most
cases the channel and the transports are initiated by the driver. Thus, the control-flow of the driver
must readout the flags of the device data-path and provide the flags to the device. Some of the
signals can be part of the control path in the device, because a delay is difficult to implement in
hardware and is rounded up to the duration of a time unit of the implemented automaton in the
control path. The identified signals have to be evaluated at the points in the driver control-flow
where the exchange of data between the driver and the device is located.
6.3.3 Conclusions for Device Driver Design
The exchanged control information between device and driver can be classified into triggers, con-
trols, flags and raw data. These signals can be identified in the device and with these signal
classifications, suggestions for the position of interaction in the driver control flow can be made.
The presentation of a flag in the device, signals to the driver the current state of the device. The
driver can react depending on this status information. Data can be exchanged and controls can be
set, with no impact to the device behaviour while the associated trigger is not sent. This leads to a
control-flow pattern for the interaction which is shown in figure 6.15.
The list of impacts the trigger signals have must be provided by the device designer. The
classification and the relationship can be used to derive control-flow fragments. These fragments
have to be embedded into the control-flow specified by the desired total behaviour of the driver.
2A storage is required due to the assumed time multiplex of the communication channel to emulate the full data
width.
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set controlssend dataget data
trigger
get device flags Figure 6.15:
General control-flow of exchanged signals.
Data exchange, and the set of control signals
are enclosed in the flag access and the trigger
release. Branches depending on application de-
mands are not shown.
In this section, the behaviour of a single automaton has been analysed. Due to the massive
parallelism of hardware, the interaction of several automatons in a peripheral device have to be
taken into consideration. An analysis method for this interaction in the context of driver design is
presented in the next section.
6.4 Control-Flow Analysis with Model Checker
In the previous section, only single automata and a single data-path line have been discussed. A
device is massively parallel hardware, and therefore, many entities with data-paths and control
automata are implemented and work in parallel. In this section the analysis of the control-flow in
parallel automata is discussed. The aim is to determine access sequences to get the device into a
dedicated state with respect to the entangled automata structure. Again this method can be used
for exploration of the device behaviour during the learning on the system.
For an automated synthesis of adaptor-automata, according to the approaches in [82, 76], a
mapping between a sequence of input signals to a sequence of output signals has to be specified.
The mappings, and in most cases even the involved signals, and the sequences on the hardware
side, are unknown. In this section the derivation of the required signals to force a device into a
dedicated state by use of counter examples of a model checker is discussed. A model checker is
used because it is able to analyse parallel systems which are described as automata. The temporal
behaviour of a device is implemented by the assembly of interconnected automata, which together
forms a product automaton.
Model checkers are specialised for analysis of product automata by comparing the state transi-
tions with a desired behaviour, specified as Concurrent Temporal Logic (CTL) formula, or similar
specification languages [50, 16]. One typical analysis checks that the automaton can not reach
a dedicated state, which models a fatal error state. If the verification fails, a counter example is
generated for the formula that does not hold. The counter example shows a list of transitions to
reach this state. The expert can analyse this sequence to find the cause for the misbehaviour of the
analysed system.
This type of analysis can be used to find a path from the initialisation state to the dedicated state.
Here the device should be set, for instance, into the state send message. The sequence and the
involved signals (information entities) which have to be provided to the device kernel are often
only partially known. The aim now is to prove how not to reach the dedicated state. So the model
checker has to prove ”never reach the state send message”. The state is reachable, otherwise
the device is not able to work, and the model checker finds a transition path in the automaton that
leads to that state. The counter example is one valid sequence of signals/states to reach this state.
The required input signals, the manipulation of information entities, must be modelled as au-
tomata, because most model checkers use state-based automata for system specification. The tran-
sitions of those automata represent the changes of input signals required to bring the ”main” au-
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tomaton into the desired state.
In this section the modelling of the register file and device/driver interaction is shown. After-
wards, results of the proposed analysis method are discussed, and the restrictions of the method are
depicted. The technique of device behaviour modelling and state reduction of the system is beyond
the current scope. The focus here is the special case of finding the required input sequence for a
device. Only the modelling of the register file, and the emulation of the driver behaviour within
the model is described.
6.4.1 Modelling
Most model checkers require a system specification in the model of a Kripke-structure [59, 50].
This means that the state based automata are totally described. The system itself must be closed,
which means the complete environment must also be modelled as an automaton within the system
specification. All parts of the system specification should be at a high-level of abstraction to avoid
the risk of the state-space explosion.
The device consists of the parts device kernel and register file with the bus protocol automaton.
Depending on the assumption that the communication between the driver kernel and the device is
transparent up to the information entities, the system can be separated into three parts: device ker-
nel, information entities, and the driver kernel. Due to restrictions by the communication interface
(time multiplex, etc.), the limited bandwidth is included in the specification of the behaviour of the
information entities.
Each information entity is modelled as its own automaton with the allowed transitions of state.
The transition can be triggered from the device kernel or from the driver side. Within these re-
strictions, the model checker can non-deterministically select a transition, so that it fits best for the
proof, or respectively, for the counter example.
The aim of the model is to find the required sequence of accesses to get the device into a
dedicated state. The access can be interpreted on the driver side as a command for the information
entity automata to change state. A write command with a special pattern is the same as ”set
information entity to state”. In the first step the allowed commands do not have any restrictions
in appearance, so they are modelled as free running automata. The transitions in this automata
depend on the commands, and on the device kernel side. The command automata can stay in an
idle state with the interpretation ”change nothing” (compare figure 6.16). This is required due to the
sequential behaviour of software, which occasionally does something different from controlling a
device, due to the time multiplex on the communication channel which allows only a small number
of commands at a time.
The time at that the command automaton leaves this idle state can be non-deterministically
chosen by the model checker, because the access sequence is yet unknown3. The model checker
can now choose which command to be taken, and when it is required, depending on the transitions
of the other automata.
Tests have shown that a totally free running command automaton can produce senseless com-
mands for transitions to states which are already reached. The signal does not change, but bus-
traffic is produced if such a non-filtered sequence is used in a driver. Hence the command automata
are interlocked and can only invoke a change if the state is not already reached at the moment (see
example in figure 6.16).
At this stage of modelling, the system specification allows that all commands are issued in par-
allel. The restriction of limited bandwidth by the bus-interface requires a further refinement by an
automaton, which emulates this bus behaviour. Its states represent the currently accessed register
3Unknown, if the device documentation does not explicitly suggests a sequence.
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Figure 6.16: Information entity with two states (0,1), and a non-deterministic command au-
tomaton which can invoke state changes (set,clear).
with its bandwidth. This means, information entities can change state, respectively, can receive a
command if their information entity belongs to the currently accessed register. How many registers
can be accessed at a time depends on the bus-interface and the bus protocol accepting automaton.
Again an idle state represents no access by the driver.Thus, the driver kernel in combination with
the bus-interface, is modelled by two non-deterministic automata which represent the accessed
register, and the issued command to change an information entity state.
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Figure 6.17: Control of the register access by a non-deterministic automaton, which states
represent the accessed register.
The behaviour of the device kernel, including the environment of the device, is modelled as an
own component of interacting automata. This model bases on the documentation, or is derived
from a formal specification by the vendor. The modelling of the device and its environment is not
elaborated on here. The model of the device kernel, the information entities as automata, and the
emulation of the driver access to the register file is, used to determine the required sequence to
bring a device into a dedicated state.
6.4.2 Use of Model Checker Results
The aim of a driver programmer is to get the device into a dedicated state. This requirement
is inverted and the analysis by the model checker validates that this state is never reached. The
counter example shows the state transitions in all automata which take place during the transition
from the initial state to the dedicated state. Only the commands from the driver to the device are of
interest, thus this list has to be filtered for the commands to each information entity which is eased
by giving the automata a special prefix. The result is a sequence of required accesses to the device.
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This sequence must be embedded into the control-flow of the driver, analogous to the fragments
and control-flow hints in the previous sections. A dedicated driver method is responsible to bring
the device into the dedicated state. The access sequence in that method, in addition to all previous
accesses by the other driver methods, must be the in same sequence as presented by the model
checker.
As a case study, the behaviour of the CAN controller 82527 by Intel has been specified accord-
ing to its device documentation [44]. The SMV [59] model checker has been used as analysis
tool. The tool is well established and has an easy input language, and an easy to parse report of
the counter example. But the results can not be used. For the model checker, a validation fails
if one counter example for the given CTL formula is found. This counter example is allowed to
have a nearly infinite length, the only characteristic is that this sequence of transitions does not
hold the CTL formula. So many of the reported sequences have been useless because of senseless
loops, and minimal sequences are demanded to utilise only the required communication traffic to
the device.
Thus, the specification of the CAN82527 has been translated to the input language of the
RAVEN [96] model checker. This tool is able to handle time constraints on the transitions, and
hence it can find minimum sequences of transitions between one state of the system to another one.
Instead of just a counter example, a witness example of the minimum sequence is reported. The
time model of RAVEN leads to a larger state space if transitions do not change within one time
unit. Advantage of the system is that the specification of the device transitions can now have a
duration which brings the specification closer to the real device, where some actions are of longer
duration. In a model with a unified transition time, like in SMV, the modelling of this behaviour is
rather difficult, because counting automata to emulate time has to be built.
From the CAN82527 the parts shown in figure 6.18 have been specified. For the test of the
method some access sequences have been generated. The model checker finds the required settings
in the correct order, in accordance to the complex interrelations of the automata. A disadvantage is
that the sequences are intermixed with useless transitions. If an automaton is not related to the tar-
get state, it can change its state randomly. This does not lead to a longer path of the sequence, if the
settings are made in parallel to really required settings. For example, the CAN-bus synchronisation
automaton of the controller has been modelled with the minimum of time it takes to synchronise
it to the bus under ideal circumstances. During this time, no other action in the device is required,
only further settings of initialisation parameters can be made. The counter example of the model
checker reports a busy alternation of some automata which are not required during this section of
bus-synchronisation. This includes command automata which leads to useless bus traffic.
This phenomenon of busy automata will be elaborated on in the simple example of two state
based automata depicted in figure 6.19. The task is to bring the right automaton from state W into
the state Z. Only the transition from Y → Z has the constraint that the other automaton is in the
state A. The left automaton starts in A and does not need to alter its state while the other take the
transitions towards Z: (W,A),(X,A),(Y,A),(Z,A). But the model checker reports a sequence where
the left automaton does a busy alternation of its state: (W,A),(X,B),(Y,A),(Z,B). The length of the
sequences is in both cases the same. So from the point of view of the model checker, this result is
as good as the former one.
The unrelated automata are not easy to identify, and require a cross check by hand with the
device specification whether a relation exists or not. An analysis only on the reported sequence
can not be performed because there is no hint whether a transition is required or not. Sometimes
in the sequence a period of alternation can be observed, which gives hints on the transitions which
have to be analysed for useless alternations.
Maybe the model checker internal algorithm can be modified in such a way that as few as
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Figure 6.19: Required sequence for W → Z is (W,A), (X,A), (Y,A), (Z,A). The model
checker produces a busy version of (W,A), (X,B), (Y,A), (Z,B) with the
same length.
possible transitions are taken. The search of a path in the graph of the cross product automaton
inside the model checker, has to be modified so that not only a minimal path in the sense of minimal
length is found. Each edge has to be labelled with the number of automata which change state to
get to the next cross product state. Now the path in the cross product automaton has to hold the
constraint on the path length and a minimum sum of weight. The modification of the internal model
checker algorithms is beyond the scope of this thesis, because the internally used algorithms are
much more complex than the suggested path search approach.
This case study shows further that the analysis works on synchronous systems, even if the driver
can issue commands non-deterministically, and therefore asynchronously. This leads to a problem
which has been briefly mentioned before, that the control signals protected by a trigger have to be
exchanged in time. In the previous example (figure 6.19) the automata have to meet again in the
cross product state (Y,A), to immediately take the transition from Y to W . In a further example
shown in figure 6.20, the sequence to get form W → U is (W,A), (X,B). The automaton must
synchronously step forward. If the transition A → B comes too late, the sequence becomes
(W,A), (X,A), (Y,B) and U is missed.
A synchronous processing is possible for automata inside the device, but the exchange of signals
with the system bus is asynchronous, and can not provide the signals to the exact point in time. The
model of the model checker bases on synchronous systems. Control signals can not be identified
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Figure 6.20: Required sequence for W → U is (W,A), (X,B), (U,−). Hence, the left
automaton must switch from A to B within one cycle.
by the model checker, so the existence of a trigger-control relation has to be identified by a work-
around. The automaton which controls the register file access is modified in such a way, that the
idle state takes different fixed durations. In the first analysis step, the specification works with no
extra delay in the idle state. Now synchronous trigger-control relations can appear. In a second
analysis the idle delay is extended, so that the control signal can not be given in time. The reported
sequence is now modified in such a way that the trigger and control change their order.
The case study has shown that it is possible to determine the required sequence to get a device
into a dedicated state. But the method is not always applicable because of the alternations in the
result sequences and the transitions in unrelated automata. The alternations can be identified by an
expert because of a typical period in the sequence.
On the other hand, this method can be used for first evaluation of devices. Still the result
contains the minimum set of transitions, which are required to bring the device into the dedicated
state. Thus for first exploration of the system, the model checker can be used as an expert system
to request sequences for getting the device into a dedicated state, in respect to the massive parallel
behaviour.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter, the method on structural reflection of the hardware structure has been refined to
derive the middle grained structure of the driver kernel. From the structure analysis, the structure
of the driver kernel and fragments of the control-flow inside the driver have been constructed.
Therefore, the simple semantics of component interrelationship, and the number of components
have been used. Analogous to the coarse grained structuring, the communication route leads to the
interaction relationship of the middle grain driver components. The pattern of multiple instances
of the same behaviour, leads to structures in the control-flow level. With a more specific semantic
of each component, this approach can be enhanced to build synthesis tools for the generation of
the device driver counterparts. This has been evaluated in a case study for the synthesis of IRQ
dispatcher software.
The second part of the chapter has focused on methods for the exploration of the device be-
haviour. The first method simply classifies the characteristics of the exchanged information. The
classification leads patterns for the order of appearance of signal exchange in the driver control-
flow. The second method analysises the parallel characteristic of the device behaviour. The aim
is to determine code sequences to bring the device into a dedicated state. The method does not
provide directly usable code sequences, but enhances the learning curve in the understanding of
the device.
The following chapter presents a proposal for a tool chain to integrate the presented methods
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into a device driver design-flow. Advanced topics in the field of device driver designs are discussed
afterwards. They can be used as starting points for future research.
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Chapter 7
Design Flow and Tool Integration
In this chapter, a concept for the integration of the different approaches is proposed. It discusses
the inter-operation of the methods presented so far and the resulting design flow. Aspects of speci-
fication languages or graphical interfaces for effective use by a designer are out of scope here. The
focus is on the approach integration for device driver design. Later a brief concept for integration
into a software development environment is presented. Parts of this concept have been validated
in the case-study presented in chapter 5.5.
7.1 Design Flow for Driver Design
In this section the three suggested stages of analysis, design, and code generation in the design
flow are discussed.
Analysis
Synthesis
Specification
Figure 7.1:
Three stages of the design flow: system analy-
sis, driver specification, and code synthesis.
Device Behaviour Analysis
The analysis of the device behaviour, the classification of the device signals, and the description of
the register file properties, is performed before the driver design stage (see figure 7.2). This step
can be done independently of the design phase. The device vendor can do the analysis and the
results can be seen as an advanced documentation, and can be shipped together with the device.
There is no risk of giving away internals about the implementation details of the device, because the
analysis provides only reduced information from the perspective of the register file. The analysis
result is only a more formal and more specific version of the device documentation.
The analysis result is the base of a knowledge database of the device. It includes a definition of
the register file with the register set, analogous to the presented properties in the Devil approach
[90]. This definition of the register file structure is annotated with the analysis results presented
in chapter 6.3, and the definition of methods for signal manipulation. For advanced tool support,
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Figure 7.2: Analysis stage to build the entries for the knowledge database.
ranges for signals, rules on register content, and constraints in logical or temporal logical form
can be stored in this knowledge-base. The constraint set can be used during development by the
programmer, or for automatically static analysis before compilation time.
The knowledge-base is used in the next design stage. It is extended by a second knowledge-
base on component communication behaviour for the system architecture specification. For each
component, this database holds the compatible protocols and the translations between the ports,
defined by an attributed grammar analogous to the method presented in chapter 5.
Device Driver Design Phase
The driver design phase starts with the selection of the device out of the knowledge-base (see figure
7.3). With the device selection a proxy class or a list of methods for the device is selected. In the
case of a proxy class, the object has to be instantiated, and the design phase can use this object for
the communication of the driver with the device.
suggested 
sequences
device subsystem
description
description
OS interface
proxy
class or methods
Knowledge Database
driver kernel proxy code
UML Design Environment
Figure 7.3: Specification stage to design the driver.
The operating system surrounding the driver or the next driver layer, defines the interfaces and
the provided services. Together with the device communication proxy, the three sides of the driver
kernel (kernel interface, kernel services, and HAL interface) are now defined.
The interface definitions are now embedded into a UML based software development environ-
ment. Then the internal driver structure is established by reflection of the device architecture as
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presented in chapter 6. From the knowledge-base the structure of the device can be requested.
The driver kernel behaviour can be specified with the methods provided in UML. Here sequence
charts and state charts can be used. Depending on the signal classification and the defined rela-
tionships between the signals, the temporal order of information exchange can be provided by the
knowledge-base.
Before code generation, the system architecture which connects the CPU, where the driver is
located, and the device has to be specified. Out of the knowledge-base the communication com-
ponents are selected and combined to form the complete grammar which describes the translator
chain. Together with the abstract specification of the driver-device interaction, the code for the
driver in the target language can be generated.
Alternatively to the use of the proxy object, the knowledge-base can only provide abstract in-
structions as an interface for the device signal manipulation. The only difference is that the access
methods are explicitly inlined into the driver kernel, instead of a method call in an aggregated
proxy object. In the following code generation phase a dedicated proxy object is assumed.
Code Generation
From the device specification in UML the driver-kernel code is generated (see figure 7.4). For
this part, the standard code generation out of UML specifications can be used. Beforehand, the
specified access sequences can be checked with the specified access order in the device knowledge-
base. On a mismatch, a warning for the designer can be generated. If possible the specified
constraints on the register range and the design rules can be checked at this state.
Knowledge Database
proxy code
Check Implementation
Proxy
Inline Optimisation
driver code
system architecture
description
driver kernel
Sequence/Rule
Figure 7.4: Synthesis stage to generate the communication code and integrate it into the
driver code.
The proxy is exported to the tool which generates the proxy implementation according to the
specified communication architecture between CPU and device. This tool can be an external tool
which reads-in the proxy specification with special instructions for the register access. These
statements are translated to the access code under consideration of the signal behaviour defined in
the knowledge-base, and the specified system architecture with the methods described in chapter
5. The most appropriate solution is selected from the alternatives of the access implementations.
The estimated access execution time can be annotated in the produced source code as a special
comment.
Both code parts, the communication proxy and the driver kernel, can now be analysed in com-
bination. The WCET can be calculated by taking into consideration the execution time of the
device accesses. With methods of aspect oriented programming, the proxy code may be partially
inlined, because at this stage semantical information can still be available if they are preserved by
annotations in the generated source code.
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The resulting source code is compiled with the standard compiler for the target system into
binary code. A standard compiler can be used, because the final stage of the back-end code gener-
ators, produce source code in the language of the compiler with no extra statements. Afterwards
the driver has to be tested in the same way as hand generated code. This testing task is a problem
of its own, and is out of scope of this discussion.
7.2 Tool Integration
The previously discussed design flow, which uses the presented method, has to be integrated into
a tool chain. The knowledge-base is simply a database which holds the properties of the device,
and thus can be seen as a tool readable documentation of the device. The exchange format can be
XML for example, whereas the tags encapsulate a database entry.
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Figure 7.5:
Three stages of the design flow in the complete
view.
The analysis of the device specification in order to extract the device properties, must be cur-
rently done by hand, as the meaning of some signals has to be re-constructed and described within
the model of the knowledge-base.
The front-end of the knowledge-bases, the architecture specification, and the access to the
code generators, can be integrated as a module into a UML design environment, which has been
provided by different companies for (application) software development. The knowledge-base
with the device properties can be accessed by an integrated browser, which works similar to the
integrated processor documentation like in the Metrowerks-development suite [63]. From the
knowledge-base the access instructions, respectively, the method collections in the form of gener-
ated proxy objects, are selected and integrated into the software development project. The UML
development environment realises that these objects have to be handled by special code generators,
because they have to be passed to the back-end-tool for software synthesis.
The specification of the communication architecture can be integrated into the development
environment, or be specified in an external tool. The use of an external tool has the advantage
that it can store different architectures, and the different target dependent implementations of the
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driver can be generated by batch processing. The communication architecture is a selection of
components from a graph, which stores the relationships between the components in the sense of
which components can work with each other, and which protocols can be used for exchanging the
data.
The back-end of the UML design environment must work in different ways. The proxies are
exported in a special form, so that the hardware abstraction layer generator can handle the proxy
code. After separation of the parts, the different back-end tools which postprocess the source
code can be started. Thus, the stage of code generation for the proxy, the optimisation, and the
integration into the driver behaviour code, is an additional sequence in the script for the back-end
processing by the development environment.
Afterwards the project is ready to be compiled with the standard target compiler, and the com-
plete system can be tested and debugged.
This tool-chain is a proposal for two reasons: firstly, a full implementation requires a large
amount of effort, and is out of scope in this thesis which focuses on the methodology. Secondly, at
the moment the automation of some parts of the chain is not complete. Some are still performed
by hand. Further investigations in future have to solve this problem, and have to be integrated into
this proposed tool-chain.
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Chapter 8
Advanced Topics
In this chapter, the topics of application of compiler techniques, and some issues on security in the
context of driver and devices are discussed. The topics are not in the major scope of this thesis, but
are important enough to be mentioned and maybe a starting point for future research.
8.1 Applying Compiler Techniques
Nowadays compilers are not concerned with the existence of devices with special types of in-
terfacing memory locations. Still the compiler perspective is a unique memory map. The only
concession is made by marking areas as non cache-able and volatile, taking them out of the scope
of optimisation. High level programming languages have few statements for I/O interaction. Most
the time an architecture-specific in-line assembler is used, which by-passes the compiler and is
directly integrated in the target code (see low level access functions under Linux [95]). In this
chapter, the application of known compiler techniques in the special field of device driver pro-
gramming is briefly discussed. As reference for compiler techniques, mainly [66] and additionally
[54, 68, 81, 120, 32] have been used.
8.1.1 Techniques and Pre-conditions
State of the art compiler techniques are code hoisting, constant folding, control-flow analysis, dead
code elimination, and code re-ordering, just to name a few. The main question is, which optimisa-
tions can safely be done in combination with devices, and which technique must be applied? The
aim of the optimisation is high speed in total execution time of the driver functions.
A comparison of the different techniques results in the fundamental constraint, that the compiler
assumes an exclusive and correct access to the memory. Correct means that a value is transfered
from the CPU register to the main memory, and is read back without changing its value. The
main memory acts as a background storage for the CPU registers. The different storage locations,
identified by memory addresses, must not interfere. The real physical organisation is not important,
only for explicit type casting like in C/C++, an order in the main memory is assumed.
Devices have a special physical organisation of the visible parts in the main memory, defined by
the register file structure, the bus-interface, and the embedding in the memory map of the system.
The device can alter the content in the register file. Hence, the perspective of the device for the
compiler is shared memory with non-exclusive access.
One impact on the execution speed is the hierarchy of the bus systems in contemporary com-
puter systems. Write operations can be buffered by the bus bridges. Read operations lead to a stall
until the data is received. The CPU processing speed is much higher than the bus speed, so a stall
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on the bus leads to idle operations of the CPU. The situation can be improved by pre-fetching like
the bus-interface of the PowerPC architecture [101]. But still the order of access at the device must
be preserved, because not only the exchanged values, even the event of exchange can lead to an
action in the device. The objective of optimisation is to reduce the bus-traffic while keeping the
correct access order and not suppressing events by access.
8.1.2 Traffic Optimisation
The applicability of the different compiler techniques depends on the characteristic of the device
registers. If they behave exactly as the normal memory locations the known optimisations can be
used. Thus reduction of traffic is based on an analysis of the register file characteristics.
In rare cases a register is marked as constant. Then, constant folding can be used to incorporate
this value into the driver code. In some cases, registers are marked in the documentation as to be
altered only by the CPU. Here explicit caching can be used, as discussed in section 5.6.2. If the
value is written to the device, a copy can be held in a CPU register or in the main memory. It is as-
sumed that main memory access is faster than device access. Therefore, the caching location must
be a non-swappable memory location. Now the register has become a normal memory location
(the caching location), and all optimisation techniques can be applied. With further analysis of the
driver code it can be determined if all write accesses have the same constant content. Then a read
to this location can be replaced by this constant, and folded into the driver code.
If the register location is marked as alterable by the CPU and by the device, more detailed
analysis of the device behaviour is required. In this case, the register behaves like shared memory,
and the CPU and the device are autonomous processes. An analysis for the complete driver and
device is rather difficult, as not a single control-flow or its impact on the variables content, have
to be analysed (for methods see [68]). Lines on both sides, and due to the massive parallelism of
hardware, maybe multiple paths in the control flow have to be followed. This must be performed
by hand, or with the use of a model checker, which creates the lifeline of an information entity.
The problem can be simplified if the analysis can be restricted to smaller sections of the system.
Such sections are, for instance loop-bodies with consecutive access to the device. During execution
of the loop, registers stay constant because a change of content is protected by a trigger given after
the loop. Thus, settings or readouts in the loop body are quasi-constant. In this case, the technique
of code hoisting can be used to reorder the code and reduce the traffic. Examples are the set up of
base addresses of PCI-devices which are stored in the device registers. They have to be read out
only once and the access in the loop body uses the quasi-constant base address. The code hoisting
method moves the base address setting out of the loop.
This example shows the difficulty in device driver programming, as assumptions on the total
behaviour must always be made to get an effective code. The driver documentation must include
the assumptions which are made during programming, because all modifications must respect these
assumptions.
The code hoisting approach leads to a design rule for explicitly hoisting in if-then-else struc-
tures: Check settings as early as possible in the lifeline of the driver. Thus repeated checks deeper
in the control-flow structure are avoided. This leads to contracts for the use of methods or a level
of trust. An isolated method must check the parameter set at each iteration. With a contract that
the calling instance guarantees the range of the parameters, the check can be erased. This is more
or less code hoisting beyond the boundaries of method calls.
The method of code hoisting can be enhanced to dynamic code modification during runtime.
If a value is quasi-constant and determined at runtime, all equations which use this parameter can
be constant-folded. On value change, an observer is immediately informed and re-modifies the
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affected code sequences.
If a register produces events on accesses, the intermixed control-flow on both sides have to be
analysed to identify whether the access can be avoided or not. As discussed in section 4.1 the
driver and the device now behave as fully parallel objects, with intercommunication by method
calls. Thus analysis techniques from the design of parallel systems have to be applied, which are
beyond the scope here.
8.1.3 Dead Code Elimination in Hardware
Constant values allow constant folding of expressions in the source code and dead code elimination
[66, 23] of the dead branches. In [56], the dead code elimination in configurable hardware devices
is described. Unused elements and states of automata are erased from the device specification. The
aim of this work is to create minimal configurations for reconfigurable devices, which still fulfill
the desired behaviour. The specification of which parts are not used is made by hand.
If all accesses to devices are known by an analysis of the proxy use by the sub-object (lifeline
analysis of the device registers), constant register settings and unused registers can be identified.
Perhaps the control-flow analysis of the use of the proxy should be extended up to the use of the
driver by an application.
Constant settings can be incorporated into the component hardware specification. Unused reg-
isters are erased from the specification. The reduced input logic leads to a further automatic op-
timisation in the hardware design by the synthesis tool. If automata in the device are affected,
the optimisations can again have impacts on the driver. If flags are constant, read operations can
be replaced by constants, and dead code in the driver can be erased. The depth of this fix-point
iteration is a topic for future investigation. During adaption, it has to be ensured that the criteria
for device type identification are not erased.
The result is a highly adapted driver to a highly (to the driver) adapted device. This method of
recursive dead element optimisation can be used in self optimising systems for optimisation after
behaviour adaption.
This reduction principle can potentially be applied at an earlier stage of the development process
of the system. The system specification is analysed and unused parts can be eliminated. This leads
to shorter analysis times of the synthesis tools, because the exploration space is reduced.
8.1.4 Summary
The main pre-condition for optimisations by a compiler is the quasi-constant of register content.
The analysis problem is analogous to an analysis in parallel running tasks on an SMP (Symmetric
Multi-Processor) machine. This model does not include the impacts on the communication layer.
If the actions of the channel are atomic and side-effect free, the transaction is transparent and
does not have an impact on the optimisations. An analysis of parallel asynchronous control flow
is beyond the scope of this thesis, and an interesting field for future work. The optimisations
discussed here can be used as rules of thumb for the device driver programmer who has an idea of
the control-flow.
8.2 System Security
In the literature on fundamentals of operating systems [19, 106, 84, 64, 102, 70], security of the
system is discussed from the perspective of user access, and the intrusion over networks. Secu-
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rity issues in combination with device drivers are not discussed. The driver is assumed to be a
trustworthy module of the operating system.
A driver itself is a risk factor for the system. Under Linux, a driver is a kernel module with full
access to all kernel services. Hence, a driver can manipulate the kernel integrity. Furthermore, the
driver does not provide properties of a device use to the kernel. The driver can access all devices in
the system and can manipulate them. This is a problem of the monolithic architecture of the Linux
operating system. Each part of the kernel has the same rights and works as system root with the
highest privileges.
A protection approach can be to use a microkernel architecture which allows only limited access
of the driver to memory locations. This protects the kernel itself against memory attacks, because
the driver is handled as a user process with memory protection in monolithic kernels. The memory
management unit is programmed by the kernel, so that the driver can only access its own memory
and the peripheral bus. An attack of foreign devices is still possible, because the kernel is not able
to decide for which device the driver is designed for.
Instead of attacking foreign devices, the attack against the system can be done by faking a
device by the corrupted device driver. The driver can, for instance, pretend to be a secure socket
connection and can attack the information send through this socket.
A security hurdle is to foist a system off from a corrupted driver. In most operating system,
one needs root privilege to install a device driver. But getting this root privileges is the aim of
the intruder. The intruder will not spend the effort to get the root rights by a corrupted driver, if
the root privileges are required for the attack. So an intrusion of a system can be to tempt the
system administrator to install the corrupted driver. For example a new driver release is faked and
delivered by driver CDs of computer magazines. In the field of open source software, the users
and system administrators are used to download new operating system releases from the Internet.
A corrupted driver can be pushed underneath the system by faking a new driver release in the
Internet.
Linux is an operating system which is delivered as source code, so a corrupt driver can be
identified easily by checking the source code. This is easier than monitoring the driver behaviour
in the running system. So the system is protected by peer review of the driver source, and the
announcement in the net. With binary delivery of the drivers a reengineering of the code has to be
done. In both cases, the analysis of driver behaviour and verification is a very difficult task, because
the device behaviour must be taken into account as part of the abstract device. For example, the
real-time version of Linux RTAI [94, 21] is known to have a high performance in the sense of
hard real-time constraints, and is also known to be very stable. Tests have shown that the real-time
behaviour can be totally ”crashed” by a harmless looking hardware device, the graphic card. This
specific graphic system on the AGP bus uses the main memory as a texture buffer. During an
access by a DMA-burst to its texture memory the real-time task on CPU is not able to access the
peripheral devices, and thus the real-time constraints could not be met. Thus the real-time patch of
the kernel is not able to prevent the system from this situation.
The complexity of the devices lead to a special form of system attacks, even if the driver is
encapsulated to its memory and its peripheral device. Here DMA transfers are the main attacking
mechanisms for intrusion by devices. Devices with their own DMA controller (for example the PCI
bridges by PLX Technology [86, 87]) can be used to read out the kernel memory, and transfer it to
locations where it can be analysed by the driver or a user application. The Memory Management
Unit (MMU) controls only the access from the CPU to the memory, but not the access from a
peripheral bus. This totally undermines memory protection. Such a use of a DMA-controller can
be scrambled into the driver source code. The only solution of this problem is a further memory
management unit in the memory bridge to also protect kernel memory sections from the peripheral
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bus side.
An attack similar to DMA-transfers is the use of the multi-master capability of peripheral
busses. Accesses to devices are neither authorised on the bus nor encoded. Hence, a device with
master capability can access other devices directly, and pretend to be the driver running on the
CPU. This feature has been used in [53], to transfer results of a calculation in an FPGA on a Rap-
tor I-board, directly by DMA-burst to the SCI (Scalable Coherent Interface)-network card. The
SCI-network card can not distinguish between an access from the CPU or from the FPGA-board.
An intrusion of a device can be done by an indirect access to devices via a repeater. With this
mechanism the previously discussed access control of a driver by the MMU in the CPU can be
undermined.
The security and verification problem gets even worse in the presence of reconfigurable pe-
ripheral devices. Here the behaviour of the device depends on the implemented and downloaded
hardware design. This implementation can carry out repeater functions, or can analyse the gathered
data itself and send back identified back doors. With DMA access to network-cards it can send the
information directly to the network-card of the LAN connection. The major problem here is, that
the driver can be trustworthy but the bitstream for the reconfigurable device may be corrupted. The
re-engineering of a bitstream to reconstruct the algorithm is nearly impossible. The FPGA vendor
Xilinx offers an encryption scheme for the bitstreams analogous to PGP (Pretty Good Privacy).
A system protection scheme can be to manipulate the bitstream on downloading to the FPGA, by
insertion of a wrapper which prevents access to protected locations (isolation). The encapsulation
is eased if the reconfigurable device consists only of the device kernel, and the register file and bus
protocol acceptor is inserted by the correctly working downloader (see section 4.2.2).
Furthermore, the wrapper can reduce the risk of hardware sniffers. If reconfigurable devices
are directly attached to a system bus, they can sniff the bypassed information by a modified bus-
interface. Here the FPGA does not require an active access to the system bus, it can simply work
as a sniffer on the bus. The attacker’s main problem is to receive the gathered information back.
The complete topic of security of a computer system must be seen under the perspective of
a distributed system. The same approaches of security in networks must be scaled down to the
network inside a single computer. This can, or must lead, to a complete redesign of modern com-
puter architectures. An approach can be the serial interconnection approaches like InfiniBand(R)
[105, 34], or HyperTransport(R) [17] for node internal communication. Broadcasts must be ex-
plicitly implemented in the bridges. This is a starting point for security to deny access on routing
level to the internal components in the host adaptor.
The points discussed here should not only be seen under the perspective of system security.
Many of the points discussed under the aspect of security also enhance the robustness and the
reliability of the system. The system is not only protected against corrupted components, it is even
protected against malfunctioning components.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
In this thesis, different aspects of device driver design have been discussed. The emphasis has
been placed on the synthesis of the communication channel between the driver software and its
opposite hardware part, and on the systematic analysis of the device hardware. From the results,
programming guidelines for the structure and templates for the order of accesses to the device have
been derived.
Summary In the first chapter the field of device drivers has been described. The driver is a com-
ponent in an operating system which interacts with hardware and other software components. They
define the environment the driver is settled in. Depending on the chosen perspective, the driver acts
as a mediator between these components and routes information to the dedicated opposite. From
the perspective of the user application, the driver encapsulates the device with a software wrapper,
and acts as an abstract device which fulfills the requirements of a device class. In combination
with the concerns of the driver surroundings, aspects of the design and development process have
been discussed.
The chapter ”state of the art” has given a brief overview on the activities in the field of hardware-
near programming and device driver design. The currently available books mostly deal with the
driver architectures of the different operating systems, and how to integrate an own driver into
the system architecture. Other books focus on the programming of special hardware, or on the
hardware-near aspects of programming languages. The tool sets and software development kits of
the chip vendors are self-contained and do not provide interfaces for the integration of own system
extensions.
At first glance, high-level software development techniques seem not to be applicable in the
low-level field of hardware-near programming. This is true only if the high-level methodology
is intermixed with the inappropriate translations to the low-level constructs by the different high-
level tools. The design methods like Design Patterns and the specification methods of UML can be
applied if they are wisely translated to the target programming language. They should be applied
to benefit from the advantages they have already shown in application design.
Up till now, there are only two approaches in the field of driver synthesis: the adaptor synthe-
sis by the Royal Institute of Technology, ESDLab, Sweden, based on the specification language
ProGram, and the Devil approach by Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Au-
tomatique. The approaches of the hardware/software co-design cannot be applied, as they still
have problems with the mapping to the communication structure of the target system. The Devil
approach separates the driver into the concerns of the behaviour, which can be described by a
domain specific language, and the communication part to the device registers. The latter uses a
communication channel which covers the complete channel from the fixed entry point in software
up to the device register file. The adaptor synthesis with the ProGram approach needs a specifica-
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tion of the required access sequences on the kernel interface side, and on the device interface side
of the driver. The approach focuses on the synthesis of a driver in the sense of an adaptor. To my
knowledge, up till now no analysis method for the device behaviour and the resulting impacts on
software have been published.
This has lead to an approach presented in this thesis for the derivation of the coarse grained
driver structure from the communication interrelationship of the hardware components. The com-
munication graph has been reflected to create the relationship of the driver components. Here the
direct communication to the hardware is provided by proxies, which directly access the hardware.
Or they use services of other driver components, because the corresponding hardware components
are on the route to their own counterpart. This leads to a requirement for the driver component
to provide a communication interface to hardware components beyond their own counterpart. The
coarse grained structure has to be refined in two aspects: the synthesis of the communication
proxies, and the design of the driver behaviour.
The communication proxies for the driver components can be synthesised with the Devil ap-
proach. The approach uses transparent communication channels to access the registers by read
and write operations. The channel is monolithic and has to be adapted to the target hardware
architecture. This approach has been refined to an approach which describes the heterogeneous
communication architecture in a computer system by a network of routing nodes. The behaviour
of the network is described with attributed grammars. Thus, in combination with a given route,
the impacts of the channel sections can be combined to a total behaviour. This description is anal-
ysed to determine the entry point of the channel in software, and the required parameters by use
of a code generator from compiler construction. Furthermore, side-effects can be detected and
compensated by the synthesis of a channel adaptor at the channel entry point. The side-effect anal-
ysis can be used to do optimisations by merging multiple accesses to one single transaction on the
peripheral bus. The aim of the optimisation is the total execution time of the accesses to the device.
The proxy provides transparent communication up to the device kernel, which determines the
device behaviour. The driver is the adaptor of the device hardware to the desired total behaviour
of an abstract device. This requires an analysis of the device behaviour. The internal fine-grained
structure of the driver component can again be derived from the internal organisation of the device
hardware. The structure leads furthermore to some fragments for the driver control-flow, due to
the number of instances of a device part. In the special case of the interrupt system of a computer
architecture, the software for identifying the origin of an interrupt request can be synthesised. The
synthesis can be done due to the simple interfaces and the quasi-static (atomic) temporal behaviour
of this system.
The analysis of the temporal behaviour has been the emphasis of two further investigations.
Firstly, the combination of the driver and the design has been seen as the separation of a total
behaviour. The asynchronous communication channel between the components leads to a fully
interlocked communication. Together with a classification of the exchanged signals semantic, the
order of appearance in the driver code can be determined. Secondly, the hardware is massively
parallel. This results in internal interaction which is difficult to overlook. The aim of a device
driver designer is to bring a device into a dedicated state by a sequence of accesses to the device.
For the generation of this sequence a model checker has been used. The aim of reaching a state
has been reversed to the analysis aim of never reaching this state, and the model checker reports
a sequence to get into the state as in the counter example of the failed verification. A case study
has shown that the results are encouraging, but the algorithms of the model checker have to be
modified to get rid of busy automata. Both approaches can be used for exploration of the device
behaviour, and for steepening the learning curve of the device driver designer.
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Conclusion The work presented in this thesis has shown that device drivers are partially synthe-
siseable. The communication part of the register access can be fully automatically generated out of
an architecture description. The driver behaviour cannot be synthesised, due to the lack of a speci-
fication language for the desired total behaviour, and the missing synthesis algorithm. Approaches
like the domain specific language in the Devil approach are heading towards a language for driver
design.
The given hardware can be systematically analysed and the driver structure can be constructed
by reflection of the hardware structure. A classification of the exchanged information leads to a
position of appearance in the driver code. With the use of a model checker, access sequences for
bringing a device into a dedicated state can be generated. These are only fragments for the driver
design and have to be brought together by an experienced driver designer. However, they enhance
the understanding of hardware and provide a structured analysis scheme for the given hardware.
Implicitly, the thesis has shown that high-level software design concepts like Design Pattern can
be used to describe the driver architecture and parts of the behaviour in the design phase. This has
been done by separation of the modelling concept from the implementation on the target system.
Due to the different granularity, the model has to be left at some point on the way towards the
implementation. But due to their abstract nature, they help to order and structure the problem of
device driver design.
Outlook/Future One aim for future investigations can be a definition of a language for the de-
scription of a computer architecture in the concern of the communication interrelationship. To-
gether with an extended domain specific language for driver specification, the main target of driver
synthesis comes closer. These approaches may be combined with the approaches of aspect oriented
programming, and the construction from component libraries in the field of componentware.
It has been shown that with the integration of hardware access statements into the programming
language in combination with an architecture description, compilers are able to optimise these
code sections. At the moment, they are beyond the scope of compiler construction.
The approaches of generic communication proxies can be used in the field of hardware/software
co-design to solve the problem of interface synthesis. Still the partitioning can only sense the re-
quirement of an interface, as a mapping to hardware is missing, due to the lack of an analysable
description of the target system architecture. Furthermore, the approach of dead element opti-
misation by recursive elimination of software parts and hardware parts, can be an approach for
self-optimising systems.
New hardware architectures for inter-computer communication like InfiniBand and Hyper-
Transport, can ease the problem of proxy synthesis due to the IP based communication scheme.
This can ease the synthesis methods described here.
As briefly discussed, system security is a major topic of the future and can not stop at the driver
level. Different scenarios of using driver and devices for a system attack have been described. At
the moment no real attack by using a driver is reported, but with the rigorous encapsulation of the
systems in the future, these kinds of attacks may come into scope. The closing of these back doors
is a topic of future investigations.
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Appendix A
Graphic Representations of Interrupt
Systems
The behaviour of the hardware can be represented by the following graphical elements. All signals
have a positive logic independent whether the implementation is low active or not.
The fields of the tables are a group fo 4 fields with the following content:
Graphical Symbol Description
Formal Description Source Code
IRQ0
S(t) a
Source of an interrupt request. This
point must be assigned a service rou-
tine which handles the signal.
a = S(t)
S(t) ∈ {0, 1}
call ISR()
a b
REG
Switch to turn this signal line on and
off. The request can only be passed
to the processor if the switch is on.
Switch is identified by the label and
must provide functions for enable and
disable of the line.
REG.SUB.state ∈ {on, off}
b = f(REG.SUB.state, a) ∈ {0, 1}
f(on, a)=a
f(off, a)=0
/* initialisation code*/
REG.SUB.on()
ba
REG
Same like switch, but it is turned on by
default (after a reset). Hence software
must turn it off, if there should no in-
terrupt request be generated.
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REG
N
A
n
a
b
Multiplexer. It switches the signal flow
to one dedicated line. The line is
named by the labels at the lines. The
switch to a line can be set by the set-
ting the label of REG.
REG.state ∈ {A,B, · · · , N}
a ≡ f(REG.state)
f(REG.state) =
a : REG.state = A
b : REG.state = B
· · · :
n : REG.state = N
REG.ACK
REG.STORE
REG.FLAG
ba
ACK
Registers which signal that a line is ac-
tive (flag). The upper one REG.FLAG
does not store the request. The one
below REG.STORE stores the request
(rising edge). It can be cleared by ac-
knowledge the line labeled REG.ACK.
a ACK b
0 0 bt−1
1 0 1
0 1 0
1 1 0
if( REG.FLAG.is_set() ){
REG.ACK.acknowledge();
...
}
IntReQuest
End of the Interrupt Request System in
hardware. From here on a routine in
software handles the request (Proces-
sor switches to ISR-Mode).
IRD_Exceptiongate(){
...
}
IRQ0
b c a
S(t,c)
REG
Switch which has influence on genera-
tion of an interrupt, but not in the sense
of an enable or disable.
a = S(t, c), S(t) ∈ {0, 1}
REG.state ∈ {on, off}
c =
{
b : REG.state = on
0 : REG.state = off
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Info
Line with assigned information INFO.
This information can be used by the
software generator to identify the line
or to provide data to the software mod-
ule.
(n)
(2)
(1)
(0)
Inclusive OR-combination of the lines.
The depict priority inside the box is
only for software generation. Software
should check the line with the highest
priority (0) first.
PRIOR = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n
priorGate(y) : LINESG 7→ PRIOR
pmin = min(prior(y)) ∈
PRIOR.∀y ∈ LINES ∧ state(y) =
1
/* line A */
...
/* line B */
...
/* line C */
...
f
a
b
c
n
Inclusive OR-combination of the lines.
Software can check the lines in arbi-
trary order.
f = a ∨ b ∨ · · · ∨ n
/* line A */
...
/* line C */
...
/* line B */
...
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A
B
C
D
E
P REG.SUB
(4)
(3)
(2)
(1)
(0)
b
a
c
d
e
f
OR-combination of the lines. The label of the
active line is given to the priority buffer. The
priority is labeled inside the box with 0 as high-
est priority. The priority buffer can be read out
and is identified by the label REG.SUB. This
buffer must provide a value or signal for empty.
No destructive read. As long as the line is active
the value can be read out.
pmin = min(prior(y)) ∈ PRIOR.∀y ∈
LINESG ∧ state(y) = 1
P = x.x ∈ LINESG ∧ priorGate(x) =
pmin
switch(REG.SUB.get_status()){
case A:
...
case B:
...
}
Wired-OR combination of the input lines. No
dedicated output. Information flow depends on
the final instantiation of other system compo-
nents.
∀x ∈ LINESG
.
{
1 : ∃y ∈ LINESG.y 6= x ∧ state(y) = 1
0 : otherwise
depends on flow direction
P REG.SUB
Buffer has destructive read. The current pend-
ing IRQ is acknowledged at this OR-gate by a
(read) access to the buffer. First element in pri-
ority sorted buffer P is removed.
pmin = min(prior(y)) ∈ PRIOR.∀y ∈
LINESG ∧ state(y) = 1
P = {x.x ∈ LINESG ∧ state(x) = 1}
Frame A
Info
Port
Frame for sub system instances. The port passes
the request from the inside to the outside or vice
versa. The frame can provide further informa-
tion Info to identify the frame/sub system by the
software, eg. the base address. See Entities in
VHDL.
Vanishes during code generation
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P REG.SUB
REG.ACK
Pending IRQ must be acknowledged like a reg-
ister.
pmin = min(prior(y)) ∈ PRIOR.∀y ∈
LINESG ∧ state(y) = 1
P = {x.x ∈ LINESG ∧ state(x) = 1} switch(REG.SUB.get_status()){case A:
REG.ACK.acknowledge();
...
case B:
REG.ACK.acknowledge();
...
}
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Appendix B
RABBIT Interrupt System
Rabbit Backplane
VirtexFPGA
FPGABoard
TSB12LV32
FireWire
MPC555
TPU3 TPU3 MIOS QADC64 QADC64 TouCAN TouCAN WSMCM
MPC Board
IMB3 Bus
IMB3
Figure B.1: Specification hierarchy of the templates. TouCAN and QADC64 are instanzi-
ated twice.
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UMCR.IRQMUX
UMCR.IRQMUX
UMCR.IRQMUX
UMCR.IRQMUX
UMCR.IRQMUX
INT
UMCR.IRQMUX
UMCR.IRQMUX
UMCR.IRQMUX
IRQ5
UMCR.IRQMUX
SPSR.MODF
UMCR.IRQMUX
UMCR.IRQMUX
UMCR.IRQMUX
IRQ4
UMCR.IRQMUX
SPSR.HALTA
UMCR.IRQMUX
UMCR.IRQMUX
UMCR.IRQMUX
UMCR.IRQMUX
UMCR.IRQMUX
UMCR.IRQMUX
UMCR.IRQMUX
UMCR.IRQMUX
UMCR.IRQMUX
IRQ3
UMCR.IRQMUX
IRQ2
UMCR.IRQMUX
SIMASK.LVM3
TBSCR.REFB
TBSCR.REFB
7
SIMASK.IRM6
SIPEND.IRQ0
SIPEND.IRQ0
SIPEND.IRQ0
SIPEND.IRQ2
SIPEND.IRQ2
0
1
SIEL.ED2
Port_IRQ1
Port_IRQ0
PIN.M1
PIN.M2
PIN.M3
PIN.L3
Port_IRQ2
Port_IRQ3
Port_IRQ6
Port_IRQ7
Port_IRQ5
Port_IRQ4
PIN.L4
PIN.W18
PIN.Y18
PIN.Y19
1
SIPEND.IRQ2
PIN.M1PIN.86
SIPEND.IRQ3
0
PIN.M2PIN.87
SIPEND.IRQ3
1
PIN.M3PIN.89
SIEL.ED3
PIN.L3PIN.90
SIPEND.IRQ3
PIN.L4PIN.91
7
PIN.W18PIN.93
SIPEND.IRQ4
0
PIN.Y18PIN.94
SIPEND.IRQ4
PIN.Y19PIN.95
PIN.86
PIN.87
PIN.89
PIN.90
PIN.95
PIN.94
PIN.93
PIN.91
BASEADDRESS
RTC.ALR
PIN.90
J4.2 (MANUAL)
(connected)
RTC.SEC
PIN.93
J4.3 (MANUAL)
(connected)
RTCSC.RTF
PIN.95
J4.4 (MANUAL)
(connected)
RTCSC.RTE
I/O 29 PIN.90
SIEL.ED4
1
I/O 27 PIN.93
I/O 25 PIN.95
PIN.93
PIN.95
PIN.94
PIN.91
PIN.90
PIN.89
PIN.87
PIN.86
BASEADDRESS
SIPEND.IRQ4
SIPEND.IRQ5
SIPEND.IRQ5
0
1
SIEL.ED5
SIPEND.IRQ5
SIPEND.IRQ7
SIPEND.IRQ7
1
I/O 31 PIN.87
FPGA-Board Rabbit System 25.07.2001 (c) Thomas Lehmann
Virtex-FPGA
SIMASK.LVM7
0
SIPEND.IRQ7
SIMASK.LVM6
SIEL.ED7
RTC
SIPEND.IRQ6
SIMASK.LVM5
SIPEND.IRQ6
SIMASK.LVM4
RTCSC.ALE
0
SIMASK.LVM2
1
SIMASK.LVM1
SIEL.ED6
SIMASK.LVM0
SIPEND.IRQ6
MPC555-Board  02.08.2001 (c) Thomas Lehmann
SIPEND.IRQ1
Rabbit System 3 Slots 25.07.2001 (c) Thomas Lehmann
SIPEND.IRQ1
FireWire Board Rabbit System (Rev. 2)
RTCSC.SEC
0
PIN.87
1
SIEL.ED1
SIPEND.IRQ1
(connected)
Port_Level7
J4.1 (MANUAL)
Port_Level2
Port_Level3
PIN.91
Port_Level1
Port_Level4
PIN.93
Port_Level5
PIN.94
RTCSC.SIE
Port_Level6
PIN.95
Port_Level7
PIN.90
Port_Level0
CYDNE
Interrupt.CYDNE
Interrupt.CYDNE
InterruptMask.CYDNE
InterruptMask.IARBFL
CYLST
Interrupt.CARBFL
Interrupt.CYLST
ARBGP
CARBFL
Interrupt.ARBGP
Interrupt.CYLST
Interrupt.CARBFL
Interrupt.ARBGP
InterruptMask.CYLST
InterruptMask.CARBFL
InterruptMask.ARBGP
Interrupt.SUBGPInterruptMask.SUBGP
Interrupt.SUBGP
SUBGP
Interrupt.IARBFL
Interrupt.IARBFL
IARBFL
PIN.89
RTCSC.SEC
Port_Level2
Port_Level6
PIN.87
Port_Level1
Port_Level5
DMERROR
CMDRST
Interrupt.DMERROR
Interrupt.CMDRSTInterruptMask.CMDRST
InterruptMask.DMERROR
Interrupt.DMERROR
Interrupt.CMDRST
PIN.86
Port_Level4
Interrupt.ATSTARTED
ATSTARTED
InterruptMask.ATSTARTED
Interrupt.ATSTARTED
Interrupt Structure PowerPC Microcontroller MPC555  01.08.2001 (c) Thomas Lehmann
TB.A
Port_Level3
Interrupt.RXGRFPKT
RXGRFPKT
Interrupt.RXGRFPKT
Port_Level0
Interrupt.RXDMPKT
RXDMPKT
InterruptMask.RXDMPKT
Interrupt.RXDMPKT
DEC
TB.A
DEC
UIPEND.LVL6
SIEL.ED0
UIPEND.LVL5
1
UIPEND.LVL4
0
TBSCR.TBE
UIPEND.LVL2
UIPEND.LVL1
IRQ7
IRQ6
UIPEND.LVL3
TBSCR.TBF
UIPEND.LVL0
UIPEND.LVL31
UIPEND.LVL30
Interrupt.SELFIDER
SELFIDER
LINKON
ATSTK
ATFEMPTZ
SNTRJ
Interrupt.LINKON
Interrupt.ATSTK
Interrupt.ATFEMPTZ
Interrupt.SNTRJ
TCERR
MCERROR
CYSEC
CYST
Interrupt.CYSEC
Interrupt.CYST
Interrupt.MCERROR
Interrupt.FIFOACK
Interrupt.TCERR
Interrupt.HDRERR
Interrupt.DMACKERRInterrupt.DMACKERR
DMACKERR
HDRERR
FIFOACK
Interrupt.CYST
InterruptMask.SELFIDER
InterruptMask.LINKON
InterruptMask.ATSTK
InterruptMask.ATFEMPTZ
InterruptMask.SNTRJ
InterruptMask.HDRERR
InterruptMask.TCERR
InterruptMask.FIFOACK
InterruptMask.MCERROR
InterruptMask.CYSEC
InterruptMask.CYST
Interrupt.FIFOACK
Interrupt.CYSEC
Interrupt.MCERROR
Interrupt.TCERR
Interrupt.HDRERR
Interrupt.SNTRJ
Interrupt.DMACKERR
Interrupt.ATFEMPTZ
Interrupt.ATSTK
Interrupt.LINKON
Interrupt.SELFIDER
Interrupt System TSB12LV32
InterruptMask.RXGRFPKT
Interrupt.INT
Interrupt.INT
InterruptMask.INT INT
PHINT
PHRRX
Interrupt.PHRRX
Interrupt.PHINT
Interrupt.SELFIDEND
Interrupt.PHRST
SELFIDEND
PHRST
InterruptMask.PHINT
InterruptMask.PHRRX
InterruptMask.PHRST
InterruptMask.SELFIDEND
Interrupt.SELFIDEND
Interrupt.PHRST
Interrupt.PHRRX
Interrupt.PHINT
STAT0
STAT1
STAT2
CFR.STATSL0
CFR.STATSL1
CFR.STATSL2
RXDMPKT
RXDMPKT
RXDMPKT
RXGRFPKT
RXGRFPKT
RXGRFPKT
TBSCR.REFBE
STAT0
STAT1
Change of Lock
???
7
0
PLL
RESET
NMI
P
IREQ
Level0
Level1
Level2
Level3
Level4
Level5
Level6
Level7
IRQ0
IRQ1
IRQ2
IRQ3
IRQ4
IRQ5
IRQ6
IRQ7
SIU.SIVEC
(15)
(13)
(11)
(9)
(7)
(5)
(3)
(1)
(14)
(12)
(10)
(8)
(6)
(4)
(2)
(0)
MSR.EE
SIMASK.IRM7
IFLAG.15
SIMASK.IRM5
Port_IMB
SIMASK.IRM4
BaseAddress
SIMASK.IRM3
ESTAT.WAKEINT
SIMASK.IRM2
ESTAT.ERRINT
SIMASK.IRM1
ESTAT.BOFFINT
SIMASK.IRM0
ESTAT.read()
STAT2
ESTAT.read()
TouCAN (MPC555)  02.08.2001 (c) Thomas Lehmann
B
32Port_IMB
CANCTRL0.BOFFMSK
M0.TRI/RXI
IMASK.0
BusOff
Error
WakeUp
CANICR.IRL/CANICR.ILBS
320
31
IFLAG.0
QASR0.CF2
UIPEND.LVL29
BusOff
Error
WakeUp
CANICR.IRL/CANICR.ILBS
320
31
QACR2.PIE2
BaseAddress
QACR1.CIE1
BaseAddress
QASR0.PF1
BaseAddress
QASR0.PF1 32 Port_IMB
UIPEND.LVL28
Q2.PI
Q2.CI
Q2
Q1.PI
Q1.CI
Q1
QASR0.CF2
QACR1.CIE1
UIPEND.LVL27
UIPEND.LVL26
Q2.PI
Q2.CI
Q2
Q1.PI
Q1.CI
Q1
QASR0.PF1
QADC64INT.IRL1
32
Queued Analog-To-Digital Converter Module-64 (MPC555)  02.08.2001 (c) Thomas Lehmann
UIPEND.LVL25
SPSR.MODF
0
UIPEND.LVL24
UIPEND.LVL23
UIPEND.LVL22
UIPEND.LVL21
SPSR.HALTA
31
UIPEND.LVL20
0
UIPEND.LVL19
31
UIPEND.LVL18
32
UIPEND.LVL17
UIPEND.LVL16
UIPEND.LVL15
UIPEND.LVL14
UIPEND.LVL13
UIPEND.LVL12
Port_IMB
IRQ1
SPSR.SPIF
SPSR.SPIF
IRQ0
SPCR3.HMIE
7
SPI.MODF
0
SPI.HALTA
RTCSC.RTCIRQ
SCC1R1.TCIE
SCI1.RDRF SCC1R1.RIE
SCI1.TDRE
SCRQ[1:15].read()
SC2SR1.IDLESCI2.IDLE SCC2R1.ILIE
see 14-57
SCC1R1.TIE
0
0 32
Queued Serial Multi-Channel Module (MPC555)  01.08.2001 (c) Thomas Lehmann
Port_IMB
B
SCRQ[1:15].read()
32Port_IMB
Port_IMB
SCI1.IDLE
see 14-57
SCRQ[1:15].read()
UIPEND.LVL11
UIPEND.LVL10
UIPEND.LVL9
UIPEND.LVL8
UIPEND.LVL7
SYPCR.SWRI
SYPCR.SWESYPCR.SWF
SWT
TBSCR.REFA
TBSCR.REFA
TB
SCTQ[0:15].write()
SC1SR.TCSCI1.TC
0
TDR1.write()
SC1SR.TDRE
QSPI_IL.ILQSPI
31
RTCSC.RTF RTCSC.RTE
0
TBSCR.TBF TBSCR.REFAE
SC1SR1.IDLESCC1R1.ILIE
RTCSC.ALR
SC1SR1.OR
RTCSC.ALR
(AoA)
SCI1.QTHF QSCI1CR.QTHFI
QSCI1CR.QBHFI
QSCI1CR.QTHEI
TBSCR.TBIRQ
SCI1.QBHE QSCI1CR.QBHEI
SCI1.QTHE
SCI1.QBHF
QSCI1SR.QTHF
QSCI1SR.QBHF
QSCI1SR.QBHE
QSCI1SR.QTHF
QSCI1SR.QTHE
QSCI1SR.QBHF
QSCI1SR.QTHE
PIT
SCI2.TC SCC2R1.TCIE
PISCR.PTE
SC2SR.TC
SCTQ[0:15].write()
SCC2R1.TIE
TDR1.write()
SC2SR.TDRE
SCI2.RDRF SCC2R1.RIE
PISCR.PITF
(AoA)
SCRQ[1:15].read()
PISCR.PIE
SC2SR1.ORSCI2.OR SCC2R1.RIE
QSPI
QSCI1
QDSCI_IL.ILDSCI
0
31
SC2SR.RDRF
SC1SR.RDRF
Port_IMB
A
IMB3-Bus (MPC555)  01.08.2001 (c) Thomas Lehmann
Interrupt Structure IMB3 (MPC555)  24.07.2001 (c) Thomas Lehmann
CANCTRL0.BOFFMSK
TCNMCR.WAKEMSK
CANCTRL0.ERRMSK
IMASK.15 IFLAG.15M0.TRI/RXI
IMASK.0 IFLAG.0M15.TRI/RXI
IFLAG.0
Port_IMB
32
TPU
Port_IMB
A
PISCR.PIRQ
ESTAT.read()
B
TCNMCR.WAKEMSK
CANCTRL0.ERRMSK
IMASK.15 IFLAG.15
TPU
M15.TRI/RXI
IFLAG.0
IFLAG.15
Port_IMB
ESTAT.WAKEINT
ESTAT.ERRINT
ESTAT.BOFFINT
ESTAT.read()
ESTAT.read()
ESTAT.read()
TouCAN (MPC555)  02.08.2001 (c) Thomas Lehmann
MIOS
QACR2.CIE2
QASR0.PF2
QASR0.CF2
QASR0.PF2 QADC64INT.IRL2
32
QASR0.CF1
QACR1.PIE1
QASR0.CF1
QADC64INT.IRL1
32
Queued Analog-To-Digital Converter Module-64 (MPC555)  02.08.2001 (c) Thomas Lehmann
0
31
0
31
QACR2.PIE2
QACR2.CIE2
QASR0.PF2
QASR0.CF2
QASR0.PF2 QADC64INT.IRL2
32
QASR0.CF1
QACR1.PIE1
QASR0.CF1
QASR0.PF1
SPCR3.HMIE
SPI.SPIF SPCR2.SPIFIE
SCI1.OR SCC1R1.RIE
see 14-57
PISCR.PS
PISCR.PS
TBSCR.TBE
QSCI1SR.QBHE
SCI2.TDRE
see 14-57
QSCI2
Port_IMB 32
32
32
A
32
Port_IMB
32
Port_IMB
32
Port_IMB 32
Figure B.2: Interrupt system of the RABBIT plattform.
